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Abstract
This dissertation examines the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth in Canada as well
as Witsuwit’en legal tradition regarding youth discipline.

I explore Aboriginal youth

incarceration rates, and examine regional differences and gender differences as well as obtain
rich primary data from acknowledged Witsuwit’en knowledge keepers. Despite the abundance
of materials on the over-incarceration rates of Aboriginal adult offenders, as documented in R. v.
Gladue and R. v. Ipeelee, there is very little academic attention regarding over-incarceration
rates of Aboriginal youth. However, the existing literature does point to the fact that the
numbers of youth have dropped since the introduction of the Youth Criminal Justice Act
(“YCJA”) but the Aboriginal youth rates are not dropping proportionately.

There is an

increasing over-representation of Aboriginal males, yet Aboriginal females in particular are
worse off than other youth. Although this dissertation is not focussed primarily on the causation
of Aboriginal youth detention, the secondary sources indicate a number of underlying reasons
such as systemic discrimination, socio-economic factors, mental health and residential school
impacts. The literature review indicates that Aboriginal youth over-incarceration is going to
worsen over time.
I have used an Indigenous methodology in my research which explores how Indigenous
communities can develop, control and own the research. The Indigenous Legal Research Unit
(“ILRU”) Method developed at the University of Victoria’s law school employs a case briefing
model to examine the facts, issues, decisions and reasoning from Indigenous stories to develop
an Indigenous legal framework.

This ILRU method shows how Witsuwit’en stories were

analyzed using the ILRU method.

I also explore the reasons why statistics are in fact

Indigenous. I compare and contrast the numbers of Aboriginal youth who are incarcerated
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across Canada by gender and Aboriginal status.

This research employs a mixed methods

approach drawing both from quantitative data from the statistics and qualitative data from
conducting a focus group and three interviews with respect to Witsuwit’en legal traditions. This
study obtains in-depth primary data from a Witsuwit’en perspective, which can provide solutions
to the problem of Aboriginal youth incarceration rates. I discuss how the statistics gathered
regarding youth under the YCJA are not developed with Indigenous communities and therefore
are not Indigenous statistics. I argue that future research directions require creating a new
approach in which Indigenous statistics can and should be developed in a respectful partnership
with Indigenous communities.

Although the Witsuwit’en laws and legal system are

ontologically different from the YCJA, I argue that they can co-exist together when it comes to
the common goal of how best to treat troubled youth. The Witsuwit’en laws are primarily used
as a method of contrast with treatment of youth under the YCJA – how are troubled youth dealt
with under Witsuwit’en governance as compared to under the YCJA legislation?
It is anticipated that the results of this dissertation will add to the existing literature
regarding the seriousness of Aboriginal youth over-incarceration rates.

It also furthers the

advancement of Indigenous Methodology and in particular the Indigenous Legal Research Unit
Method. This research also adds to the existing body of knowledge of Witsuwit’en laws. Most
importantly, these statistics represent someone’s son or daughter, grandson or granddaughter,
sister or brother - these numbers of detained youth are important - everyone counts. Canada can
do better and must do better to resolve this crisis in Indigenous youth over-representation.
Keywords: Aboriginal youth over-representation and the YCJA, Aboriginal youth overincarceration rates, Aboriginal females disproportionately represented, Indigenous gender
differences, Witsuwit’en First Nation, Indigenous Methodology, Indigenous Legal Research Unit
Method, Indigenous Statistics, Sovereignty through Statistics, Data Sovereignty, Statistics as
Reconciliation, Wet’suwet’en Legal Tradition
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Dedication

I dedicate this work to all Witsuwit’en members, past, present and future. You all count.
You are all important.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Background
This dissertation examines the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth in Canada as well
as Witsuwit’en laws regarding youth. My objective is to explore Aboriginal youth incarceration
rates, and to examine regional differences and gender differences as well obtain rich primary
data from acknowledged Witsuwit’en knowledge keepers.
To meet these dissertation goals, I have researched both quantitative data from Canadian
justice statistics and qualitative data from interviews and focus group. There is a statistical
component examining, comparing and contrasting the numbers of Aboriginal youth who are
incarcerated across Canada by gender and Aboriginal status. The statistical component will not
involve participants as it is quantitative in nature. I have also conducted a focus group and three
interviews with respect to Witsuwit’en legal traditions with Witsuwit’en members. This study
aims to obtain in depth primary data from a Witsuwit’en perspective and also secondary data
across Canada from an Indigenous perspective. Although the qualitative research concerning
Witsuwit’en laws and the quantitative statistics regarding youth incarceration rates are not
linked, in this dissertation I show how youth who are misbehaving are dealt with under their
respective legal systems. These legal systems are clearly different and are based on
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fundamentally different beliefs and ways of knowing. Despite the ontological differences, the
YCJA and Witsuwit’en legal system are not incompatible with one another as I discuss in
Chapter 8.
In this introductory chapter, I cover a research overview, my research approach and
questions, and discuss the research contribution, research goals and my role as a researcher.
Then I cover the key terms and dissertation structure.

Research Approach and Research Question

Research Question: To Examine the Incarceration Rates of Aboriginal Youth by Gender Using
A Statistical Approach and Witsuwit’en Legal Traditions

Research Sub Questions:

(a) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth nationally in Canada?
(b) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth regionally by province and territory?
(c) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth by gender?
(d) What are Witsuwit’en Legal Traditions with respect to the punishment, discipline and
treatment of Aboriginal youth?
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Despite the abundance of articles and studies regarding the Aboriginal adult incarceration
rates in Canada, there is little research on the incarceration of Aboriginal youth. To better
understand the problem, I look at this issue from three views, first, a national perspective,
second, a provincial basis and third, a gender view. This research does not examine reasons for
Aboriginal youth incarceration, but is primarily focused on documenting the actual data. This
research on the secondary materials and on the primary materials from Statistics Canada points
to the over-representation of Aboriginal Youth in the correctional system, and in particular, the
disadvantaged position of Aboriginal female youth. As an alternative to the current Youth
Criminal Justice Act, I investigate the Witsuwit’en legal system and governance.
Witsuwit’en legal traditions and laws as they relate to the discipline of Aboriginal youth
are examined through a focus group and interviews. Specifically, applying the Indigenous Legal
Research Unit (“ILRU”) Method, two Witsuwit’en stories from our elders are discussed in detail,
one from a focus group and the second from three interviews. Employing the ILRU method, a
Witsuwit’en legend is analyzed in terms of the facts, the legal issues, the decisions, and the
reasons behind the decision. Questions are raised such as: what are the Witsuwit’en laws that are
involved? What rights does this youth have? Who is responsible for the upbringing of this
Witsuwit’en youth? What are the Witsuwit’en legal principles regarding the discipline or
punishment of youth? What are the legitimate procedures for Witsuwit’en collective decision
making regarding the discipline or punishment of youth? Who has responsibilities for the
teachings and upbringing of Witsuwit’en youth? Who has the final say or decision making
power when it comes to the discipline of Witsuwit’en youth?
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Research Contribution
This research, focussed on the incarceration of Aboriginal youth, will be of the greatest
interest to Aboriginal societies in Canada and internationally. Specifically, there has been very
little data historically on Aboriginal youth incarceration rates. The new data affords a 19 year
span and provides an overview of those provinces where data are available. As discussed later in
Chapter 5, there are significant missing data sets. However, this overall national analysis is
useful not only to Aboriginal communities but also to policy makers.

The potential benefits for the state of knowledge is that Witsuwit’en traditions, customs
and laws with respect to child discipline are recorded herein for the benefit and history of the
Witsuwit’en Nation and other nations. This qualitative research will also be of interest to my
nation, the Witsuwit’en Nation, and to others who wish to replicate my research and explore the
Indigenous Legal Research Unit Method.

Another benefit from this research is that the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society
were involved in the research inquiry design by setting the standards for their involvement in
their Research Protocols Agreement. The Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society Research
Protocols clearly indicate that any research must be of potential use to the Witsuwit’en Language
and Culture Society and that they will retain ownership of the use, collection and dissemination
of research information. They, therefore, have ownership of these materials and can use them for
future purposes. They also provided their considerable knowledge and expertise with respect to
Witsuwit’en laws on child and youth discipline. They are knowledgeable about Witsuwit’en
traditions and customs. The focus group provided the analysis on the Witsuwit’en stories and
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Witsuwit’en laws by providing me with their knowledge and interpretation. The interviews
reinforced the knowledge gained by the focus group regarding Witsuwit’en laws.

Research Goals

My first research goal is to perform a statistical overview of the national incarceration
rates of Aboriginal youth as compared from province by province and by gender using secondary
data. These statistics stem from the Youth Criminal Justice Act across Canada. I acquired
training in statistical and quantitative methods. As part of my program, I completed the doctoral
course SOSC 740 Applied Quantitative Social Scientific Methods in which we explored statistical
research methods. My research will not primarily examine the causes for the over-incarceration
of Aboriginal young offenders. However, I will briefly cover it as it comes up in the preliminary
review of secondary sources in Chapter 2 that discuss the background and context for my
research.

My second research goal is to study Witsuwit’en legal traditions concerning youth
punishment and discipline through a focus group and interviews. These reflections on
Witsuwit’en laws provide other considerations for dealing with youth rather than the Youth
Criminal Justice Act. I acquired training in research methodologies that allowed me to conduct
meaningful ethnographic research with Wet'suwet'en elders. As part of my program, I completed
the doctoral course SOSC 720 Epistemology of Applied Sciences in which we explored "ways of
knowing" as a core focus, including First Nations ways of knowing. This qualitative research
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proceeds from an Indigenous research perspective and Indigenous methodology, whereby
cultural protocols and values are an integral part of framing the research and the research
methodology. One goal of this research is to validate and support Witsuwit’en ways of knowing
and being. This research has allowed me to work closely with my respected hereditary chiefs and
elders and make an important contribution for present and future Wet'suwet'en members.

My Role as a Researcher
I am a Witsuwit’en First Nations woman and member of the Gitdumden (Bear Wolf)
Clan. I am a member of the House in the Middle of Many, and my Witsuwit’en name is Tse
Mhih, which means Rock Berries. I have worked at the Office of Wet’suwet’en as a treaty
negotiator and as a summer student. I have been a member of the Law Society of BC from 2000
to 2016 working in the area of child protection and criminal law. I also have been a tribal court
judge on an Indigenous reservation in the United States. There I presided over family, criminal
and civil matters. I have been a provincial court judge in central British Columbia since August
of 2016. My doctoral research focuses on the statistical incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth
in Canada and Witsuwit’en legal traditions. For the purpose of this research, I am considered an
“insider” on many levels as I am a member of the Witsuwit’en First Nations and part of the
community. How does my position as Aboriginal insider affect the research design, fieldwork,
analysis, editing and presentation? For Indigenous methodology, research is extremely
subjective; there is no value free research and all researchers must be “value explicit” and state
their backgrounds as this will impact the research process. As a provincial court judge, I note
that I must refrain from any type of political activity, including commenting on any legislation or
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criticizing any public bodies such as any level of government as is consistent with the Canadian
Judicial Council (2004, Ethical Principles For Judges, Principle D3 at 47). This dissertation is a
reflection of my own thoughts and should not be considered as reflective of any of my judicial
colleagues. However, rather than seeing this dissertation potentially as a political activity, I
believe this dissertation, which examines Aboriginal youth incarceration rates, is consistent with
the duty of the sentencing judge as explained in Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in R. v.
Gladue (1999) at paragraph 82 and summarized in paragraph 93. It is also consistent with the
Supreme Court of Canada’s decision on R. v. Ipeelee, (2012 at paragraphs 66-68). These two
decisions will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

As an Aboriginal insider, it may be argued that my research may be biased. This bias as
an Aboriginal researcher, it could be argued, may predispose me towards a finding that
Aboriginal youths are over-incarcerated. However, I am also an outsider to my community, due
to my being a lawyer, academic researcher and a provincial court judge. While the role of a
provincial court judge is an important role in Canadian Society, I am aware that for some of my
people, the courts have been a historical instrument of colonial oppression. The same can be said
for being a lawyer or a university student; that both the law profession and universities have
historically been instruments of colonial oppression against my people. I am also not a
Witsuwit’en speaker and this puts me at a significant disadvantage when collecting the research.
I was also raised off reserve so there is another disadvantage for me as a Witsuwit’en citizen
being disconnected from my culture. I am not a hereditary chief as are many of the Board of
Directors of the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society and the interview participants. All
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of these factors form part of the power dynamics that I bring to the relationship as an
insider/outsider researcher.

Key Terms and Definitions
Aboriginal:

Under the Canadian Constitution Act, 1982, Aboriginal peoples are recognized as
people from First Nations, Inuit and Metis heritage. Statistics Canada refers to
Aboriginal people as those who report that they identify with at least one
Aboriginal group—for example, North American Indian, Métis, or Inuit—those
who report that they are Treaty or Registered Indians as defined by the Indian Act
of Canada, and those who report that they are members of an Indian band.

Aboriginal title: The inherent and sovereign rights by an Aboriginal people to the occupation,
use and enjoyment of their territories and resources.

Aboriginal Rights:

Rights by Aboriginal peoples given to them by their ancestors’ use and

occupancy of the land and Indigenous practices.

Adults:

Under the Criminal Code of Canada, adults are considered to be persons who are
18 years of age and older, unless the prosecutor applies to have a person over the
age of fourteen years considered an adult for the purposes of sentencing.

Clans:

A clan represents several family groups that can trace their lineage to a common
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ancestor.

Colonization: The process through which an alien political and legal culture has been imposed
or attempted to be imposed on Indigenous peoples with the goal of taking over
Indigenous lands and/or suppressing Indigenous peoples.

Community Sentence: Programs and services where a youth is supervised in the community.

Conference: A group of people convened under section 19 of the YCJA

Decolonization: The process of an Indigenous group re-establishing independence and
sovereignty through its own laws and governance, social structures and economic
processes after a period of colonization.

Elder:

An experienced Indigenous person that is well regarded and respected for his or
her wisdom.

Extra-Judicial Measures:

Non-court measures when a youth has committed an offence.

Police can take no further action when a young person has committed an offence,
or employ a police warning or a police caution. Crown can employ a crown
caution, usually in the form of a letter to a young person and the parents of that
young person. Referrals to support programs are also a form of extra-judicial
measure as well as an extra-judicial sanction. This is also called diversion or
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alternative measures.

First Nations: Formerly known as Indians under the Indian Act, this term ‘Indians’ was seen as a
product of colonization and not suitable. Therefore this term “First Nations” is
used by many to denote that they were the first peoples to have a system of laws
and governance in Canada (however, note that the Metis peoples and Inuit people
are separate from this definition). There is no legal definition for First Nations.

Gender:

Note that for the time period in my dissertation (1997/1998 to 2015-2016)
Statistics Canada employs a male category, and a female category. However,
there is a third box of “Sex Unknown.” Statistics Canada has released “New
Gender and Sex Variables” as of April 13, 2018; however Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, Queer and Two-Spirited people still have no gender identification
that I could see from the Statistics Canada April 13, 2018 press release.

Incarceration: When a young person is confined in a correctional facility and is not free to leave.
This is also called custody or prison.

Indian:

Note that this word “Indian” is an historical misnomer, being given to Indigenous
peoples in North America by the Europeans during colonization and therefore
carries with it a negative and offensive connotation. The word “Indian” still
appears in current Canadian legislation and will be used as such in this document.
Sometimes this refers to Registered Indians under the Indian Act legislation and
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sometimes this refers to non-status Indians who choose to self-identify as Indians.

Indigenous:

A term which is used to refer to the first peoples which occupied their territories
since time immemorial. This term Indigenous also denotes international
connections and relationships between worldwide Indigenous governments
recognizing the full authority and sovereignty that comes with nationhood.

Judicial Interim Release: A term which is also referred to as bail. Once a youth is arrested, he or
she is held until he or she can appear before a judge and request release.

Matrilineal societies: Societies which determine status and descent through the female kinship.
Generally all titles and property distribution are through the female lines.

Offender:

A person who has plead guilty or been found guilty of an offence under the
Criminal Code of Canada or under any provincial or territorial legislation or
ordinances.

Open Custody According to Statistics Canada: “A facility is considered ‘open’ when there is
minimal use of security devices or perimeter security such as custody in a
community residential centre, group home, childcare institution, forest or
wilderness camp or any like place or facility. The extent to which facilities are
‘open’ varies across jurisdictions.”
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Over-incarceration: When a segment of the population has extremely high rates of incarceration
that are disproportionate to their respective population percentages. In this
dissertation, that includes Aboriginal remand rates, Aboriginal pre-trial detention
rates, and Aboriginal Secure and Open Custody rates.

Over-representation: When a segment of the population has extremely high rates of involvement
or representation in the criminal justice system that are disproportionate to their
respective population percentages. In this dissertation, that includes Aboriginal
community sentencing orders.

Pre-trial Detention:

Statistics Canada tells us that pre-trial detention is to hold a young person

temporarily in custody while awaiting trial or sentencing.

Remand

Statistics Canada defines remand as: “To hold a young person in custody
following the breach of community supervision conditions of a custody and
community supervision pursuant to a warrant issued by the provincial director.”

Secure Custody

“A facility is considered secure when youths are detained by security

devices, including those which operate with full perimeter security features and/or
where youths are under constant observation. The extent to which facilities are
‘secure’ varies across jurisdictions” according to Statistics Canada.

Traditional Knowledge Keepers: Indigenous elders who have a knowledge of their culture and
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laws and language and who are well regarded and respected members of the
community.

Witsuwit’en / Wet’suwet’en: People living along the Bulkley River in north western British
Columbia since time immemorial (past 10,000 years) and their laws, governance,
culture and values. Note that recently, the Office of Wet’suwet’en has been using
Witsuwit’en to describe membership and citizens, and that wording is likewise
employed by the Witset First Nation (formerly Moricetown Band) and by the
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. These two terms will be used
interchangeably throughout this document.

Wet’suwet’en laws: Unwritten traditional rules and protocols handed down from generation to
generation that are accepted by the Wet’suwet’en as the legal system.

Youth

Under the Youth Criminal Justice Act (“YCJA”), youth are considered to be
between the ages of 12 to 18 years of age. Under Witsuwit’en laws, a youth is
defined by the time before a person becomes an adult, and the time frames would
be different (see Chapter 2).

Youth Criminal Justice Act (“YCJA”) this is the national Canadian legislation that deals with
young offenders between 12 to 18 years of age. It was enacted in 2003 to reduce
the rates of youth incarceration across Canada. This act replaced the Young
Offenders Act.
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Dissertation Structure
In Chapter Two, I cover the literature review regarding first Aboriginal adults in the
justice system. Second, I review the research concerning the over-incarceration of Aboriginal
youth in the justice system and in particular gender differences. There are literature references to
potential causes of over-incarceration for youth. In Chapter Three, I analyze how the
Witsuwit’en society, chiefs and feast system are all inter-connected. In Chapter Four, I detail
qualitative methodology such Indigenous Methodology, Indigenous Legal Traditions and in
particular, the Indigenous Legal Research Unit method developed at the University of Victoria
law school. I also discuss quantitative methodology, and in particular I look at the many ways
that statistics are Indigenous. In Chapter Five, the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth are
explored on a national and provincial level and also by gender. In Chapter Six, I discuss
research procedures such confidentiality, rigour and trustworthiness and ethics, data collection
and data management. Then I summarize the focus group findings and the interview findings.
In Chapter Seven, the focus group and interview data are merged and analysed in a ILRU
Research Framework and then into a Witsuwit’en Legal Summary. In Chapter Eight, I review
the research findings from the quantitative and qualitative research, and evaluate the findings.
In the Conclusion in Chapter Nine, recommendations and future research directions are
suggested. It is clear throughout that the YCJA approach and Witsuwit’en approach are very
different legal means of dealing with youth, but in Chapter 8, I contend that they can co-exist.
Throughout this dissertation, I argue that the statistics regarding Aboriginal youth are important.
Each number represents some one; perhaps a youth who has lost his or her family or way. Every
one of the numbers counts for a human being and is important.
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Chapter Two: Aboriginal Over-Incarceration Rates

Introduction
In this chapter, I examine the over-incarceration rates for Aboriginal peoples in the
criminal justice system, that is Aboriginal adults in Canada. I primarily look at this issue through
two well-known Supreme Court of Canada decisions in R. v. Gladue [1999] 1 S.C.R. 688
(“Gladue”) and R. v. Ipeelee [2012] 1 S.C.R. 433 (“Ipeelee”). Second, I look at the research
regarding the incarceration rates on Aboriginal youth, first by looking at the legislation, and then
at the statistics. Third, I review the literature that speaks to causation related to Aboriginal youth
over-incarceration rates. The many factors cannot be attributed to one cause but they potentially
include bias, social conditions, mental health, and residential school impacts. Clearly the issue
of Aboriginal over-incarceration is not simple, but is complicated by a number of factors and
there has been a steady growth over time. I argue that the issue of Aboriginal youth overincarceration is a pressing national issue of vital importance.
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Aboriginal Adults in the Justice System
Historically, Aboriginal adults have been over-represented in the correctional systems.
This pattern of over incarceration is not a new occurrence but has been prevalent and well
documented for decades. To deal with this challenge, Section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code was
enacted in 1996. Subsequent case law such as Gladue and Ipeelee from the Supreme Court of
Canada are the leading cases on this issue of Aboriginal over-representation in the criminal
justice system. For this reason, this chapter first examines the legislation, and second, the Gladue
decision as this case is often cited for solutions for dealing with the over-representation of
Aboriginal adults and youth, and third, I discuss the Ipeelee decision. There are more recent
articles and decisions concerning Gladue, however one reason I discuss these cases in detail is
that I approached this from the most authoritative and binding cases in Canada, that is from the
Supreme Court of Canada. Further, the Gladue and Ipeelee cases are binding upon all courts in
Canada. Additionally, the strong wording of the Gladue and Ipeelee cases indicate that not only
is the over-representation of Aboriginal peoples well known and well documented, the overrepresentation was found by the Supreme Court of Canada to be at crisis levels. This is a good
comparison point for the Aboriginal youth statistics that will be discussed later in this chapter.
The starting point for discussing Aboriginal over-representation is the legislation.

Section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code

Section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code is a provision specifically designed to remedy the
growing disproportionate rates of incarceration of Aboriginal offenders. This provision states
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that sentencing judges must consider:
all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the circumstances
should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of
Aboriginal offenders.
When the legislation was first passed there was confusion about how to deal with this
section. Two very important decisions from the Supreme Court of Canada were created as
means of interpreting Section 718.2(e). As noted, I first discuss the Gladue decision before
examining the Ipeelee decision.

R. v. Gladue [1999] 1 S.C.R. 688 (“Gladue”)

Jamie Tanis Gladue (“Jamie”), a Cree woman, was celebrating her 19th birthday with her
fiancé Reuben Beaver (“Reuben”) in Nanaimo, BC. Jamie and Reuben had one child together
and Jamie was pregnant with their second child. Reuben had left the party with Jamie’s sister
and Jamie believed that her boyfriend was sleeping with her sister. Jamie confronted Reuben
and her sister at home when both Rueben and her sister were descending the stairs from the
upstairs bedrooms of Jamie’s sister’s residence. Jamie and Reuben returned to their own
residence where they quarrelled. Reuben had insulted Jamie and had not denied the allegations
of sleeping with Jamie’s sister. Reuben had taunted Jamie, indicating that other women were
sexually better than she was, and the trial judge found that Jamie had been provoked. Jamie had
been overheard talking about Reuben at the party: “Next time he fools around on me, I’m going
to kill him.” Jamie had been assaulted by Reuben in the past and domestic violence was a factor,
but the trial judge found that she was not a battered wife. The trial judge found that Jamie was
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the aggressor as she stabbed Reuben in the townhouse and when he ran out of the townhouse, she
ran after him and stabbed him again. The trial judge made a finding that Jamie had no fear of
Reuben and this was an aggravating factor in sentencing. As a result of the stabbing, Reuben
died. The trial judge found that Jamie was extremely intoxicated and did not appear to know
what she was doing. Jamie pled guilty to manslaughter without a trial. She was 20 years old
without a criminal record and was remorseful at sentencing, both of which are considered to be
mitigating factors at sentencing.

Jamie was released on bail in the community while waiting for trial and sentencing.
Jamie took significant steps to improve her situation. While on bail, Jamie took alcohol and drug
counseling and completed grade 10. Subsequent to the stabbing, Jamie was diagnosed with a
medical condition, which causes extreme emotional conditions, because of her hyperthyroid
condition. Although Jamie was living off reserve in an urban community, her status as an
Aboriginal woman arose briefly during the sentencing. Counsel for Jamie had indicated that her
Cree community was a “regular community” with no special or unusual factors. The trial judge
ruled that no special consideration under s. 718.2(e) applied due to her Aboriginal status because
she was living off reserve in an urban setting. Jamie was sentenced to three years in jail. The
sentence was appealed to the BC Court of Appeal and subsequently to the Supreme Court of
Canada. The issue was whether off-reserve Aboriginal offenders have special consideration
because of their Aboriginal background or does s. 718.2(e) only apply to offenses committed on
reserve?

The Gladue decision was a pivotal and landmark decision. By the time that the Gladue
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case had reached the Supreme Court of Canada, Jamie had been incarcerated for six months and
then placed on day parole conditions and electronic home monitoring six months before being
granted full parole. As this decision did not result in a change in the prison sentence for Jamie,
this decision was a signal to the Canadian judiciary, lawyers and Aboriginal communities that it
was time to take seriously the epidemic of over-representation of Aboriginal offenders. The
Supreme Court of Canada found that there was too much reliance on incarceration for all
offenders but in particular for Aboriginal Offenders. The Supreme Court of Canada, in fact,
described the situation as “crisis in the criminal justice system” and found that there was
prevalent racism against Aboriginal peoples in the legal system. At paragraph 47 of Gladue, the
Supreme Court of Canada found that from 1965 to about 1985, Aboriginal peoples made up 2%
of the population and 10% of federal inmate population. They cited statistics that Aboriginal
women made up 13% of the federal inmate population and were more adversely affected by the
prevalent racism in the criminal justice system. The Supreme Court of Canada cited statistics
that in 1997, Aboriginal peoples made up 3% of the population and 12 % of all inmates. The
Supreme Court of Canada noted that the situation for Aboriginal women formed 17% of the
federal population. Beyond the statistics, the Supreme Court of Canada noted that there was
widespread discrimination against Aboriginal peoples at paragraph 61 of Gladue:
Not surprisingly, the excessive imprisonment of Aboriginal people is only the tip of the
iceberg insofar as the estrangement of the Aboriginal peoples from the Canadian criminal
justice system is concerned. Aboriginal people are overrepresented in virtually all
aspects of the system. As this Court recently noted in R. v. Williams, 1998 CanLII 782
(SCC), [1998] 1 S.C.R. 1128, at para. 58, there is widespread bias against Aboriginal
people within Canada, and “[t]here is evidence that this widespread racism has translated
into systemic discrimination in the criminal justice system.
The Supreme Court of Canada found at paragraph 62 of Gladue that the Canadian
criminal justice system has failed the Aboriginal peoples of Canada:
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Statements regarding the extent and severity of this problem are disturbingly common. In
Bridging the Cultural Divide, supra, at p. 309, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples listed as its first “Major Findings and Conclusions” the following striking yet
representative statement:
The Canadian criminal justice system has failed the Aboriginal peoples of Canada -First Nations, Inuit and Métis people, on-reserve and off-reserve, urban and rural -in all territorial and governmental jurisdictions. The principal reason for this
crushing failure is the fundamentally different world views of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people with respect to such elemental issues as the substantive content of
justice and the process of achieving justice.
At paragraph 63 of Gladue, the Supreme Court of Canada, citing the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba, described the justice system in Manitoba as having failed Aboriginal people
on a ‘massive scale.’ At paragraph 64 of Gladue, the Supreme Court of Canada indicates that
the over representation of Aboriginal peoples has caused a crisis in Canada:
These findings cry out for recognition of the magnitude and gravity of the problem, and
for responses to alleviate it. The figures are stark and reflect what may fairly be termed a
crisis in the Canadian criminal justice system. The drastic overrepresentation of
Aboriginal peoples within both the Canadian prison population and the criminal justice
system reveals a sad and pressing social problem...
At paragraph 65 of Gladue, the Supreme Court of Canada provides some reasoning
for the causation of Aboriginal over representations in the justice system:
It is clear that sentencing innovation by itself cannot remove the causes of Aboriginal
offending and the greater problem of Aboriginal alienation from the criminal justice
system. The unbalanced ratio of imprisonment for Aboriginal offenders flows from a
number of sources, including poverty, substance abuse, lack of education, and the lack of
employment opportunities for Aboriginal people. It arises also from bias against
Aboriginal people and from an unfortunate institutional approach that is more inclined to
refuse bail and to impose more and longer prison terms for Aboriginal offenders. There
are many aspects of this sad situation which cannot be addressed in these reasons...
At paragraph 67 of Gladue, the Supreme Court of Canada discusses causation in more
detail:
The background factors which figure prominently in the causation of crime by Aboriginal
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offenders are by now well known. Years of dislocation and economic development have
translated, for many Aboriginal peoples, into low incomes, high unemployment, lack of
opportunities and options, lack or irrelevance of education, substance abuse, loneliness,
and community fragmentation. These and other factors contribute to a higher incidence
of crime and incarceration. A disturbing account of these factors is set out by Professor
Tim Quigley, “Some Issues in Sentencing of Aboriginal Offenders”, in Continuing
Poundmaker and Riel’s Quest (1994), at pp. 269-300. Quigley ably describes the process
whereby these various factors produce an overincarceration of Aboriginal offenders,
noting (at pp. 275-76) that “[t]he unemployed, transients, the poorly educated are all
better candidates for imprisonment. When the social, political and economic aspects of
our society place Aboriginal people disproportionately within the ranks of the latter, our
society literally sentences more of them to jail.
In the Gladue decision, the Supreme Court of Canada found that s. 718.2(e) requires that
a sentencing judge must consider all available sanctions other than imprisonment and consider
the unique circumstances of Aboriginal offenders. The Supreme Court of Canada found that this
section of the Criminal Code is designed to remedy the problem of overrepresentation of
Aboriginal people in prisons.

The Supreme Court of Canada found in Gladue that sentencing judges should pay
particular attention to the circumstances of the Aboriginal offenders because those circumstances
are unique and different from non-Aboriginal offenders. Judges must craft a fit and
individualized sentence that takes into consideration the unique background that brings
Aboriginal offenders into court and consider the broad range of available sanctions. What are
the unique factors that make Aboriginal offenders different from non-native offenders? The
Supreme Court of Canada found that there are several significant systemic and background
factors:
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Over-incarceration of Aboriginal offenders can be due to poverty, substance abuse, lack
of education and the lack of employment opportunities for Aboriginal peoples and the
bias against Aboriginal people;
Low incomes, high unemployment, lack of opportunities and options, lack or irrelevance
of education, loneliness, family breakdown and community fragmentation; and
Aboriginal peoples suffer from systemic and direct discrimination, the legacy of
dislocation and poor social and economic conditions.

The Supreme Court of Canada found at paragraph 80 that sentencing determinations must
be highly individualized to the particular circumstances of this offence, this offender and this
community in which the offence took place:
As with all sentencing decisions, the sentencing of Aboriginal offenders must proceed on
an individual (or a case-by-case) basis: For this offence, committed by this offender,
harming this victim, in this community, what is the appropriate sanction under the
Criminal Code?.... (underlining in original)
The Supreme Court of Canada found that only an Aboriginal offender can waive the right
to have the Gladue analysis and factors adduced on his or her behalf. Where there is no waiver,
and the offender is unrepresented, it is incumbent on the sentencing judge to attempt to acquire
the information. The sentencing judge may and should in appropriate circumstances and where
practicable request witnesses be called who may testify as to reasonable alternatives to
incarceration. The Supreme Court of Canada found that Gladue applies even where community
supports are not available. Finally, the Supreme Court of Canada found that if jail time is
imposed, the cultural factors of an Aboriginal person may reduce the length of jail time, but it is
not to be considered leniency or a “get out of jail free card.” The Gladue decision was an
important and pivotal decision for everyone working in the justice system. As a result of this
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decision, Gladue courts based on this important decision were created in Ontario. The important
question was whether or not Gladue impacted Aboriginal over-incarceration rates in Canada.
The next decision that addresses this question is R. v. Ipeelee.

R. v. Ipeelee [2012] 1 S.C.R. 433 (“Ipeelee”)

The Ipeelee decision focused on whether protection to the public was paramount over the
Aboriginal offender’s status for Gladue decisions. Mr. Ipeelee, an Inuk man, had many
aggravating factors in his background including a lengthy criminal record for violence such as
assaults and sexual assaults and a number of breaches of court orders. Mr. Ipeelee also had a
number of mitigating factors from his background, such as the loss of a mother at an early age,
and an alcohol addiction that started at age 11. He also dropped out of school around age 11.
Mr. Ipeelee appealed the trial decision on the grounds that the sentencing judge did not give
enough consideration to his status as an Aboriginal offender. The Ontario Court of Appeal
dismissed his appeal. The Supreme Court of Canada repeated the theme of over incarceration of
Aboriginal peoples in Ipeelee, at paragraph 57:
Aboriginal persons were sadly overrepresented indeed. Government figures from 1988
indicated that Aboriginal persons accounted for 10 % of federal prison inmates, while
making up only 2 % of the national population. The figures were even more stark in the
Prairie provinces, where Aboriginal persons accounted for 32 % of prison inmates
compared to 5 % of the population. The situation was generally worse in provincial
institutions. For example, Aboriginal persons accounted for fully 60 % of the inmates
detained in provincial jails in Saskatchewan (M. Jackson, “Locking Up Natives in
Canada” (1989), 23 U.B.C. L. Rev. 215, at pp. 215-16). There was also evidence to
indicate that this overrepresentation was on the rise. At Stony Mountain penitentiary, the
only federal prison in Manitoba, the Aboriginal inmate population had been climbing
steadily from 22 % in 1965 to 33 % in 1984, and up to 46 % just five years later in 1989
(Commissioners A. C. Hamilton and C. M. Sinclair, Report of the Aboriginal Justice
Inquiry of Manitoba, vol. 1, The Justice System and Aboriginal People (1991), at p.
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394)....
At paragraph 62 of Ipeelee, the Supreme Court of Canada notes that the numbers of
Aboriginal over representation are rising and getting worse since the Gladue decision was issued
ten years ago:
This cautious optimism has not been borne out. In fact, statistics indicate that the
overrepresentation and alienation of Aboriginal peoples in the criminal justice system has
only worsened. In the immediate aftermath of Bill C-41, from 1996 to 2001, Aboriginal
admissions to custody increased by 3% while non-Aboriginal admissions declined by
22% (J. V. Roberts and R. Melchers, “The Incarceration of Aboriginal Offenders: Trends
from 1978 to 2001” (2003), 45 Can. J. Crim. & Crim. Just. 211, at p. 226). From 2001 to
2006, there was an overall decline in prison admissions of 9 %. During that same time
period, Aboriginal admissions to custody increased by 4 % (J. Rudin, “Addressing
Aboriginal Overrepresentation Post-Gladue: A Realistic Assessment of How Social
Change Occurs” (2009), 54 Crim. L.Q. 447, at p. 452). As a result, the overrepresentation
of Aboriginal people in the criminal justice system is worse than ever. Whereas
Aboriginal persons made up 12 % of all federal inmates in 1999 when Gladue was
decided, they accounted for 17 % of federal admissions in 2005 (J. Rudin, “Aboriginal
Over-representation and R. v. Gladue: Where We Were, Where We Are and Where We
Might Be Going”, in J. Cameron and J. Stribopoulos, eds., The Charter and Criminal
Justice: Twenty-Five Years Later (2008), 687, at p. 701). As Professor Rudin asks: “If
Aboriginal overrepresentation was a crisis in 1999, what term can be applied to the
situation today?” (“Addressing Aboriginal Overrepresentation Post-Gladue”, at p. 452).
It is well documented and clear from the above case law that Aboriginal people are overrepresented at crisis levels in Canada. The Supreme Court of Canada is also clear in Gladue and
Ipeelee that the causes for Aboriginal over representation are well documented. However, one
area that is not well documented is the incarceration rates for Aboriginal youth.
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Research on the Over-Incarceration Rates of Aboriginal Youth
I cannot help but think that the over-incarceration of First Nations, Métis and Inuit people
in corrections is among the most pressing social justice and human rights issues in
Canada today.
(2017, Office of the Correctional Investigator at 48. Note that this was
said in a report that addressed both adult and youth incarceration rates)
Turning from the Supreme Court of Canada decisions in Gladue and Ipeelee and the issue of
Aboriginal adult incarceration, I explore Aboriginal youth incarceration rates. Unlike the
research on the incarceration of Aboriginal adults, by comparison very little academic research
has been conducted on Aboriginal youth in corrections. I first discuss the legislative background
and then statistics relating to Aboriginal offenders and then I discuss the possible reasons for the
over-incarceration rates of Aboriginal offenders.

The Youth Criminal Justice Act (“YCJA”)

The Youth Criminal Justice Act (“YCJA”) applies to persons 12 to 17 years of age who
commit offences. This was enacted in 2003 with the specific objective of reducing incarceration
rates for all youth in Canada. Prior to the YCJA, there was concern over the very high
incarceration rates. The YCJA has several specific provisions which now allow for measures to
be taken against youth that are non-custodial. There are several sections relevant to this regard,
such as Section 6 (Warnings, Cautions and Referrals) or Section 19 (Conferences), but the most
explicit section relating to this goal is at Section 4(a) of the YCJA where it strongly suggests that
extrajudicial or non-custodial means ought to be the primary consideration for dealing with
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youth: “extrajudicial measures are often the most appropriate and effective way to address youth
crime.”

Section 4(a) of the YCJA applies to all young offenders with the goal of reducing
incarceration rates. Although Section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code does not apply to
Aboriginal youth, it has been argued that Gladue considerations ought to apply to Aboriginal
youth. Additionally, there is a similar section in the YCJA to allow for sentencing
considerations relating to Aboriginal youth:
38(2)(d) all available sanctions other than custody that are reasonable in the
circumstances should be considered for all young persons, with particular attention to the
circumstances of Aboriginal young persons;
Aboriginal youth are also mentioned in Section 3(c)(iv) of the YCJA which is part of the
Declaration of Principle. Section 3 states that the measures that apply to youth should consider
‘fair and proportionate accountability’[3(b)(ii)], and also to:
3 (c)(iv) respect gender, ethnic, cultural and linguistic differences and respond to the
needs of Aboriginal young persons and of young persons with special requirements;
Since the YCJA was enacted in 2003, there has been a reduction in the number of youth
who enter the total correction services (either at a pre-trial stage waiting for bail or after being
detained from bail, or after being sentenced to a secure custody or open custody facility or being
sentenced to a community sentence such as probation). For example, Maynaro, 2011 at 25,
writes that: “Youth crime rates, as well as youth incarceration rates have been decreasing for
years since the Youth Criminal Justice Act was passed in 2003 to focus more on rehabilitation.”
Another study found that from 2004 to 2009, the number of all youth incarcerated decreased by
30% (Edmond, 2011 at 35). This would seem to point to the success of the YCJA. In 2012,
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there was an amendment in the YCJA that pertains to Aboriginal youth. Despite the apparent
success of the YCJA, there still has been a disproportionate number of Aboriginal youth entering
the corrections services in Canada, and this disparity has been growing.

Incarceration Rates for Aboriginal Youth

There is an Increase in Aboriginal Youth Over-Incarceration Rates

In this part, I argue that although there has been a reduction in the number of all youths
incarcerated under the YCJA, the over-incarceration of Aboriginal youth has been exacerbated. I
argue that this has been getting worse over time and this is reflected in the literature. However,
the publications by Statistics Canada are hard to follow as some years it refers to the total
admissions, while in other years, it may measure gender and Aboriginal status. This results in
gaps in the publicly available data. For example, the Statistics Canada publications refer to the
total admissions by gender or custodial status (remand, or secure custody or open custody or
community sentences for example). A review of the publications makes it clear that the
Aboriginal youth over-incarceration rates are at crisis proportions. Jackson succinctly stated this
trend related to the reduction in numbers but the growing Aboriginal youth incarceration rate as
follows:
While Canada’s overall youth incarceration rate has fallen by 35 % under the YCJA,
Aboriginal youth have only seen a 23 % decrease in incarceration rates. In addition,
Aboriginal youth are increasingly being held in remand custody and for longer periods of
time than non-Aboriginal youth. Likewise, Aboriginal youth are disproportionately
sentenced to probation (2015 at 928).
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According to Statistics Canada, in 2000-2001, Aboriginal youth accounted for 24% of
admissions to sentenced custody and 22% of probation, but only made up 5% of the youth
population (Marinelli, 2002 at 1). This means that the over-incarceration rates for youth in
sentenced custody were almost five-times as high as their representation for their population
rates. Note that this 2000-2001 reference is prior to the enactment of the YCJA and the hope that
incarceration rates would fall. Statistics Canada released data showing that the incarceration
rates for all youth, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal had fallen by 25% after the YCJA was
enacted for 2003/2004 (Calverly, 2006 at 1). In 2004-2005, Statistics Canada has found that
25% of all youths were Aboriginal in sentenced custody but they only made up 5% of the
population (Calverly, 2007 at 1). Commencing in 2000-2001, the incarceration rates of
Aboriginal youth had not changed in four years. This is despite the introduction of the YCJA,
which as mentioned was designed to reduce the youth incarceration rates.

According to Statistics Canada, in 2005-2006, “Aboriginal youth represented 31% of
admissions to sentenced custody, 23% of admissions to remand and 22% of admissions to
probation, yet they accounted for 6% of youth in Canada” (Milligan, 2008 at 1). From the data
in 2005-2006 we see that there is a growing disproportionate rate of Aboriginal youth in the
correctional system. The next publication from Statistics Canada was for the year 2007/2008:
In 2007/2008, Aboriginal youth accounted for 25% of youth admitted to remand, 33%
admitted to sentenced custody and 21% admitted to probation. These proportions are much
higher than their representation in the general population (6%) (Kong, 2009 at 5).
According to Statistics Canada, in 2008/2009, Aboriginal youth represented 27% of youth
remanded, 36% of youth admitted to sentenced custody and 24% of youth admitted to probation
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(Calverley, Cotter & Halla, 2010). Statistics Canada found in 2012 that:
Aboriginal youth tend to be over-represented in correctional services. Among the reporting
jurisdictions in 2010/2011, Aboriginal youth accounted for 26% of the youth admitted to the
correctional system yet represented 6% of the general youth population (Munch, 2012 at 3).
For the following year, in 2011-2012, Aboriginal youth accounted for 39% of all youth
admissions but made up only 7% of all youths (Perreault, 2014). Regarding the 2011/2012
statistics, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission had this to say:
As troubling as these statistics are, they probably understate the case, because they exclude
Nova Scotia, Québec, Saskatchewan, and Nunavut, for which data was not available for the
period covered. (2015, Volume 5 at 252).
In 2013-2014, according to Statistics Canada, the disproportion rates had grown to over 40%.
Aboriginal youth accounted for 41% of all admissions but made up only 7% of the youth
populations (Juristat, 2014 at 4). According to Statistics Canada, there was a drop in the
following year: In 2014/2015, Aboriginal youth represented 33% of all admissions, but they
account for about 7% of the youth population (Juristat, 2016 at 4). According to the Department
of Justice, in 2014-2015, the proportion of Aboriginal youth admitted to correctional services has
increased for every type of correctional supervision since 2007/2008 (2016, Canada at 1). In
2014-2015:
The proportion of Indigenous youth in provincial/territorial custody was about 5 times higher
than their representation in the youth population (7%). Indigenous youth were
overrepresented in custody in most jurisdictions, especially British Columbia, Manitoba, and
Ontario (Canada, Department of Justice, 2017 at 2).
The most recent data available from Statistics Canada notes that in 2015 -2016, Aboriginal
youth made up 35% of all admissions into corrections but they represent only 7% of the total
youth population (Malakieh, 2017 at 5). To summarize the data from this literature review in a
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table, it would look like this:

Table 1 Aboriginal Youth Rates from the Literature

Year
2004-2005
2010-2011
2011-2012
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

Aboriginal Youth %
Admitted into Custody
25
26
39
41
33
35

Aboriginal Youth as a Percentage of the Population
5
6
7
7
7
7

We see from Table 1 that there has been a “low” of 25% over-incarceration rates before the
enactment of the YCJA. This number has increased over the last eleven years for which data is
available, to a high at one point of 41%. As the Truth and Reconciliation Commission has noted,
there are important large sets data that are missing from the provinces that may point to a much
larger problem. Note that the manner in which Statistics Canada has published its data, some of
the years are only reported by gender or by custodial status, or are missing in the publications.
Also, as can be seen by the summaries provided above, for some of the years, the numbers in the
Statistics Canada published data were not released in the same manner each year. Again, this
made the data hard to read and interpret. For example, for some years an overall Aboriginal
youth incarceration rate was provided and other years there was more of a focus on individual
components such as remand or community services.

In Gladue, the Supreme Court of Canada found that there was a crisis when the overincarceration rates of Aboriginal adults were at 12% (and represented 2% of the population).
With the overall Aboriginal youth incarceration rates being at an all time high of 41% and
showing an overall picture of steady increases, what would the Supreme Court of Canada say
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about these numbers? Notwithstanding the increasing rampant Aboriginal youth incarceration
rates, there is a significant gender difference which is overlooked for Aboriginal youth in the
criminal justice system. The available evidence shows that the over-incarceration rates for
Aboriginal females are dramatically worse than for males, and are growing worse over time.

The Over-representation Rates for Aboriginal Females Are Worse

We have seen that the Aboriginal youth over-incarceration rates are tragically growing at a
rapid rate. In comparison to Aboriginal male youth, the rates for Aboriginal female youth are
even more drastic and horrendous. This has been the case for quite some time and is recognized,
even by government officials such as the Department of Justice:
The degree of Indigenous overrepresentation in the correctional system is greater for
Indigenous females than Indigenous males (2016a, Canada, Department of Justice).
The year before the YCJA came into effect, according to Statistics Canada, Aboriginal
female youths accounted for 28% of all females sentenced to custody in 2002/03 (Calverley,
2006 at 1). As noted, overall rates for youth fell after the implementation of the YCJA, but not
the proportion of Aboriginal females. To the contrary, these rates have been dramatically
increasing over time. Aboriginal females made up 35% of all females sentenced to custody in
2003-2004 according to Statistics Canada (Calverley, 2006 at 1). Statistics Canada had noted
that the rates remained about the same in 2004-2005, as about one-third of all females sentenced
to secure custody were Aboriginal (Calverley, 2007 at 6). However, as Edmond (2011, at 36)
noted in 2008-2009, the rates had climbed to 44%:
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Over-representation is especially true of Aboriginal females, when comparing Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginals. Aboriginal females account for a significantly larger proportion of youth in
sentenced custody: in 2008-09, 44 % of incarcerated females were Aboriginal, but only onethird of males. The over-representation of females was more than seven times (2011).
In 2011-2012 the rates had climbed even higher to almost half according to Statistics Canada:
The over-representation of Aboriginal youth was more disproportionate among girls where
Aboriginal girls accounted for 49% of female youth admitted to the corrections system,
compared to 36% of males (Perrault, 2014).
We see that in 2013-2014, the rates had slowly climbed even higher according to Statistics
Canada:
Aboriginal girls accounted for 53% of female youth admitted to the corrections system,
whereas 38% of males admitted were Aboriginal youth (Juristat, 2014 at 4).
According to the Department of Justice in 2014-2015, the rates were almost consistently high
as reported in the previous year:
In 2014/2015, male Indigenous youth accounted for 34% of male youth
provincial/territorial custody admissions, while female Indigenous youth accounted for
49% of female youth provincial/territorial custody admissions. The proportion of
Indigenous youth in provincial/territorial custody relative to their proportion in the
population was about 5 times higher for Indigenous male youth and 7 times higher for
Indigenous female youth (Canada, Department of Justice, 2017 at 2).
According to the most recent data from Statistics Canada, there has been a slight decrease
in the over-incarceration rate since the previous year:
In 2015/2016, Aboriginal female youth represented 43% of all female youth admitted to
correctional services and Aboriginal males represented for 31% of all male youth
admitted (Malakieh, 2017 at 5).
A summary of the data from the above literature regarding Aboriginal female
incarceration is set out below in a table:
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Table 2 Female Incarceration Rates from the Literature

Year
2002/03

Percentage of Aboriginal
Females of all Admissions
28%

2003-2004

35%

2004-2005
2008-2009

“About 33%”
44%

2011-2012
2013-2014
2014-2015
2015-2016

49%
53%
49%
43%

Percentage of Aboriginal
Youth Population
Not recorded by Statistics
Canada
Not recorded by Statistics
Canada
5
Not recorded by Statistics
Canada
7
7
7
7

As noted earlier, the Statistics Canada data by gender and Aboriginal identity are not
published or are missing. Also there are some years and some provincial data that are missing.
Further, we see in 2013-2014, that there is a high rate of 53% of Aboriginal girls. We see that
there has been a decrease in the over-incarceration rates in the last two years of data of 10%.
There is a noticeable absence of research and attention to this problem in the literature. Research
needs to be focussed on finding out why Aboriginal girls specifically are so dramatically
disproportionately represented and on findings solutions to decarcerate Aboriginal girls. There
needs to be further research done on the two most recent years to find reasons why there has
been a substantial decrease of 10%, and yet the rates are still grossly disproportionate to the
proportion of Aboriginal females in the population. There are some promising signs in the last
two years but they are not well understood. It would be helpful to get this information and thus
build on this success. Additionally, a period of further study is required to see if the decrease of
10% will remain the same over extended periods of time; we need to see if the change is real,
genuine and long lasting. With respect to whether the change that we have seen is genuine,
causation would need to be addressed with specific regard to Aboriginal girls. In the following
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section I discuss what the literature states about causation for over incarceration rates for both
Aboriginal boys and girls. Note that this dissertation is not focussed on causation, and
examining this issue was not part of my research goals, however I find it hard to ignore some of
the recent and important literature that speaks to potential causation.

Potential Causation for Over-incarceration Rates for Aboriginal Youth

As noted in the previous two parts, Aboriginal youth are grossly and disproportionately
represented in the criminal justice system. In this section, I examine the potential reasons
discussed in the literature. Just like the statistics, the reasons are also complex. The reasons may
include bias, social and economic reasons, mental health and residential school impacts. There is
research to suggest that the crisis will continue to become a larger problem in the future. There
are many questions about why the actual numbers of Aboriginal youth are dropping, but the
disproportionate rate is rising. This problem is an unrecognized, hidden or overlooked epidemic.
As Jackson points out:
Furthermore, some investigators have been quick to point out that the rate of Aboriginal
youth admitted to sentenced custody has also decreased in absolute terms. With less
Aboriginal youth behind bars, they argue, is the problem not being addressed? Critically,
however, while the “custodial pie” has laudably shrunk, the Aboriginal piece of this pie
has actually grown. In other words, the proportion of Aboriginal youth admitted to
correctional services has grown under the YCJA. (2015 at 934-935)

Systemic Discrimination

When the impact of social factors results in greater involvement in the criminal justice
system than would otherwise be the case, and the circumstances that gave rise to such
social factors of poverty and social marginalization are attributed to the continuing effects
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of colonization, the result is systemic discrimination of Aboriginal youth in the criminal
justice system.
Larry Chartrand quoted in the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015 at 254
There is a lot of research to suggest that the over-incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth
are linked to bias and discrimination in the criminal justice system. The literature suggests that
this may be because of the role of the courts, the police and other actors in the criminal justice
system. I also look at possible causation for discrimination against Aboriginal girls but there is a
significant lack of materials and research in this area.

Kirkup argues that causation is linked to a bias in the policing, justice and corrections
systems (2016). Latimer & Foss (2004 at 21) argue that discrimination at sentencing is a factor
that has been under researched as a possible contributing element to the reasons for overincarceration. Jackson suggests that in addition to the vicious impacts of the colonial process,
and the judicial focus on sentencing, non-judicial actors play key roles in the over incarceration
of Aboriginal young offenders. He discusses in depth the role of the police, crown counsel and
probation officers (Jackson, 2015 at 943-945). He suggests that the entire process and especially
the early stages of legal involvement be reviewed:
In particular, the discretionary powers wielded by the police and Crown must be
recognized as key variables in the over-incarceration equation. (Jackson, 2015 at 945).
However, any discrimination in the criminal justice system is likely not the only culprit at
work. According to Hogeveen (2005 at 296), Aboriginal adolescents are the most disadvantaged
in Canadian society, and the most subjected to systemic racism at all levels of the youth justice
process. What is missing from the literature as previously mentioned is research on Aboriginal
girls. There are very few references specifically to Canadian Aboriginal female teenagers being
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incarcerated and the reasons behind this or solutions. Elizabeth Fry Society argues that there are
several factors at play for Indigenous girls:
Discrimination in the sentencing of young women is far too common. They are more
likely to be detained for ‘their own protection’ on the basis of non-criminal,
administrative offences, such as breach of bail, probation conditions and/or failure to
appear in court (Elizabeth Fry Society, 2013).
Although there is a lack of specific research on the incarceration of Aboriginal female
youth, it is noted that Aboriginal girls are doubly disadvantaged and vulnerable on the basis of
gender and race in Canadian society:
In Canada, Indigenous girls and women suffer the highest rates of sexual exploitation,
racialized violence, incarceration, murder, poverty, underhousing and homelessness, and
underservicing in health and education sectors (de Finney, 2016 at 24).
Additionally, there are a number of stereotypes about young female Aboriginal teenagers.
De Finney argues that there are many derogatory stereotypes from her research with young
Indigenous teenagers:
Elsewhere, fifteen-year-old Rianna described the racial slurs and stereotypes she heard
growing up: “Let’s see … there’s the drunk, the ho, like all Native girls are on the street.
There’s the dirty Indian, broke. There’s the whole Indian woman in a blanket thing, with
the braids, like two hundred years ago. The whole Pocahontas thing. That’s what we have
to choose from. (de Finney, 2016 at 28).
To summarize the literature, Aboriginal youth face many forms of discrimination in
Canadian society within the criminal justice system and in Canadian society generally. These
forms of bias have negative consequences that have contributed to the over-incarceration rates of
Aboriginal youth, both male and female.
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Social and Poverty Conditions

Like the reasons of discrimination, there are many negative societal and economic
reasons that contribute to the problem of over-incarceration of Aboriginal youth. La Prairie has
linked criminal behaviour to poverty, lack of education, and lack of employment (1992 at 23-24).
Perreault (2009 at 16) finds that a high proportion of Aboriginal young adults aged 20 to 34
years of age do not have a high school diploma or employment and these two factors alone
significantly contribute to the representation of Aboriginals in custody. Although Perrault’s
study involved Aboriginal young adults, it could be argued that these statistics have relevance for
Aboriginal youth. Gebhard argues that education systems directly contribute to the
incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth:
Getting into trouble at school is often the first slip into the ‘school to prison pipeline.’
This is a term coined by researchers in the United States, who have been making the links
between schooling and prison for several decades. The terms describes systemic
practices in public schooling such as special education, discipline, and streaming
programs that move poor, racialized youth out of school and place them on a pathway to
prison (Gebhard, 2012 at 8).
It has long been recognized that Aboriginal peoples in Canada face economic hardships
and homelessness. The Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies argue that this has a
direct link to the incarceration of Aboriginal youth:
The inequality of poverty and homelessness is associated with many types of survival
activities of youth that are increasingly likely to cause them to be criminalized.
Homeless youth, who must rely on selling their own bodies to survive, as well as those
who first panhandle, or gather in groups are at significantly increased risk of bring
criminalized (Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies, 2013).
Others argue that the child protection systems in Canada are factors that are linked to
Aboriginal youth going from a foster home to prison:
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The growing overrepresentation of Aboriginal youth in custody mirrors the even more
dramatic overrepresentation of Aboriginal children in child welfare care. The child
welfare system plays an important role in Aboriginal youth crime (Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, 2015 at 253).
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission argues that there are direct ties between
Aboriginal teenagers being in child protection and being held in custody:
Almost three-quarters of youth in custody in British Columbia have been in government
care at some point in their lives. The fact that, in 2005, 55% of children in care in British
Columbia were Aboriginal, leads to the conclusion that overrepresentation within the
child welfare system may be one factor contributing to higher proportions of Aboriginal
youth in custody (Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015 at 254).
Others echo this sentiment that there is a causal link between Aboriginal youth being
removed from their family home and being placed in a correctional facility. Specifically, that
the impacts of foster care are negative and can lead to self-medication with alcohol and drugs:
Why do our jails look this way? With Aboriginal youth and adults, the factors include
historical discrimination, a ruinous trickledown legacy of residential schools that sees
generations of parents with no parenting models, children in foster care, bouncing from
home to home, and coping through alcohol and drugs. (Rankin and Winsa, 2013 at 2).
These findings are not new findings on the causation for the incarceration of Aboriginal
youth. As Schissel noted 25 years ago:
In light of these findings, it is the contention of this research that much like lower-class
and Black youths in America, Native and Metis juveniles in Canada, and their families,
do not have sufficient economic, legal, and educational resources to cope with an
inflexible legal system, and consequently they are unfairly targeted for legal scrutiny.
(Schissel, 1993 at 61)
The Truth and Reconciliation summed these factors up very well:
The emphasis in the view of the Commission should be to recognize the very clear
evidence that youth crime is connected to poverty, home dysfunction, lack of proper
parenting, nurturing, and parental love, inadequate child welfare involvement,
community breakdown, a poor sense of personal identity and cultural connection, poor
school success, youth gang involvement, substance abuse, unemployment, and systemic
racism in many aspects of social involvement available to youth (2015 at 256).
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Turning from societal impacts on incarceration rates for Indigenous teenagers, one
leading contributor is mental health.

Mental Health

One of the overlooked areas of research for Aboriginal youth and crime is the role of
mental health. There is not very much research in this area. Maynaro, 2011 at 26-27, suggests
that instead of being treated, many Aboriginal youth are suffering from undiagnosed mental
health issues:
Buck-land posits that many youth who commit violent crimes are suffering from mental
illness but are then processed through the Youth Criminal Justice Act instead of being
treated, thus applying a simplistic and punitive, and ultimately destructive solution to a
complex problem: incarceration for youth who have mental health issues, especially
when those issues are not clearly diagnosed.
One area that requires more attention is the issue of trauma. We see that from the
research listed above Aboriginal peoples face discrimination and negative treatment on multiple
levels. Clark argues that youth involved in the justice system suffer from much higher rates of
trauma than the general youth population and are underserved (2015 at 7). In the following
quote, Dr. David Zinger, Correctional Investigator of Canada is speaking about Aboriginal adult
women. However, I think his remarks would equally apply to Aboriginal female youths:
I think one thing we are also very sensitive to is that the rate of trauma among Indigenous
women is very high, extremely high. I would argue that, yes, they are offenders, but first
and foremost they have also been victims. The rate of physical, sexual, and psychological
abuse is extremely high. The rate of trauma is also extremely high. The rate among
Indigenous women with respect to self-harm and suicide attempts is off the charts, much
higher than for non-Indigenous women. The service confines these women in an overly
restrictive and harsh environment when it comes to secure units. There is no therapeutic
approach and certainly no trauma-informed approach to address the high needs of these
women (Zinger, 2017 at 3).
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Lastly, one issue worthy of significant attention is Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder or
FASD. This is an area that has been frequently cited but is still an important and genuine factor
at play in today’s criminal justice system (Edmond, 2011 at 35). Although mental health is a
contributing factor, another major contributor towards high incarceration rates for Aboriginal
youth is the impacts of residential school.

Intergenerational Impacts of Residential School
In this section, I explore the connections between residential school and the incarceration
of Aboriginal youth through a series of questions. The first question concerns the link between
residential schools and Aboriginal youth incarceration. The second question has to do with why
people are comparing Aboriginal youth incarceration rates with residential schools.

What is the link between residential schools and Youth Incarceration? I thought the
residential schools are all closed now?
Many Canadians may fail to understand how the present crisis of Aboriginal
overrepresentation in prison is related to residential schools when many of the remaining
Survivors are over fifty years of age. The answer lies in the intergenerational effect of the
residential school experience that are passed on through families and often through the
child welfare systems (Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015 at 221).
As indicated in the quote above, there are intergenerational impacts from residential
schools. These negative impacts are passed from one set of parents to their children and then
down from those children to their future children. Many authors such as Narine argue that there
is a connection between incarcerated Aboriginal female youths and adults in Canada and the
impacts of Indian residential schools (2012). The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has
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drawn a clear connection between the losses and negative impacts of residential school which
lead to higher Aboriginal youth incarceration rates:
Many of today’s Aboriginal children and youth are living with the legacy of residential
schools, as they struggle to deal with high rates of addiction, fetal alcohol spectrum
disorder, mental health issues, family violence, the incarceration of parents, and the
intrusion of child welfare authorities. All of these factors place them at greater risk of
involvement with crime. In addition, the over-incarceration of Aboriginal adults (also tied
to the residential schools) has repercussions for their children. One study in British
Columbia found that 39% of youth in custody have a parent with a criminal record and
47% have another family member with a criminal record (2015 at p. 253).
Hazel Miron, Senior Investigator, Office of the Correctional Investigator of Canada,
recently spoke about this connection being passed onto the children and youth:
You have the residential schools and the trauma coming down through the families. If
we go back three generations, the grandparents were affected by the residential schools,
and this was passed on to the parents. These kids are suffering from the residual effects of
trauma from the residential schools (2017 at 5).
Others have argued that the historical trauma and abuse from residential school are still
being experienced through Aboriginal youth getting into trouble today:
As a result of family breakdown during the course of the residential school experience,
today’s youth continue to struggle with generational abuse handed down from parent to
child. The horror of those days continues to manifest itself in kids today. Families and
children alike deal with a lack of access to education, health services, decent housing as a
result, gang involvement, drug and alcohol abuse and delinquency become issues within
the community (Alexander, M. quoted in Maynaro, 2011 at 26-27).

Why are you comparing residential schools to the prisons today?
Today, prisons and correctional facilities are being compared to residential schools for
Aboriginal youth. One reason for this comparison is the very high numbers of Aboriginal youth
going to a correctional facility. This removal is being compared with historical residential
schools:
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In a 1988 study prepared for the Canadian Bar Association, Aboriginal rights advocate
Michael Jackson stated: ‘The prison has become for many young native people the
contemporary equivalent of what the Indian residential school represented for their
parents.’ Almost 25 years later, young Aboriginal men in Saskatchewan are now more
likely to go to prison than to finish high school (Gebhard, 2012, at 7).
Another reason that residential schools are being compared to current correctional
facilities for Aboriginal youth is both the isolation factor and the fact that current facilities like
residential schools were controlled by the government. Bellrichard quotes Lepine: “I think the
jail system is just like residential school. It’s a way to keep us shut out from the rest of the world
and to keep us quiet,” (2018). Another factor in the current displacement of Aboriginal youth
from their communities into the corrections system is the very act of removal from their home
community and exclusion from society:
Prison today is for many Aboriginal people what residential schools used to be: an
isolating experience that removes Aboriginal people from their families and
communities. They are violent places and often result in greater criminal involvement as
some Aboriginal inmates, particularly younger ones, seek gang membership as a form of
protection. Today’s prisons may not institutionally disparage Aboriginal cultures and
languages as aggressively as residential schools did, but racism in prisons is a significant
issue (Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 2015 at 219).
The impacts of residential school on today’s correctional system cannot be stressed
enough. The impacts are wide and far ranging and very much alive for today’s young
generation. Aboriginal youth today are paying the price for residential school through an
unfairly high incarceration rate. Turning from residential school to the future, Aboriginal
peoples and policy makers want to know if the over-representation of Aboriginal youth in the
criminal justice system will continue.
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Future Predicted Increases
Again, these are obviously very complex issues. For the last 30 years, governments have
not been able to stop or, even better, reverse the gross overrepresentation of Indigenous
people in jail. The incarceration rate is extraordinary. It keeps growing year after year.
Various governments over that 30 years have, I think, attempted genuinely to address the
issue (Zinger, 2017 at 7).
We have seen that there has been a steady incline in the rates of Aboriginal youth over
representation over the years. This, as noted, was particularly true for Aboriginal female
teenagers. What does the future hold? Will something happen to reverse these numbers? There
are people who strongly argue that the grossly high levels of Aboriginal youth in custody will
continue to rise. We know that there has been exponential growth overall in Canada in the
Aboriginal populations (Guimond, Kerr and Beaujot, 2003 at 1). There are a number of
additional reasons being put forward for the increased detention rates. One is the legislative
amendments that took place in 2012 and another is (as we have seen in the causation discussion),
that the reasons for the problem are societal in nature. Lastly, some argue that the impacts of the
residential school are not only still evident today but will continue to surge and increase in the
future.

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission has argued that Bill C-10, which was enacted
in 2012, has made changes which will increase the over representation of Aboriginal youth (2015
at page 254-256). They argued this because the 2012 amendments made it more likely that
incarceration would continue, instead of looking for restorative justice means of dealing with
problems:
The overrepresentation of Aboriginal youth in custody will increase under this new
regime, as judges will have less discretion and less inclination to consider the particular
circumstances of the young person before them (2015 at 256).
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Regarding the need for societal changes, Dr. Ivan Zinger is the new Correctional
Investigator of Canada, Office of the Correctional Investigator of Canada as of January 1, 2018.
He made a number of submissions to the Standing Committee on Public Safety and National
Security of the House of Commons on November 7, 2017 for their “Study on Indigenous People
in the Correctional System.” He argued that the situation for young Indigenous people will get
worse:
Assuming all other things remain equal in Indigenous and Canadian society, the year-onyear increase in the number of Indigenous admission to custody can be expected to get
worse. Young Indigenous people are coming into contact with the criminal justice
system at rates that surpass even those of their parents. In 2015-2016, Statistics Canada
reports that 35% of all admissions to youth correctional facilities in Canada were
Indigenous youth between the ages of 12 and 17 (Zinger, 2017 at 2).
Dr. Zinger also thought the causation, as discussed in this paper, is multifaceted and had
to do not just with the criminal justice system but with society in general:
The problems are upstream, in society. In my opinion, the basic problem has to do with
the social, economic, cultural and political rights of Indigenous people. I think that when
people are equal and when we have reached a level of recognition and an equal
partnership, all of these problems could be solved upstream, once again (Zinger, 2017 at
6).
Dr. Zinger stated that fundamental changes were required to reduce or eliminate the
problem of over-incarceration of Aboriginal youth.
What I can tell you is that tweaks are probably no longer the required action that needs to
be put forward. The government has to be bold here, because many governments before
yours have attempted to tweak the system. When you say, “Well, let's do a little better on
the Gladue decision”, the Gladue decision dates back to 1999 and has not made a
significant dent in slowing it down. Maybe it has, but it's fairly minor (Zinger, 2017 at 8).
Turning from societal reasons as the reason for future increases, another problem is
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residential school intergenerational effects. Some argue that the impacts of the residential
schools will intensify and increase over time for Aboriginal youth. De Finney (2016) argues that
mainstream society has a view of the residential school problem being solved or over. Instead of
that rosy picture, she argues that the effects from residential school are amplifying over time and
not decreasing:
The residential school system has become the iconic representation of intergenerational
colonial trauma in Canada, and it is often represented as a horror of a colonial past from
which the country has now recovered. In this representation, its effects are seen to be
residual at best, carried across the generations that have failed to heal from residential
schools’ traumatic effects. Far from being resolved, however, colonial practices of
cultural disenfranchisement and economic and political exclusion are compounding over
time. Several new waves of residential internment, each worse than the previous one,
have targeted Indigenous children (at 23).
Echoing this line of thought, Jackson argues that the trauma and abuse from residential
schools has become a time bomb for Aboriginal youth. He argues that without reconciliation,
the pain skyrockets over the years:
Passed down from parents and grandparents traumatized by the Residential School
experience, heightened levels of anxiety and stress have been inherited by Aboriginal
youth. Simply put: the physical and mental anguish stemming from colonialism does not
just dissipate over time. Rather, in the absence of substantive reconciliation for past
harms, this pain is pressurized as the years pass. Compounded by contemporary racism
and an overarching loss of identity, the effect on Aboriginal youth is all the more toxic
and has lead, in combination with other factors, to increased interaction with the
CJS[criminal justice system] (Jackson, 2015 at 931)
What emerges here is a picture that the issue of Aboriginal youth over-incarceration is
neither simple nor easy. As Zinger argues (2017 at 7-8), if it was easy to fix, it would have been
done by now. The causal factors range from discrimination, societal and economic factors,
mental health and residential schools. There are some who argue that the problem is going to
spike in the future because of legislative amendments, and a lack of societal changes and the
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ongoing and increasing residential school impacts. Major changes need to take place on many
different levels in society and within the criminal justice system to make Aboriginal peoples
equal partners who are treated with respect and as equals. If major changes do not occur, this
epidemic, already at crisis levels, will amplify and worsen over time. Aboriginal girls will be
impacted even more negatively on the basis of both race and gender. It would not be an
understatement to say that the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth, and especially for girls,
are shocking and at emergency levels, as compared to the adult incarceration rates mentioned by
the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Gladue.

Aboriginal Youth Prosecuted as an Adult

As the statistics were not available, I do not have the data regarding Aboriginal youth
ages 12 and over who have been charged and prosecuted as an adult. I do note that in one of the
Statistics Canada publications (Statistics Canada, 2017-06-06: Women and the Criminal Justice
System at 1) that they refer to charges against Women including female youths over the age of
12. They state:
Females aged 12 and older accounted for about one-quarter of people accused of
committing a Criminal Code offence in 2015, according to police-reported data.
I am not sure if the data for Aboriginal youth who are being charged as an adult is being
tracked by the Canadian Government or Statistics Canada, specifically by Aboriginal identity as
compared to non-Aboriginal youth.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I discussed the dramatic over-incarceration rates of Aboriginal adults in
the Canadian criminal justice system. As this area has been extensively researched and widely
published, I focused on the legislation and two Supreme Court of Canada decisions that relate to
over-incarceration of Aboriginal adults. Second, I argued that Aboriginal youth are overincarcerated at a level that is previously unseen. Although the actual numbers of incarcerated
youth are dropping, there is a growing disproportionate rate that is beyond crisis levels. I
reviewed the YCJA legislation and statistics pertaining to Aboriginal youth. In particular, there
is a tragic, growing and exponential over representation of Aboriginal females as seen by the
literature. Third, I reviewed the literature on potential causes, although clearly the reasons are
complicated and complex. The long list of causes suggested from the literary sources could
include discrimination in the criminal justice system and in society, poverty and social
conditions, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and related mental health conditions, and
intergenerational residential school impacts.
Unless something drastically changes on a fundamental level, there are predications that
the Aboriginal youth over-incarceration rates are going to steadily increase. With the numbers
already beyond crisis levels seen in Gladue, how much worse will it have to get before society as
a whole takes notice and demand that things get better? This tells a story of a bleak outlook for
Aboriginal youth corrections both now and in the future. This gloomy prediction is a reason why
this problem is not solely a problem for Aboriginal peoples to bear, to echo Dr. Zinger, it is
indeed one of the most serious and pressing issues for all Canadians today.
Having reviewed the literary sources for my dissertation research on Aboriginal youth
incarceration rates, by gender and also on Witsuwit’en laws, I first provide some background for
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my research. I start with an overview of my people, the Witsuwit’en First Nation in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, I discuss my research methodology and the ILRU method. After that I set out the
research I conducted in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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Chapter Three - Witsuwit’en First Nation

Introduction

Having considered the existing research on Aboriginal youth incarceration rates, this
chapter provides the context for my research chapters. This chapter provides an overview of the
Witsuwit’en First Nation from the literature. In Chapters Six and Seven, I will discuss my focus
groups and interviews with Witsuwit’en knowledge keepers .

The Wet’suwet’en have lived in Northwestern British Columbia since time immemorial.
In this chapter, three topics that relate to their legal tradition will be explored in detail, first the
societal structure, and then the roles of the chiefs, and lastly the Bah’lats or feasts. Inuk
Nu’at’en, or Wet’suwet’en Laws (literally ‘our laws’) have existed for thousands of years
“Another expression for Wet’suwet’en laws is yinkadinii’ ha baa ten which is Wet’suwet’en for
‘the ways of the people on the surface’” (Mills, 1994 at 141). In the first part of this chapter,
Wet’suwet’en society is discussed, specifically the Territory, and the clan and house structure.
Second, I talk about the importance of the chiefs and chief responsibilities, chief’s role in
decision making and the process of becoming a chief. Third, I show how feasts are used to
display wealth and societal status, and also to legitimize authority and the connection to the
power of the chiefs. In this chapter, I argue that the society, chiefs and feasts are all interrelated
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and are directly linked and tied to each other.

Wet’suwet’en Society
Wet’suwet’en society is complex. Three areas of Wet’suwet’en society will be discussed:
first, an overview of society, and second, the territories, and then third, clan and house structures.

Background

The Wet’suwet’en are a self-identified Indigenous group who have occupied their traditional
territory since time immemorial, or since time beyond memory. The Wet’suwet’en, or “People
of the Lower Drainage,” are an Athapaskan speaking people living along the Bulkley River in
north-western British Columbia (Mills, 1984 at 37). Wet’suwet’en Chiefs describe Wedzen Kwa
(Bulkley River) as the lifeline for the Wet’suwet’en (Gauthreau, 2007 at 9). Another name for
the Wet’suwet’en is Carrier, a term given to us by Euro-Canadian settlers due to the perceived
tradition of the eastern Carrier-Sekani widows carrying their husband’s ashes on their back for
one year after death. However this term is disputed by some who state the Wet’suwet’en never
used cremation but instead used burials (Cassidy, 1987 at 23). The Wet’suwet’en are also
known as the Witsuwit’en, Hwotsotenne, Hotsoten, Western Dene, Bulkley River Indians,
Babine Indians, River Babines, Babine Carriers, or the Northern Carriers. Most authors, but not
all, distinguish the Wet’suwet’en from the Babine Lake Carriers around Burns Lake, BC and
from the eastern Carrier around Prince George, BC. In the 1980’s, the Wet’suwet’en Hereditary
Chiefs changed our name from Carrier to Wet’suwet’en to mark a distinction from the Carrier-
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Sekani people. As well, ‘Wet’suwet’en First Nation’ is the legal name of a Carrier group located
twenty minutes outside of Burns Lake, BC, a group that would historically be classified as
Babine Lake Carriers. The Office of Wet’suwet’en is located in Smithers, BC, which represents
the hereditary chiefs in government and corporate negotiations. According to their website, they
represent people from Hagwilget, Moricetown, Skin Tyee, Nee Tahi Buhn and Broman Lake
(Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011).

Wet’suwet’en Territories (Yintah)

The Wet’suwet’en occupy a place in the British Columbia north-central Interior along the
Bulkley River (Wedzen Kwa), from around Hazelton, BC to Burns Lake, BC along Highway 16.
The Wet’suwet’en Territories, Yintah, includes 22,000 square kilometers of territories that was
passed on to us from our ancestors (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2018). In the attached Appendix B
is a map showing the Witsuwit’en Yintah Map that has been developed from the oral history and
also from the affidavit evidence used in the Delgamuukw-Gisday’wa court case (Office of
Wet’suwet’en, 2018). All Witsuwit’en have a sacred relationship and responsibility to protect
the Yintah (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2018). Although Yintah has been explained in many
different ways, perhaps this is the best definition:
Yintah refers to the sacred relationship with our Niwhts’ide’ni (ancestors) and lands, air,
water, the plants, medicines, fish and wildlife that is the source of our distinct and collective
identity, laws and relationships (Office of the Wet’suwet’en, 2018).
In the summer, the Wet’suwet’en historically stayed at the summer village of either
Moricetown (Kyah Wiget, or Ancient Village) or Hagwilget (Tse Kya or Rock Foot)(Cassidy,
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1987 at 11). Note that Moricetown Band has recently changed the legal name to Witset Nation.
Summertime was a time of hard work but also of socializing and Bah’lats (feasts)(Cassidy, 1987
at 13-14). In the long winter months, each house went to their winter territories(Cassidy, 1987 at
11 and 18). In early times, Moricetown (Kyah Wiget) was the best place for catching salmon and
every house chief had a permanent home there (Cassidy, 1987 at 9). After a rock slide in the
early 1820’s which blocked the majority of the salmon from coming to Moricetown, the
Wet’suwet’en reached an agreement with the Gitxsan to move to Hagwilget (Tse Kya, which is
located on Gitxsan territory. The majority of the Wet’suwet’en (but not all) moved to Tse Kya,
or Rock-foot, at the foot of Hagwilget Canyon about 1820 (Cassidy, 1987 at 9). The
Wet’suwet’en stayed there until about 1890 when they relocated to the top of the Hagwilget
Canyon, where the current Hagwilget Village is today (Jenness, 1943 at 477 and 485). Some
families moved back to Moricetown. As can be seen by the above, the territories are related to
and form part of the Wet’suwet’en legal system. Other parts of the legal institutions are the clans
and houses.

Wet’suwet’en Clans (Didikh)

Wet’suwet’en clan and house structures reflect that the Wet’suwet’en are an Indigenous
group with unique features. The heart of Wet’suwet’en social structure and governance is the
clan system. Note that this is a description of the traditional or hereditary system and not the
band system imposed under the Indian Act. Wet’suwet’en clan structure shows that the
Wet’suwet’en have had and continue to have a traditional social structure in place for thousands
of years. Wet’suwet’en clans are Gilseyu (Big Frog Clan), Laksilyu (Small Frog Clan),
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Gitdumden, (Bear/Wolf Clan), Laksamshu (Fireweed Clan), and Tsayu (Beaver Clan) (See
Appendix C Wet’suwet’en Clans). In the feast hall, Lasksamshu and Tsayu work together.

Wet’suwet’en Houses (Yihk)

As mentioned, the Witsuwit’en Nation is made up of five clans, which is made up of thirteen
house groups and thirty-eight distinct house territories (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2018).
Wet’suwet’en houses consist of members that are related on their mother’s side:
The House is a partnership between the people and the territory, and this forms the primary
unit of production that supports the subsistence, trade, and cultural needs of the
Wet’suwet’en. (Budwha, 2005 at 23).
Everyone is closely related in each house. Prior to Witsuwit’en contact with Europeans,
every house had their own building where everyone resided (R. v. Delgamuukw-Gisdaywa).
Today, Wet’suwet’en members no longer live in one house. House crests appeared on totem
poles, button blankets, painted on the fronts of chief’s houses and on chief’s grave boxes,
tattooed on the chest of men and on the wrists of women (Jenness, 1943 at 495). In addition to
house crests, every chief and most of the noblemen had a personal crest (Jenness, 1943 at 501).

Mother Clan

The Wet’suwet’en are a matrilineal people. Wet’suwet’en clan membership, titles and rank
are determined by one’s mother’s family (mother clan). The Bah’lats system is determined by
this matrilineal descent. This is significant for gaining names through passing on of names, the
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territory, hunting and fishing rights. One of the more important laws for Wet’suwet’en is that
one cannot marry someone from their mother’s clan.

Father Clan

A Wet’suwet’en father will belong to a different clan than his children. This clan is called
one’s father clan. A Wet’suwet’en can cal l on his or her father clan for financial, moral,
medical or educational support. The father clan is called upon in times of dire need or
emergencies. In this way, the house system ensures that all individuals are cared for and their
needs are met. When hosting a Bah’lats (potlatch), a clan would have to hire the father clan
(haba ts’el tset) to perform certain responsibilities (R. v. Delgamuukw-Gisdaywa). While the
territories, clans and houses were critical components to the legal system, also important was the
role of the chiefs.

Chiefs
Chiefs are critical to Wet’suwet’en laws and governance. There are three main aspects of
chieftainship that I wish to explore, the first being with respect to responsibilities, and second the
dispute resolution functions and third regarding the process of becoming a chief.

Chief Responsibilities

Each of the 13 houses has a chief, and each of the 5 clans has a head chief of the highest rank
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that represents that clan (Morin, 2011 at 16). The clan chief is the house chief with the most
rank, power and influence which is usually determined through the potlatch system. (Jenness,
1943 at 485). The chiefs would be known in order of priority: “The chiefs were ranked in an
order of importance with one being the highest and the others supporting”(Cassidy, 1987 at 12).
The leading chief is subject to change (Jenness, 1943 at 485). Each chief has a wing chief for
help, advice and counsel (Morin, 2011 at 16). “The chief was expected to lead by example, by
being generous, hospitable and wise. The well-respected chief was always involved in many
different things, but anything he or she did was always admired”(Cassidy, 1987 at 12). Chiefs
play numerous important roles in society, then, such as representing the clan and being a role
model. Chiefs had other important roles such as wealth management for the clan.

There are several aspects to the chief’s responsibilities with respect to wealth and resources.
The first is a social aspect that a chief had to be able to entertain visitors and house some of his
members with a moment’s notice (Jenness, 1943 at 518). This would of course entail having
resources stockpiled at hand. The second aspect of wealth was that a chief plays a critical role in
resource management, with all resources: “The wealth of a clan depended on maintaining its
control of key resource gathering sites (hunting, fishing, trapping berry-picking)”(Brown, 2002
at 31). It is an important part of the chief’s duty to maintain fish weirs at prime locations for
intercepting the salmon run (Brown, 2002 at 31).

Chiefs are responsible to ensure future

salmon stock (Brown, 2002 at 31). The third factor is that a clan’s wealth also contributes to a
chief’s ranking outside of the Bah’lats. Only wealthy chiefs could lead war parties as they could
feed the warriors (Jenness, 1943 at 518). Historically, after a raid in which slaves were taken, the
chief was given the slaves. A chief with slaves could afford to have two or more wives (Jenness,
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1943 at 518). Other than the critical role for wealth management for the clan, another crucial
aspect of being a chief is mediating disputes.

Chiefs as Decision Makers

Chiefs play numerous roles as decision makers and consensus mediators. Wet’suwet’en
chiefs listen to others, and apply fair principles to arrive at a consensus. The chiefs are not
authoritarian chiefs. The chiefs use their powers of argument and persuasion to resolve disputes,
much like the mediators and lawyers (Muhall, 1978 at 99). “On the basis of listening to the
people and learning from them, the chief made basic decisions facing the people as a whole:
where to build a weir, what to do if attacked by others, how to act if faced with famine”(Cassidy,
1987 at 12).

A historical example of dispute resolution by chiefs is provided by Jenness. This dispute
resolution example happens outside the feast system (Bah’lats) (Jenness, 1943 at 519). Jenness
wrote that when settling disputes, a chief would bring people to his house, put swan’s down on
his head, dance and sing his own personal song, and shake his rattle (1943 at 519- Note that
Jenness refers to swan’s down and not eagle down. Perhaps because he is talking about dispute
resolution outside the Bah’lats?). Then the chief would remind the people of all the wealth that
the clan bestowed upon him, such as his song, his clothes, his name and his rattle. This validated
his claim to be a chief and that he was acting as a leader because the people chose him and
validated his authority in the potlatch (Jenness, 1943 at 519). Then the chief would encourage
the people involved in the dispute to settle and give them a warning of what they may face if
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there is no agreement (Jenness, 1943 at 519). By this time the audience was usually swayed by
the chief’s talk (Jenness, 1943 at 519). Pressured by the chief and feeling societal pressure, the
people generally agreed to resolve the issue and would distribute moose skin to show their
agreement (Jenness, 1943 at 519).

Becoming a Wet’suwet’en Chief

Before first European contact (“before contact”), medicine men would often determine if an
unborn child was destined to become a chief (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). There would be
training from birth to ensure that the chief would have good leadership qualities. “A chief would
have a series of names from birth, baby, child, adolescent, adult, sub-chief, wing chief, and
finally chief” (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). The upbringing of the future leadership was
critical:
The person growing up to be a chief was always watched by the elders for signs of the ability
to lead and to be depended upon to do things the right way. The young leaders were
constantly reminded that one day they might be chiefs and that they should always take the
lead and figure out a way to do things (Cassidy, 1987 at 12).
Before a person became a chief, there were certain expectations such as:
Before a person received a high-ranking chief name, they would have to travel into the
wilderness to live with the animals for an extended period of time. They would learn the
ways of the animal world before returning to the community to assume a Chief name.
When they returned, they would have to demonstrate what they have learned. This
exercise exposed the prospected chief to the human world as well as the animal world.
Thus ensuring he or she had the utmost respect for both (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011).
A person also has to prove his or her worth by holding a series of feasts, and if the
name she or he wishes to assume was of an important chief, as many as six feasts might be
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required (Cassidy, 1987 at 12). Commoners can take a chief’s name if they did something
particularly noteworthy (saving a life) or if a chief had no heirs. It is possible for commoners
to change their fortunes in life (Morin, 2011 at 37-39). However, the reverse is not true.
“The son of a chief never became a commoner... but a grandson or grandchild might easily
descend the social scale, if his parents neglected to ensure his succession by a potlatch and if
he himself lacked the necessary means” (Jenness 1943 at 489). Commoners can gain a
chief’s name and ascend in rank, but it is difficult for a commoner to secure enough goods to
host one or more potlatches (Jenness 1943 at 489). Either men could be a chief (Dini ze) or
women could be a chief (Ts ake ze) (Morin, 2011 at 16). Apart from the importance of
chiefs, another central cornerstone of Wet’suwet’en laws is the Bah’lats, also referred to as
feasting.

Bah’lats, the Wet’suwet’en Legal Institution
“I live and breathe for the feast; it’s who I am as a person.”
Dunehn (Lucy Gagnon cited in Gauthreau, 2007, at 21)

Bah’lats or feasting is the sources of laws and governance for the Wet’suwet’en.
Bah’lats procedures, and protocols, and food and resources form the Wet’suwet’en legal
system. As the Wet’suwet’en have an oral history of laws, laws are proclaimed, validated
and enacted through the Bah’lats. Another Wet’suwet’en phrase for feast is, “denii ne’aas”
means “people coming together” (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). The importance of
Bah’lats cannot be understated: “The feast is at the core of Wet’suwet’en society” (Office of
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Wet’suwet’en, 2011). In this section, I explore procedures, legitimacy, and food at the feast
as they are central to the Wet’suwet’en Indigenous legal system. Bah’lats are serious
ceremonies, but they are held for the slightest excuse, or sometimes just for fun (Cassidy and
Cassidy, 1980 at 10). There were many different kinds of Bah’lats but they all follow the
same procedures.

Bah’lats Procedure

All Bah’lats follow the same procedures, legal business and might include the showing of
the Kungax or crest.
Two or three young nobles, delegated by the chief who was giving the potlatch,
traveled together and conveyed the invitations to the surrounding villages (Jenness,
1943 at 517).
On the opening day of the Bah’lats, traditionally a young person went round to every
house with another personal invitation (Jenness, 1943 at 517). Once people arrive, all guests
are first seated, according to the clan, house, name and rank (see Appendix D- Sample
Bah’lats Seating Chart). When hosting a Bah’lats, it is important that everyone be seated at
the right spot, so as not to offend anyone:
The rules of the potlatch ceremony had to be strictly followed. Each clan and each name
within the clan had exactly one correct spot to be seated at during a potlatch. Care had to
be taken not to insult anyone by seating him in the wrong spot (Cassidy and Cassidy,
1980 at 10).
There are penalties for taking the wrong seat (Brown, 2002 at 29). Seating is not only
about an individual’s rank in society, but it is important to the house and clan:
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In effect, one’s position in the Bah’lats seating plan reflected not only social status, but
also a particular role in the ownership and control of traditional clan territory (Brown,
2001 at 29)
After the seating of guests, there is a welcome and everyone is fed. Then business is
conducted after all the chiefs have arrived (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). There may be
statements by the host and guest chief responses. Then gifts will be given and expressions of
thanks. The Bah’lats will end with a prayer. The Bah’lats may last for hours or days. At
some feasts, the Kungax is displayed. The Kungax, or ‘trails of songs,’ can mean ‘personal
crest’ or ‘own spirit power’ (Mills, 1994 at 122). The Kungax validates a chief’s succession
and association with a territory. The songs link the land, animals, spirit worlds and the
people. The Kungax is not necessary to validate the passing of a name, and only a few chief
names have a Kungax attached to them (Mills, 1994 at 122). The Kungax demonstrates the
clan’s jurisdiction over the territory (Brown, 2002, at 31).

Bah’lats Legitimacy

Crucial to Wet’suwet’en legitimacy and accountability at the Bah’lats are witnesses,
recognition and reciprocity. At every Bah’lats, the protocols are very strict which contributed to
Wet’suwet’en legal credibility. The witnesses are a critical aspect of the legal system and consist
not only of the chiefs but every member was able to attend. As Chief Gisdaywa explains:
When the elders discuss the laws of the land in the feast house, truth and honesty are
what they base our history on. That is why there are different clan members who attend
as guests and witness what is taking place in the feast house. They are witnesses to the
transactions of those who have the authority on all matters that affect us (Gisdaywa, A. in
Mills, 1994 at ix).
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As the Wet’suwet’en practise an oral history, it is critical that witnesses are able to
recount laws and other important business which happens at a particular feast. It is also critical
to potential future disputes that there be a clear and accurate recording of the feasts:
As witnesses individuals are expected to commit to memory the details of transactions,
and in the case of hereditary chiefs to recount in oral histories the transactions at future
feasts when those transactions are relevant to the business being conducted in future
feasts. (Adam, Holyk & Shawana, 2003 at 3).
At the Bah’lats, the legitimacy of the Wet’suwet’en government and laws are recognized.
The acceptance of the gifts by the guests adds to the authority of the Wet’suwet’en:
By taking the gifts, the guests recognized the potlatcher’s claim as the rightful owner
of the name (Cassidy and Cassidy, 1980 at 10)
This is reflected in other literature as well:
When the host clan distributed gifts to members of other clans at a Bah’lats feast, their
acceptance of these gifts indicated their recognition of the legitimate authority of the host
clan within its keyoh (Brown, 2002 at 31. Note that Brown refers to ‘keyoh’ but I believe
this is referred to as Yintah by the Wet’suwet’en).
There are mutual obligations imposed on the host clan and on the guests at a Bah’lats.
The social status of guests is recognized at the feast, not just by their seating but also by the
amount of goods that they are given at a feast. The hosting clan has an obligation to provide that
guest with sufficient goods to reflect his or her status:
Showing up at a feast was considered, as it were, voting with your feet in favour of the
candidate for the name. For this service, payment was required. Each guest received
goods in relation to that person’s importance (Cassidy, 1987 at 12).
As well, guests have to invite the host clans when they hold a feast. This adds to the
importance and ranking of the guest, which becomes a reciprocal cycle of being a guest, and then
hosting a feast and so forth.
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Bah’lats Food and Resources – Becoming One with Everything

Feasts are an opportunity to demonstrate a clan’s wealth from the resources on the
territories (Gauthreau, 2007 at 21). More than just food, it is a display of wealth and is an
important part of societal ranking:
Berries were and are an important gift for distribution during potlatches, and black
huckleberries retain a symbolic role in the Witsuwit’en potlatch, where distribution of
them is still accompanied by singing of berry songs by the recipient chiefs. In
contemporary understanding, giving large quantities of berries is a demonstration of
generosity on the part of the ascending chief, and demonstrates the cohesiveness of the
social group and its link to the land (Johnson, 2010 at 73).
The foods given at a Bah’lats also show a connection to the chief’s territories and also to
the territorial boundaries. “When food and resources are handed out at a feast it is announced
where it came from, which territory” (Gisdaywa, 1998 at 7). Moose, bear, beaver and fish are
generally prepared (Gauthreau, 2007 at 21). Beaver is considered prestigious because it is more
difficult to hunt and trap than other animals (Gauthreau, 2007 at 16). Hosting a feast is an
opportunity to show how well the clan works as a team, as demonstrated by the advance
planning: “Feasts are generally planned a year in advance to gather and prepare all the resources
from the territories.” (Gauthreau, 2007 at 21). Feasts are important for more than a display of
wealth and societal rankings, they are also necessary to give legitimacy and recognition to the
legal institution. The food is necessary for the Bah’lats to occur, and without the Bah’lats, the
Witsuwit’en government would fall apart. The Bah’lats is connected to the territories, the clans,
the resources and is also directly linked to the chief’s powers. As Chief Delgamuukw (Earl
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Muldoe) and Chief Gisdaywa (Alfred Joseph) told Justice McEachern on May 12, 1987, in their
opening to the BC Supreme Court:
My power is carried in my House's histories, songs, dances and the crests. It is recreated
at the feast when the histories are told, the songs and the dances performed and the crests
displayed. With the wealth that comes from respectful use of the territory, the House
feeds the name of the Chief in the feast hall. In this way, the law, the Chief, the territory
and the feast become one. (Gisdaywa and Delgamuukw, 1992 at 7).
As can be seen, the food and resources given away at a feast is more than a display of
wealth but involves house planning and cooperation, territorial boundaries and is directly
connected to the chief’s powers.

Conclusion
The Wet’suwet’en are a sovereign and independent people who have lived in their
territories for thousands of years. The Wet’suwet’en have an active, viable and legitimate legal
system in place for thousands of years and continue to uphold their legal system. There are
three primary aspects to the Witsuwit’en legal system that I have covered. The first is that the
Yintah is connected to the houses and clans and is directly connected to the authority of the
chiefs, and forms a key part of the legal system. Second, I discussed the vital role that chiefs
play as part of their responsibilities and with respect to dispute resolution. Third, I reviewed in
detail about how the feast resources are tied to the territories and to clan powers and status, and
therefore display a chief’s power. Feast protocols and rules were discussed. Next, I considered
how the feasts legitimize Witsuwit’en authority through the witnesses that attend a feast, the
recognition of authority at a feast and reciprocity. Lastly, I discussed the importance of the
feasts to Wet’suwet’en laws. Specifically, there was an examination of how the food was more
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than a display of wealth but also showed clan cohesiveness and planning, and the territorial
connections. The last point is that the chief’s powers are directly linked to the feast system, the
food and the territories. The societal structure, territories and clans are directly linked to the
chief’s powers, which are tied to the Bah’lats, the feast system. All of these institutions and
relationships form critical parts of the Witsuwit’en governance and legal tradition. In the next
chapter, I discuss my research methodological considerations in Chapter 4.
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Chapter Four: Indigenous Methodology

Introduction
The broad overview of this dissertation is to study youth over-incarceration rates by
examining the statistics by gender and Aboriginal identity and looking at Witsuwit’en legal
traditions. In this chapter I explain my research design and chosen methodology. Given my
research question, I explore Indigenous methodology and Indigenous legal traditions, before
focussing more specifically on the Indigenous Legal Research Unit Method developed at the
University of Victoria. I also explain why statistics are Indigenous. I examine the past, present
and futures uses of data by Indigenous peoples. In this chapter, I introduce the concept of
Indigenous Methodology and explain why it is the preferred methodology for exploring my
dissertation for both qualitative reasons and quantitative reasons.

The overall research approach follows mixed methods in that both qualitative data from a
focus group and interviews were collected as well the use of a quantitative approach using
statistical analysis. It is a mixed methods approach, both in the traditional sense of quantitative
research and qualitative research, but also mixed methods in the conventional sense of
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combining Indigenous methodologies with western approaches (Botha, 2011 at 314-317).
Statistics and quantitative research are viewed as incongruent with Indigenous philosophies.
However, I argue in this chapter that statistics are Indigenous and are not distinct from the
Indigenous methodological approaches discussed below. I collected data from three sources:
from a focus group; from in depth interviews; and from Statistics Canada (see Figure 1 below:
Research Sources). The figure shows that there is a link between the research sources in that
each source not only contributes to the other area but builds on the knowledge gained in a
cyclical manner.

Focus
Interviews

Group

Statistics
Figure 1 Research Sources

Figure__ Research Sources

The Research Question
The primary research question is: what are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth in
Canada? There are several other sub questions that I explore:
(e) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth nationally in Canada?
(f) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth regionally by province and territory?
(g) What are the incarceration rates of Aboriginal youth by gender?
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(h) What are Witsuwit’en Legal Traditions with respect to the punishment, discipline and
treatment of Aboriginal youth?

Research Goals

One research goal is to examine the statistical data across Canada by gender and
Aboriginal identity. The second goal of the research is to validate and support Witsuwit’en ways
of knowing and being. After careful consideration of the research objectives, an Indigenous
methodological approach of storytelling was employed. By listening to traditional Indigenous
stories, legal principles can be extracted to explore legal issues. In this case, Indigenous stories
will be examined from Witsuwit’en First Nation to explore the following questions:
-

What are the legal concepts and categories in this Indigenous legal tradition regarding
youth discipline and/or punishment?

-

What are the legal principles regarding the discipline or punishment of youth?

-

What are the legitimate procedures for collective decision making regarding the
discipline or punishment of youth?

-

What are the societal relationships with youth?

-

Who has responsibilities for the teachings and upbringing of youth?

-

What rights do youth have?

-

Who has the final say or decision making power when it comes to the discipline of
youth?

-

What are the general underlying principles regarding youth discipline?
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Indigenous Methodologies
The theoretical framework for this research is Indigenous methodologies. Indigenous
Methodologies (“IM”) are about decolonization, self-determination and Indigenous struggles to
resurrect, reclaim and renew Indigenous culture, Indigenous philosophies and Indigenous
research. Some authors such as Morgensen challenge the idea that academic institutions can
contribute to decolonization and therefore question the use of Indigenous methodologies as an
academic tool (2012 at 808). IM requires a shifting of paradigms to include the Indigenous
worldview:
The Indigenous worldview places Indigenous peoples at the centre of the research
environment and is cognizant of Indigenous values, beliefs, paradigms, social practices,
ethical protocols, and pedagogies (Dunbar Jr., 2008 at 92).
IM contrasts with the western scientific research bias that there is one truth that can be
known through scientific validity and inquiry. IM is about multiple realities:
Indigenous scholars and critical race theorists reject the notion of one truth. They argue
that there are multiple ways of knowing, depending on the lens being used. The notion of
objectivity as evident of truth is deemed invalid (Dunbar Jr., 2008 at 96).
IM requires the reframing of Indigenous research into a different way of being and
knowing (ontology and epistemology). IM will never look the same in Kahnestake as it does in
Witsuwit’en territory because it is based on the local Indigenous traditions. This means that on
any given day there are thousands of IM traditions around the globe. Dunbar Jr. explains the
basis of IM research:
Indigenous scholars, in challenging traditional research methods, have adopted methods
of their own. Their methods consider the whole person, that is, the religion, culture,
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language, nuances, spirituality, and other values shared by their people (Dunbar Jr. 2008
at 98).
IM is focused on a “Way of Life” that emphasizes sacred and traditional teachings from
thousands of years ago which can guide the future (Thomas & Green, 2007 at 91 and 92). AntiOppressive Practise as described by Thomas and Green for their social work practise is focused
on the devastating impact of colonization for Indigenous peoples globally (Thomas & Green,
2007 at 93-94). Their description however is also true of IM. IM is always personal for
Indigenous researchers and involves our wellbeing - spiritually, emotionally, physically and
mentally (Thomas & Green, 2007, at 91 and 92). It involves research from all aspects of our
wellbeing:
Elders and traditional teachers have taught us that the longest journey anyone can make is
from the head to the heart (Thomas & Green, 2007 at 100).
Thomas and Green describe the Anti-Oppressive Practise in terms that relate to IM, such
as the importance of relationships, maintaining connections to the earth and holding ceremonies,
which creates a relationship in which the process of work, notes and communications become
sacred (Thomas & Green, 2007 at 101). Although interviewing family is seen as a negative by
western scientific researchers, bias is a valuable part of IM (Stewart, 2009 at 59-60). A new
definition of Strategic IM has been developed by one author:
Strategic Indigenous methodologies are motivated by anti-oppressive and anti-colonial
agendas and are a political tool. This type of Indigenous methodology may contain
Traditional knowledges, but these are not a requirement for it to be considered an
Indigenous methodology. In this context, Indigenous (or a similar word) is used
strategically to situate Indigenous peoples within a web of power relationships (Ray,
2012 at 89).
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This definition by Ray of Strategic IM explores the context of research in a post-colonial
world. In other words, all current research is subjective and framed in a lens of reacting to
colonial or anti-colonial work in Indigenous communities when working within this definition.
Another definition of IM that Ray suggests is Convergence IM that allows for Indigenous
knowledge to borrow from Western information. It can be defined like this:
In convergence Indigenous methodologies, although the overall approaches to research
are guided by Traditional knowledge systems, aspects of the methodology
(predominately the methods) are borrowed and/or adapted from Western knowledge
systems. This type of methodology typically employs Indigenous principles such as
relational accountability to guide the ethos of the approach (for example, Colorado, 1988;
Kovach, 2009; Weber-Pillwax, 2001; Wilson, 2008). Although the goal of working
toward the inclusion of Traditional knowledge systems can have certain implications in
regards to anti-colonial and anti-oppressive agendas, it is not the primary intent of
convergence Indigenous methodologies, unlike strategic Indigenous methodologies.
(Ray, 2012 at 91)

IM can be valid and rigorous within the Indigenous community that it was created from
but not valid or rigorous according to western scientific methods (Stewart, 2009, at 59-61).
Engaging Indigenous peoples in designing and implementing research is crucial to its
authenticity (Stewart, 2009 at 61). Instead of seeing Indigenous peoples as objects or subjects,
IM strives to involve Indigenous communities as co-researchers and co-owners (Stewart, 2009 at
61). IM can involve the medicine wheel teachings, storytelling, elders, healing circles,
ceremonies such as the sweat lodge, prayer, drumming, Sundance and visions and incorporating
food into the relationship (Stewart, 2009 at 64). Storytelling is an accepted part of IM, as
Wright, Lloyd, Suchet-Pearson , Burarrwanga , Tofa & Bawaka Country argue:
In this paper, we analyze transcripts, research notes and conversations between nonIndigenous academics, Indigenous researchers, and Bawaka, northern Australia itself to
explore storytelling as a collaborative, more-than-human methodology. We argue that in
research, storytelling consists of verbal, visual, physical, and sensual elements that
inform dynamic and ongoing dialogues between humans (academics/co-
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researchers/family members), and between humans and nonhumans (animals, water,
wind). To move beyond the human/nonhuman binary in our storytelling, we look to
Aboriginal Australian concepts of Country in which place is relationally defined and
continually co-created by both human and nonhuman agents (2012 at 39).
Note also that as part of the paradigm shift and the respectful relationships, the authors of
the last quote have listed the territory and lands as a co-author to their research. This inclusion is
an excellent example of a non-western method that involves Indigenous peoples as coresearchers and co-owners:
We have also included Bawaka as a co-author on this paper as an acknowledgement of
the agency of Country and nonhumans, as they actively shaped our research, encouraging
certain connections, suggesting themes, propelling activities, opening possibilities, and
sometimes closing them off (Wright, Lloyd, Suchet-Pearson , Burarrwanga , Tofa &
Bawaka Country, 2012 at 40).
The authors explain why the territory is an actor and creator of the academic article that
they have written:
What emerges from this discussion is the eminently placed nature of our research: This is
knowledge generated with humans and nonhumans at, through and with Bawaka. Bawaka
is in our stories, and our stories are in Bawaka (Wright, Lloyd, Suchet-Pearson ,
Burarrwanga , Tofa & Bawaka Country, 2012 at 53).

Strengths and Weaknesses of IM

The strengths of IM are that they can be culturally appropriate and sensitive to
Indigenous cultures, values and worldviews. Another strength of IM is that it is a flexible
approach and is inclusive of diverse communities. One of the challenges of IM is the relatively
newness of this approach means that there is not enough written about IM.

Although Marie Battiste was writing about research ethics, her 2008 article is based on an IM
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approach. Specifically, Battiste (2008 at 497) raises the concern that Indigenous communities
have been devastated and damaged by the process of colonization to the extent that revitalizing
Indigenous cultures and values may not be possible. Battiste (2008 at 503) is concerned that
Eurocentric biases are contaminating Indigenous research. Additionally, Battiste contends that
Indigenous knowledge is so much more than a set of stories or objects but is dynamic and is
based on a set of complex relationships (2008 at 500-502). Battiste points out the applied
concern with IM is that there are very few studies actually conducted in Indigenous languages
(2008 at 504). Battiste argues that research conducted in the colonizer’s language (in English or
French in Canada) cannot define Indigenous realities and worldviews (2008 at 504 and 505).
There is a loss of Indigenous conceptions and thoughts in the translation from Indigenous
languages to the colonizing language (Battiste, 2008 at 504). This is a gap which is not given
very much consideration. Battiste suggests that researchers learn the Indigenous language where
they are studying and then conduct the research in that language (Battiste, 2008 at 504). Battiste
points out that another challenge is that some Indigenous communities have lost their language
due to the impacts of colonization (2008 at 504). Battiste (2008 at 506-507) points to the
Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch as one example of an Indigenous process to revitalize Indigenous ways
of thinking. She argues that the Mi-kmaw Ethics Watch is successful in part because it is based
on Mi’kmaw traditions and allows for Mi’kmaw control and ownership of research, but it also
allows for research processes and protocols (2008 at 506-507). Battiste argues that indigenous
peoples must control and own their knowledge, research and research ethics protocols (2008 at
506).
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Indigenous Legal Traditions
Many academics have argued for the existence and importance of Indigenous legal
traditions, although this was historically contested (see R. v. Delgamuukw-Gisdaywa).
Indigenous legal traditions build upon Indigenous laws, Indigenous governments and Indigenous
constitutions.

What are Indigenous legal traditions?

These are the laws that govern Indigenous nations. They may be contained in stories,
songs, dances, ceremonies, drawings or other means of transferring them within the Indigenous
nation from generation to generation. According to the United Nations Progress Report on the
Study of Indigenous Peoples and the Right to Participate in Decision Making, Indigenous legal
systems encompass a variety of cultural customs, traditions and practices that are localized to a
village, a geographical region, or a whole community (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 12). These
Indigenous laws are constantly reinforced through traditional practices and passed down from
one generation to the next generation (UN, Progress Report, 2010 at 12). Indigenous legal
systems generally allow all members to participate directly or indirectly and use consensus
principles (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 12). Even where there is a chief hierarchy, there is an
expectation that the chiefs will listen to elders and provide a fair hearing and an explanation to
the community about any decisions (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 13). Many Indigenous legal
systems will use democratic principles such as power sharing and co-responsibility amongst a
decision making council (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 13).

Honesty, wisdom, knowledge and

integrity are often desirable characteristics of Indigenous leaders (UN Progress Report, 2010 at
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13).

Indigenous legal systems will have a fine and compensation process with an opportunity

for the offender to ask for forgiveness from the community and the injured party (UN Progress
Report, 2010 at 15). Such systems allow for disputes to be heard by a chief, and if not resolved,
to go through a community process (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 15). Indigenous legal systems
allow for internal and external conflicts to be resolved (UN Progress Report, 2010 at 15).

Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”) Method

One form of Indigenous methodology is the Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”)
method. The University of Victoria’s law school hosts the ILRU Clinic which has brought
forward a method to revitalize and reclaim Indigenous laws. They start with the premise that
Indigenous laws exist and are evolving (IRU Analytical Framework: Human and Social Issues).
They use an adapted form of case law briefing to apply to Indigenous stories. Using this
framework they work with the elders and community members from one Indigenous community
to examine their stories through facts, the issues, the decisions, reasoning and bracket any side
issues or questions (ILRU Analytical Framework: Human and Social Issues). Through this
careful, thoughtful and novel approach, they are able to draw out legal principles and synthesize
these threads into a colorful and complicated tapestry that speaks to the Indigenous legal
tradition of a community (Friedland and Napoleon, 2015-2016 at 17-18). The co-creators of this
method are Dr. Val Napoleon and Dr. Hadley Friedland who explain that:
Our Indigenous legal research method brings common pedagogical methods from many
Indigenous legal traditions (oral histories, narratives and stories) together with standard
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common law legal education (legal analysis and synthesis) (2016 at 728).
As Dr. Val Napoleon explains to the Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples
(October 17, 2017 at 8):
... We start with the oral histories and the stories, and we ask the specific legal questions
of those oral histories and stories, so asking what the legitimate response to harms and
injuries in this legal tradition is could be a starting place. You critically and systemically
analyze the oral histories so you can have a body of materials that you then synthesize
into the authority of decision makers, legal responses, obligations, rights and so on. So
you have a comprehensive understanding of what people do in legal response to those
kinds of problems.
Although Indigenous legal traditions have existed for thousands of years, the history of
colonization has disrupted but not wiped out Indigenous laws and governance (Napoleon and
Friedland, 2014 at 8). It is this framework that I use to analyze Witsuwit’en laws pertaining to
youth.

Before working with my community, the Witset First Nation, I needed to identify the
stories that would be used to examine the issue of youth discipline and punishment and to
examine the publically available materials relating to Witset First Nation. I also needed to ask
about any confidential materials. I also needed to identify the elders, or the cultural safe keepers
of knowledge, that would be invited to the focus groups. Finally, I needed to know if there are
any places, objects or images or any other non-documented sources that would be important to
my dissertation.

Rationale for Using Indigenous Methodology in my Research
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Given that the subject of my dissertation involves Aboriginal young offenders, it is
appropriate that IM be the research methodology of choice because IM takes into consideration
the effects of colonization. Colonization has taken many forms of violence and oppression
around the world, including the over incarceration of Aboriginal peoples. Smith (2004 at 142161) describes twenty-five Indigenous projects ranging from claiming research that is conducted
in formal court settings to storytelling projects. IM and Aboriginal young offenders is an
example of what Smith (2004 at 146-147) would describe as “indigenizing” or centering
language, culture and themes in the Indigenous world. By making the centre of my research
Aboriginal young offenders, and in particular Aboriginal female young offenders, it is an
example of connecting and gendering (Smith, 2004 at 148 and 151-152).
•

Indigenous methodology is the preferred approach, and this reflects my approach as an
Indigenous researcher and the Indigenous community that I am researching

•

Interviewing is the best way to obtain in depth information, permits clarification of ideas
and has a higher response rate than questionnaires

•

As a Wet’suwet’en language interpreter will be used and the Wet’suwet’en laws are oral,
this is the best research technique

•

Interviews are more personal and are easier for the research participants

•

The Supreme Court of Canada in Delgamuukw-Gisday’wa has accepted the strength of
oral traditions

More specifically, I use Indigenous Legal Traditions and the ILRU method to examine a
cultural method of discipline of Aboriginal youth. The ILRU method is a respectful way to
approach my people. The ILRU is a new approach to distilling laws that have existed for
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thousands of years. It is important that a Witsuwit’en focus group and interviews be held to
examine Witsuwit’en laws and legal traditions with respect to the discipline of youth. I have
identified the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society as being appropriate as they are
Witsuwit'en knowledge holders and culture safe keepers. As previously mentioned, there is also
a statistical approach involving secondary data and does not involve participants.

Finally, as I discussed in Chapter one, I am a member of the Witsuwit’en First Nation. I
have worked with the elders and hereditary chiefs in the past. As a member, I am familiar with
the Witsuwit’en community and organizations. As a member, I am familiar with the protocols
and culture. By employing Indigenous methodology, this resonates with Witsuwit’en values and
with working with Witsuwit’en knowledge keepers.

Other research methodologies may respect Indigenous peoples but arguably would not
take into consideration the history of colonization, oppression and violence against Indigenous
peoples. IM also respects Indigenous communities, worldviews, elders, families and
sovereignty. This makes IM my choice for conducting this research.

Statistics are Indigenous

Using a statistical approach for studying Aboriginal peoples has been criticized by many
people. In this section, I look at statistics through an Indigenous lens. Historically, the use of
statistics has been a tool of colonization and historical oppression, and has been used to justify
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the devaluing and dehumanizing of Aboriginal peoples. Justifiably, many Aboriginal peoples
today are suspicious of academic researchers who come and take knowledge and data from their
communities. Challenging the historical view of statistics as a “European” invention, I examine
traditional and contemporary Indigenous uses of data. Finally, I argue that statistics are an
integral part of Indigenous sovereignty and government. In other words, statistics are
Indigenous.

Statistics and Aboriginal Peoples – A Historical Look

There is a lot of documented literature about the negative impacts of statistics imposed on
and collected about Aboriginal peoples. A re-occurring theme is that it was part of a colonial
regime that dehumanized and subjectified Aboriginal peoples. One example of this comes from
Stewart-Harawire:
Since the earliest days of colonialism over five hundred years ago, the colonial endeavor
has sought to codify, quantify and tabulate flora, fauna and peoples. Early anthropologists
in 19th century Britain, for instance, literally ‘collected’ specimens of Indigenous peoples
and displayed them in zoos (2013 at 40).
Another reference to the historical abuses of statistics and the relationship to colonization
is provided by Rodriguez-Lonebear:
Indigenous data engagement in the United States is inextricably tied to the subjugation of
American Indians and federal policies of Indian extermination and assimilation.
Historically, this relationship is apparent in the concurrent exclusion of American Indians
from official statistics and the peak of the colonial engine (2016 at 257).

Contemporary Government Statistics Paint a Negative Picture
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Indigenous peoples are still concerned today about contemporary researchers that seek to
take a census or survey pertaining to them. The negative history still resonates with Indigenous
peoples. A number of academics have written about the fact that numbers are not neutral but can
be used against Indigenous peoples:
Numbers, configured as population or population sample data, are not neutral entities.
Rather, social and population statistics are better understood as human artefacts, imbued
with meaning. And, in their current configurations, the meanings reflected in statistics are
primarily drawn from the dominant social norms, values and racial hierarchy of the
society in which they are created (Walter, 2016 at 79).
Current statistics compare Indigenous peoples, who are typically the minority in a given
area, to the majority, which is typically non-Indigenous. These current comparisons lead to a
number of statistics that are overwhelmingly negative and also perpetuate negative stereotypes of
Indigenous peoples. These statistics focus on the ways that Aboriginal peoples are different from
the majority population and how by comparison, the majority population is therefore better or
superior. Walter and Andersen (2013 at 21-40) argue the non-Indigenous statistics portray
Indigenous peoples as “the problem” which translates into the actions of the dominant society
being left unstated and unchallenged. This works in favor of the majority to see Indigenous
peoples in a deficit situation (Walter and Andersen, 2013 at 21-40). Walter argues that when
statistics have been used in the past to objectify Indigenous peoples, it lead to what she calls the
‘5D data’:
I summarise these as the five ‘Ds’ of data on Indigenous people (5D data): disparity,
deprivation, disadvantage, dysfunction and difference. (Walter, 2016 at 80).
Other academics have noted the continuous negative portrayals of Aboriginal peoples in
studies:
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All large scale studies of Indigenous conditions in Canada document policies of
assimilation and economic exclusion, and discuss decades of failed attempts to improve
the well-being of Indigenous peoples (Feir and Hancock, 2016 at 352).
Echoing this theme, Rodriguez-Lonebear also discusses the use of contemporary statistics
to paint pictures of Indigenous people only in negative ways:
High rates of suicide, diabetes, unemployment and substance abuse are but a few of the
pervasive deficit statistics used to characterise native populations, so it is time to develop
our own data that speak to our strengths (Rodriguez-Lonebear, 2016 at 261).
Walter (2016) argues that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have been subject
to the Australian Governments “data imperatives of colonisation” which uses statistics to show
that the Aboriginal peoples are racially inferior (at 82). Walter argues that when there is a
statistic such as the over-incarceration of Indigenous peoples, it is a product of “the colonising
settler states” that focus on negative factors that are correlated to over-incarceration but are not
causes (2016 at 85). In other words, Walter argues that the “settler state” creates statistics that
paint a picture of ‘racial inferiority and inequality’ and that “Indigenous people [are seen] as
unfit and blameworthy” (2016 at 85). She argues that this is an error of a “classic ‘correlation
equals causation’ ” that is part of the “racial landscape” (2016 at 85) and that non-Indigenous
people see the racial inequality as belonging only to Indigenous peoples, and therefore use this as
an excuse not to take action to address inequality (Walter, 2016 at 89). She contends that one
way to reverse this is through Indigenous statistics that are created from Indigenous ways of
seeing the world (Walter, 2016 at 90-94). In summary, this negative depiction of Indigenous
peoples speaks strongly to the fact that the government that is paying for and controlling
statistics can also create a reality of negative portrayals or stereotypes of a people. Moving away
from the negative historical and negative modern uses of statistics, a number of academic
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researchers have pointed out that historically statistics were Indigenous, and can be used in
Indigenous ways today and can provide future directions for Indigenous peoples.

Statistics are Traditionally Indigenous

Moving away from the stereotype that statistics and data are not Indigenous, there are a
number of references to the fact that Indigenous peoples have traditionally used statistics, and
that there are many Indigenous uses of statistics today and can provide future Indigenous
pathways. Regarding the traditional use of Indigenous statistics, Rowse points out:
To appreciate how important official statistics have become to Indigenous intellectuals
we must first overcome a presumption that official statistics are primarily a tool wielded
oppressively by the colonial powers and their contemporary successors (2009 at 194).
Rowse argues that for a number of years, since the 1800’s that the Maori have used
statistics:
And yet . . . some Indigenous people have been observing themselves through the lens of
official statistics for many years, the Maori for example” (Rowse, 2009 at 194).
Some argue that Indigenous peoples have valuable scientific knowledge on many levels,
and that statistics are just one of the important Indigenous contributions. Blackstock argues that
First Nations beliefs such as an ‘interconnected knowledge across time and space’ are just now
being confirmed by advanced physics such as String Theory and the Theory of Everything (2009
at 135, emphasis added). She further argues that Indigenous knowledge that ‘information shapes
reality’ has recently been confirmed by quantum level physics (Blackstock, 2009 at 135,
emphasis added). Blackstock submits that scientists such as David Suzuki and others are now
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confirming the Indigenous traditional knowledge that ‘all life forms are interconnected’ (2009 at
136, emphasis added). She submits evidence of Indigenous mathematics in that Meso American
cultures invented the concept of zero long before any other human civilizations (Blackstock,
2009 at 136). She also contends that the most accurate calendars were developed by Indigenous
societies (Blackstock, 2009 at 136). She opines that data and numbers are not foreign to
Indigenous peoples but have been around for thousands of years (Blackstock, 2009 at 136). She
claims that Indigenous research can be either qualitative or quantitative and should not be
stigmatized as inferior knowledge and delegated only to the qualitative domain (Blackstock,
2009 at 136). She posits that it is of global importance that Indigenous peoples and Indigenous
knowledge count (Blackstock, 2009 at 141-142).

Others also argue that Indigenous peoples used numbers and statistics before contact.
Rodriguez-Lonebear argues that our people have always been data gatherers:
Yet, contrary to colonial narratives of savagery and unsophistication, Indigenous peoples
were relentlessly empirical with advanced systems of knowledge. For Indigenous
peoples, data were everywhere, and survival was often tied to one’s ability to gather,
analyse and share this knowledge. The winter counts by the Plains Indians are an
example of the meticulous and methodological nature of Indigenous data. The Lakota,
Blackfeet and other Plains tribes recorded winter counts on animal hides to enumerate
important aspects of their world. These detailed counts included numbers of tribal
citizens, allies, enemies, wild game, lodges and so on: histories and assemblages of data
that were instruments of survival (2016 at 254-255).
Rodriguez-Lonebear makes the point that the very survival of Indigenous peoples
depended on numbers and statistics. He argues that currently Indigenous peoples are using
statistics for governance and future survival:
The key to our survival is the fact that our peoples have always been data gatherers.
Whereas our ancestors practised data gathering for survival and resistance, today, tribes
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are engaged in data gathering for sovereignty. Yet, I question whether there is in fact a
difference (Rodriguez-Lonebear, 2016 at 268-269).
Walter and Andersen (2013 at 72) make the point that Indigenous knowledge is evolving,
and should not be seen as frozen in time. Therefore it makes sense that contemporary
Indigenous knowledge and Indigenous governments involve quantitative methodologies and the
use of statistics (Walter and Andersen, 2013 at 72-73).

One unique Canadian organization is the First Nations Information Governance Center
(“FNIGC”) which is a non-profit society focussed on improving the health and well being of
First Nations (FNIGC Harnessing the Power of Data at 2). Their focus is on gathering statistics
with First Nations people for First Nations people (FNIGC Harnessing the Power of Data at 2).
They were created from Resolution # 48 from the Assembly of First Nations’ Chiefs in
Assembly in December of 2009 (FNIGC Harnessing the Power of Data at 2). One of their
primary principles is OCAP:
OCAP™ stands for ownership, control, access, and possession. It means that First
Nations control data collection processes in their communities and that First Nations
own, protect and control how their information is used. Access to First Nations data is
important, and under OCAP™ First Nations determine how and when external
researchers are allowed to access and use their information. OCAP ™ is an important
expression of First Nations jurisdiction over its information (FNIGC Harnessing the
Power of Data at 2)
FNIGC believes that OCAP (Ownership, Control, Access and Possession of data) is the
key to sovereignty as they argue it is essential to Indigenous governance:
OCAP™ is the path to First Nations Information Governance. By building information
governance capacity, enacting their own laws, entering into data sharing agreements,
creating regional data centres and repatriating their own data, First Nations are exercising
jurisdiction over their information (FNIGC, 2014 at 49).
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On their website, FNIGC indicates that they have worked with many communities over
the years such as the Saik’uz First Nation. They indicate that story telling, animal migration
paths and community data are part of the data gathering that First Nations have been involved in
for years (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 1). FNIGC provides several quotes from
former Chief Stanley Thomas from the Saik’uz First Nation:
‘Data, to me, we’ve had it all our lives’ he says ‘but it isn’t always written down: it’s in
here’ he adds, pointing to his temple. As way of explanation, he describes how when he
was a young man each day at his family home would involve the same post-dinner
tradition. After we ate, my mom and dad would gather all of us kids, my brothers, my
sisters and my cousins, together in the living room where our father would tell us stories
that had been passed down to him.” he says ‘They called it the Giving of Time. One night
he’d start a story—a legend, usually—and the next night he’d ask us where he’d left off.
If no one could answer him, then he knew we hadn’t been listening and he’d start all over
again.’ ‘That’s a lesson you don’t forget’ he says with a laugh ‘but it shows you how
smart they were.’ (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 1)
“Our data is here, in our own way, it’s in our heads” he says sitting in Saik’uz’s school
gym hung high with banners for its championship fastball team. “It’s about who we are,
and where we came from.” (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 1)
‘My father would always say Soo-naoodle’ says Chief Thomas. ‘It means ‘Do your best’.
He never said much, but he said that a lot. And you have to understand, the things your
parents tell you, that’s data too.’ (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 2).
FNIGC also provided a quote from Jasmine Thomas, the Regional Health Survey Field
Supervisor for Saik’uz First Nation:
‘Data comes in many shapes and sizes including the stories we are told from our parents
and grandparents’ she says ‘But we also see the importance of planning and policy, and
the role that good data can play in it.’ (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 2)
Also from Saik’uz First Nation is Cora Mcintosh who supports the use of data for First
Nations:
‘I think we’re in a new era of recognizing the power of data here’ Cora Mcintosh,
Saik’uz’s Health Manager and past Council member, says. ‘For many generations the
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information that was collected here was used against us, and used for other people’s
advantage; not ours. So I think now we’re in an era of realizing the power of the data and
how we can start integrating our traditional values and morals to what we want to see in
our communities.’ (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Saik’uz at 2).
Turning from traditional and contemporary Indigenous uses of statistics, we see that
several authors are claiming that collecting, using and controlling statistics is key to Indigenous
sovereignty.

Sovereignty through Statistics

Claiming, reclaiming and recovering sovereignty for Indigenous peoples has been a key
theme in the last fifty years. One area that is underdeveloped, neglected or often overlooked is
the use of statistics as a pathway to sovereignty. There are several aspects to this and the first
area that I will discuss is the use of statistics for good governance and decision making. After
that I will look at a new term coined “data sovereignty’ and then at using statistics and
reconciliation, and lastly at new frameworks. This is an exciting part of Indigenous governance
that has been used traditionally and in the last decade there is greater recognition of statistics as a
tool in contemporary sovereignty. Smith explains that for Indigenous peoples it is important to
gain control of the creation, use and ownership of statistics:
The governance of data—that is, who has the power and authority to make rules and
decisions about the design, interpretation, validation, ownership, access to and use of
data—has emerged as a site of contestation between Indigenous peoples and the colonial
settler states within which they reside. A particularly salient concern is the concept of
‘data’, which is itself a socially constructed field with epistemologically diverse
underpinnings and corresponding issues of validity, relevance, application and
dissemination (Smith, 2016 at 119).
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Like Smith, Snipp also submits that statistics is a key part of Indigenous sovereignty.
Snipp argues that collecting data is a costly process that Indigenous peoples typically cannot
afford and Indigenous peoples are typically a minority surrounded by ‘settler states’ (2016 at 40).
Snipp argues that data sovereignty is critical to Indigenous sovereignty as even the most basic
definition of who is Indigenous raises important political rights (2016 at 41-43). Snipp argues
that Indigenous peoples should be empowered to determine their own membership, and that data
should reflect their interests, values and priorities (Snipp, 2016 at 52). He also argues that
Indigenous peoples should control who has access to the data (Snipp, 2016 at 52). Smith reflects
on this:
It is not surprising then that data collection for exercising effective governance and the
effective governance of data are emerging as twin capabilities fundamental to
underwriting the daily exercise of Indigenous self-determination and sovereignty for the
social good (Smith, 2016 at 119).
This theme is reflected by other authors:
The importance of data for the advancement of Indigenous self determination and
development has been emphasised by Indigenous NGOs (Tebtebba Foundation 2008),
communities and tribes (Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 3).
There has been a lot of work by and about M¯aori using statistics for governance, as
reflected in this quote:
M¯aori need good quality statistical information to inform their own debates, decisionmaking, and research, and to assist them to monitor the effects of government policies
and programmes relating to M¯aori (Coutts, Morris and Jone, 2016 at 224).
The FNIGC has provided several in depth community case studies on their website that
demonstrate the effectively use of Indigenous statistics. Specifically, in their literature, they
indicate that in Eskasoni First Nation, the Aboriginal Head Start and Aboriginal Diabetes
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Initiatives were expanded because of the use of statistics Survey (FNIGC Power of Data Series:
Eskasoni). In Bigstone Cree Nation, FNIGC contends that several resources such as Community
Health, In-Home Care, Wellness, Diabetes, and Mental Health were all improved through
statistical data (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Bigstone Cree Nation at 2). In Dawson City, the
Home and Community Care Program, Children’s Oral Health Initiative, Aboriginal Diabetes
Initiative, First Nations Policing Program and the Aboriginal Head Start Program have been
created or expanded because of the use of statistics (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Dawson City
at 1-2). FNIGC cites Sonia Isaac-Mann, Associate Director of Health at the Assembly of First
Nations that the use of statistics led to $700-million for programs such as: “First Nations early
childhood development, youth resiliency initiatives, and the Aboriginal Diabetes Initiative.”
(FNIGC Power of Data Series: Ottawa at 1). FNIGC quotes from Dennis Batten, the Senior
Program Performance and Research Advisor for the First Nations Policing Program at Public
Safety Canada:
Anecdotal evidence is no longer enough to renew policies or programs: We need
quantifiable, empirical data. Before we found the RHS there was a data gap. Finding it
was huge (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Ottawa at 1-2).
On the FNIGC website, they indicate that they are willing to work with Indigenous
communities such as with Kahnawake who took full responsibility for the health survey and
gathering of statistics. Addie Pryce with FNIGC calls Kahnawake a role model for Indigenous
peoples and states:
....After spending a day in town you get the real sense that everyone in this community
understands that quality data can be the key to real substantive change. You might even
call them Power of Data disciples (FNIGC Power of Data Series: Kahnawake at 1-2).
There are several references that statistics are not only important for Indigenous nations
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to make good decisions right now but also for future directions. For example, Smith (2016 at
129) indicates that statistics will play a large role in the future:
To govern for the future, Indigenous people are looking for what I would call ‘culturesmart’ data—that is, information that can be produced locally, captures local social units,
conditions, priorities and concerns and is culturally informed and meaningful. These
kinds of data build on existing Indigenous capabilities and knowledge, have direct
practical application and represent collective identities, rights and priorities.
Echoing this is Rodriguez-Lonebear (2016 at 268) who writes:
Each of the tribal leaders with whom I spoke is a visionary; they all expressed the view
that the futures of their tribes need to be built on data that are controlled by tribes.

Data Sovereignty

One of the new concepts in the literature is ‘Data Sovereignty.’ Some definitions of this
term are:
Data sovereignty is about tribal control: control over who, what, when, where and why
for all data projects pertaining to tribal citizens and resources (Rodriguez-Lonebear, 2016
at 259).
Data sovereignty deals with the right and ability of tribes to develop their own systems
for gathering and using data and to influence the collection of data by external actors
(Rodriguez-Lonebear, 2016 at 259).
Indigenous data sovereignty thus refers to the proper locus of authority over the
management of data about Indigenous peoples, their territories and ways of life. Early
expressions of Indigenous data sovereignty can be seen in Indigenous oral traditions,
which included a complex set of rights and responsibilities concerning the use of
community-held information (Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 14-15).
As can be seen from the above quotes, data sovereignty is about Indigenous use of
statistics and data to help support and further Indigenous governance. Indigenous statistics
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occurs at many different levels:
Nonetheless, it is clear that Indigenous peoples are positioning themselves and organising
to give practical expression to various forms of Indigenous data sovereignty at all scales
at which Indigenous polities are formed: international, national, regional and local/tribal
(Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 2).
Critical questions are being raised about the use, control, access and ownership of
Indigenous knowledge, which now includes any statistics that are gathered. It changes the lens
in which we view historical and current surveys about Indigenous peoples that were developed,
gathered and controlled by non-Indigenous peoples. It also raises questions about intellectual
property rights and laws. Kukutai and Taylor raise this concern:
The multifaceted nature of Indigenous data sovereignty gives rise to a wide-ranging set of
issues, from legal and ethical dimensions around data storage, ownership, access and
consent, to intellectual property rights and practical considerations about how data are
used in the context of research, policy and practice (Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 2).

Statistics as Reconciliation

One part of Indigenous governance these days is the relationships and reconciliation
process with non-Indigenous governance. Feir and Hancock (2016 at 351) contend that statistics
can support the reconciliation process. They indicate that the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) Final Report put forward a number of calls to action that all Canadians
should take seriously. Specifically, they state that researchers and social scientists should think
in concrete actions about the calls to action:
We believe quantitative social scientists can best support the process of reconciliation by
contributing to growing knowledge of present conditions, and by ‘‘following through
with concrete actions that demonstrate real societal change’’. The concrete actions in this
case are not only research and engagement with Indigenous policy and evaluation but
also the way we engage in research and policy development (Feir and Hancock, 2016, at
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351)
Feir and Hancock reason that the TRC calls for action require meetings the needs of
Indigenous peoples (2016 at 354). Feir and Hancock (2016 at 357) maintain that researchers can
work with communities in two ways, first by creating surveys and statistics that can be used by
Indigenous peoples for their own governance needs, and the second by working directly with
Indigenous peoples in the development of that data. They indicate that Indigenous peoples must
be partners and the research must be focused and centered on Indigenous priorities (2016 at 361).
Feir and Hancock put forward that all research must be with and for Indigenous peoples instead
of being about Indigenous peoples (2016 at 361, emphasis added). Finally, Feir and Hancock
maintain that four steps must be used with research projects:
We must
(a) consult and involve the people whom our work regards;
(b) acknowledge the uniqueness of the Indigenous experience in our work and frame the
work as contributing to an understanding of Indigenous circumstances;
(c) account for the fact that the choices we make in words and measurements have
implications for the way our work is received and the policies people believe it implies;
and
(d) be self-aware and respect and acknowledge the traditions and values of Indigenous
peoples. (2016 at 361)
Many have argued that the treaty process between Indigenous peoples and nonIndigenous peoples is part of a reconciliation process. In New Zealand/Aotearoa, Maori scholars
see statistics as furthering the treaty process and thereby also supporting their sovereignty and
independence:
Many Maori intellectuals see their collaboration in developing official statistics about
Maori as helping to enforce the Treaty of Waitangi whose Article III is widely
interpreted, by Maori and others, as binding governments to raise Maori standards of
living to those of New Zealanders as a whole (Rowse, 2009 at 204)
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Future Frameworks

As can be seen above, by using statistics to advance sovereignty, reconciliation and the
treaty process, the use of statistics by Indigenous peoples will require new ways of thinking, new
methodology and new intellectual frameworks. Rodriguez-Lonebear points out the need to
develop statistical frameworks for Indigenous peoples:
The necessity to ground data within a tribal sovereignty framework is critical given that
the information tribes need to support their own conceptions of development is not being
produced by colonial administrative systems (2016 at 265).
The M¯aori have already started this work by creating the Maori Statistics Framework
(“MSF”) with New Zealand Statistics by looking at developing statistics from a M¯aori
perspective:
Under-pinning the MSF is the concept of statistics for M¯aori as opposed to statistics
about M¯aori. What do we mean by these terms?...These are what could be called
Statistics about M¯aori in that they define M¯aori by their similarity or difference, i.e.
their comparative development, from the population in general.....Statistics for M¯aori
are statistics that contribute measures of M¯aori well-being from M¯aori perspectives.
They focus on how M¯aori value the world, the activities that M¯aori do and what makes
them unique (Coutts, Morris and Jones, 2016 at 225).
Even more exciting, the Māori have created a Māori Data Sovereignty network called Te
Mana Raraunga (“TMR”) (Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 15-16). From there they have developed
a charter that reflects their Indigenous data sovereignty (Kukutai and Taylor, 2016 at 15-16).
Kukutai and Taylor explain that with respect to sovereignty and the charter:
It recognises that data form a living taonga or treasure and identifies six key ways through
which to advance Māori data sovereignty:
1. asserting Māori rights and interests in relation to data
2. ensuring data for and about Māori can be safeguarded and protected 3. requiring the
quality and integrity of Māori data and their collection
4. advocating for Māori involvement in the governance of data repositories
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5. supporting the development of Māori data infrastructure and security systems
6. supporting the development of sustainable Māori digital businesses and innovations (2016
at 15-16)
In summary, statistics have been used in the last 500 years against Indigenous peoples to
create negative portrayals. By contrast, many argue that Indigenous peoples always used
statistics as a form of Indigenous ontological knowledge. I have examined the many ways that
statistics are currently being used by Indigenous peoples for present and future governance. I
considered the arguments that are critical of the idea that Indigenous peoples exercise data
sovereignty to develop, use, control and own the data. Finally, I considered how statistics can
support reconciliation and provide new frameworks. Specifically, data sovereignty can be used
to build new statistical frameworks and charters that reflect Indigenous ontology. The Māori are
role models with their innovative thinking in this area. Statistics should not be viewed as separate
and apart from Indigenous peoples, but that statistics indeed are Indigenous. To conclude, I will
leave you with this quote from Rodriquez-Lonebear:
A tribal leader whom I had the honour to interview powerfully summarised the
transcendent connection between tribal data and tribal governance: ‘Sovereignty as tribal
nations was given to us by the Creator. It is sacred. Data to exercise our sovereignty is
also sacred.’ (2016 at 268).

Conclusion
In terms of my research design, I have reviewed IM, Indigenous legal traditions and the
ILRU method from the University of Victoria. I discussed the reasons for choosing IM and
ILRU methods for my dissertation. In the section “Statistics are Indigenous” I argued that using
statistics is an integral part of Indigenous governance and sovereignty, in the past, present and
future. In the next four chapters, I examine and analyze my research data using IM and the
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ILRU method. In Chapter Five, I look at the statistics regarding Aboriginal youth incarceration
by location, identity and gender. In Chapter Six, I examine research procedures, the focus group
data and interview data and discuss the findings. In Chapter Seven, I draw upon my findings and
results in the previous chapter to create a Witsuwit’en Legal Summary.
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Chapter Five – Quantitative Research Findings respecting
Aboriginal Youth Incarceration Statistics

Introduction
To review the findings from the literature review in Chapter Two, we saw that in the last
19 years, the overall numbers of youth in the criminal justice system have fallen. However, the
proportion of Aboriginal youth has not fallen as dramatically as non-Aboriginal youth. When
we compare Aboriginal males and Aboriginal females to their non-Aboriginal counterparts, we
see that although the numbers have been reduced, the numbers are still disproprtionately
impacting Aboriginal youth. The situation for Aboriginal females is worse than for Aboriginal
males. This is particularly worrisome as I noted in Chapter Two that before the YCJA came into
effect, there was a disproportionate amount of Aboriginal females incarcerated in 1997/1998
(Calverly, 2006 at 1). The Aboriginal over-representation rates for females are growing from a
low of 28% in 2002/2003 (Calverly, 2006 at 1) and has grown significantly under the YCJA.
There were many plausible explanations for this that were explored in Chapter Two, such as the
fact that the Aboriginal youth population is growing. In the last chapter, Indigenous
methodology and the ILRU method was covered. The idea that statistics are in fact Indigenous
was looked at in the past, present and future. In this chapter, I scrutinize statistics collected from
Statistics Canada, the Canadian Centre for Criminal Justice Statistics, and Adult Correctional
Services. I use the Statistics Canada Table 251-0012 for the source of all my data in this chapter
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unless otherwise noted. As can be seen, the statistics in this chapter are not statistics gathered
from an Indigenous lens or in partnership with an Indigenous community. Those statistics on
Aboriginal youth incarceration in Canada do not yet exist, but given the importance of this
subject, I believe they will exist one day. This chapter uses data from Statistics Canada, which
are not Indigenous, but which are the best available statistics at this time regarding Aboriginal
youth corrections.

In this chapter, I examine the statistics for Aboriginal youth corrections by province and
then nationally. I study the correctional data in three ways. First, I investigate the total
correctional statistics historically over a 19 year time span through the five categories that
Statistics Canada uses in its table, Table 251-0012, which are: Pretrial Detention, Remand,
Secure Custody, Open Custody and Community Sentences (see Chapter One for definitions).
Second, I identify the gender similarities and differences in the statistics. Third, I review each
area by Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal identity and unknown Aboriginal identity, which are
categories suggested and used by Statistics Canada. A little bit about the categories from my
personal experience is that a youth may appear in multiple categories throughout the process.
For example, if a youth is kept in pre-trial detention or in remand, it means that the youth has
been detained or kept in custody before trial generally speaking. Occasionally, remand refers to
a person who is detained but waiting for sentencing. Remand refers to temporary detention. A
person may be detained by the police, appear in court and be remanded over until he or she has
legal counsel for a bail hearing. If he or she is ordered to remain in jail at the bail hearing while
waiting for trial, then that person is kept in pre-trial detention. The confusion arises when that
period is also referred to as remand. A person may after being kept in pre-trial detention be
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released upon a finding of not guilty. Alternatively, that person may plead guilty or be found
guilty. If that happens, that youth may be sentenced to serve a community sentence, which is
typically a period of probation with conditions. If a youth is detained after sentencing, then he or
she goes to a secure custody facility. Typically that youth serves a probationary period
afterwards although that is not mandatory. Therefore, a youth may appear in the remand stages
before a bail hearing, be detained before trial, and then if found guilty serve time in open or
secure facilities followed by a period of probation. It is theoretically possible for the same youth
to appear in four categories in a given fiscal reporting year.

There are significant gaps in these data. At the time of writing this dissertation, the
2016/2017 data were not available from Statistics Canada which would have provided a 20-year
examination of youth corrections. Where it is available, I use the 19-year time period in
examining the data. Although as noted below, there is data that is missing. In this chapter I
examine data from five provinces and territories: British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario,
Newfoundland and Labrador, and the Yukon. After that I examine the statistics at a national
level. I have chosen to analyze these five jurisdictions based on their completeness of data over
a 19 year period. There are many areas that have significant statistical gaps. For example,
Alberta has no available data for the past four years. Saskatchewan is missing data for the last
seven years and one other year, so that province was eliminated from my analysis. Also, Quebec
has no data available for the last five years. The data that Quebec provided showed 100% of the
youths as being of unknown Aboriginal identity and therefore was not useful for my research
purposes. New Brunswick was also eliminated as six years of data was missing. Prince Edward
Island has a five year gap in statistics and also has a very high rate of 53% of youths of
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“unknown Aboriginal identity” that made this province hard to analyze in a meaningful manner.
Nova Scotia was eliminated due to a lack of data for the last six years. The Northwest
Territories was also missing data as was Nunavut. Further, the very low numbers of nonAboriginal youths in custody in Nunavut (two in 14 years) make this area not suitable for my
research purposes. Therefore, the areas with a complete 19 year data set will be surveyed, which
is to say British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Newfoundland and Labrador, the Yukon and
nationally. I start with British Columbia.

British Columbia
I first consider the statistics for British Columbia by Aboriginal identity. Second, I
examine the different categories of custodial status by gender. Lastly, I compare Aboriginal
females with Aboriginal males and I look at the aggregate numbers in cross-tabulation charts.
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In BC Table 1, we see the total numbers of youth in corrections over for the 19 year
period. This breaks down the youth by three categories: Aboriginal youth (shown in blue) and
non-Aboriginal youth (shown in red) and youth of Unknown Aboriginal identity (shown in
green). This table shows the youth rates for both genders. We can see by the above that the nonAboriginal youth have the highest numbers of youth over the 19 year period. We see that the
general pattern is that their numbers are dropping. The second highest category by numbers is
Aboriginal youth. We see that the numbers of Aboriginal youth have remained pretty constant
over the years with a slight increase and then a drop in numbers. The highest amount of
Aboriginal youth in the correctional system in BC was 2,992 in 2009/2010. After the YCJA
came into effect in 2003, instead of a predicted decline in numbers, the Aboriginal youth rates
fell for only one year to the lowest level of 1090 Aboriginal youths in 2003/2004 before rising.
From 1997/1998 to 2015/2016 the Aboriginal youth rates have been very similar overall when
examined over a 19 year time span. From 1,622 Aboriginal youths in 1997/1998 to 1,577 in
2015/2016, the Aboriginal youth rate in BC has dropped by 3%.
In stark contrast to the Aboriginal youth numbers, the Non-Aboriginal youth rate has
gone from a high of 6,808 in 1995/1996 to a low of 2,219 in 2015/2016. This is a decline by
67%. The last line which apparently is “Unknown Aboriginal Identity” refers to youth who have
unknown ancestral identity. I say apparently because I cannot find a comprehensive definition
on Statistics Canada Table 251-0012 or on their website. We see that category decreasing in BC
which is positive. Although we do not know the reasons behind the decrease, we can surmise
that more youth are answering positively about their ancestry ties or another explanation is that
BC Youth Corrections is doing a better job on reporting who is and who is not Aboriginal. On
an average year, there would be 1,840 Aboriginal youths in the criminal justice system in BC.
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Likewise there would be an average of 3,962 non-Aboriginal youths subject to the YCJA in BC
on any given year. Having looked at the total numbers for all five custodial categories, I am now
going to look at the five categories (Pretrial Detention, Remand, Secure Custody, Open Custody
and Community Sentences) by gender. I will start first by considering pre-trial detention rates
for female youth.

In BC Table 2, we see that the pre-trial detention numbers of Non-Aboriginal female
youths (red line) has fallen dramatically while the numbers for Aboriginal female youths (blue
line) have stayed relatively constant and have been higher than non-Aboriginal females since
2008/2009. We see that for Aboriginal females, the highest number of Aboriginal females was
in 1999/2000 and the lowest number was 78 in 2006/2007. The average number of Aboriginal
females in a year is 142. From 1997/1998 when the starting number was 152 to 2015/2016 when
the number was 120, the Aboriginal female proportions have remained relatively constant over
time but have dropped to 21%. For non-Aboriginal females, the highest number was 487 in
1997/1998 to a low of 90 in 2013/2014. There has been a dramatic decline in numbers of non-
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Aboriginal females of 79%. The average number of non-Aboriginal females in any given year is
220.

Like Table 2, we see in BC Table 3 that the pre-trial detention figures have dropped
dramatically for non-Aboriginal males (red line) as compared to the much smaller decline for
Aboriginal males (blue line). There was a high number of 1,643 non-Aboriginal youths in
1997/1998 which dropped to a low of 300 in 2014/2015. The average number of non-Aboriginal
youths in the BC corrections is 696 per year. Overall, the numbers dropped for non-Aboriginal
males by 81%. For Aboriginal males, the highest number of 410 occurred in 2009/2010 and the
lowest number was 208 in 2014/2015. The average number of Aboriginal males in BC Youth
corrections is 326 in a year. For Aboriginal males, the decrease over 19 years has been 42%.
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BC Table 4 shows that the number of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal females being
remanded, or temporarily held in custody has risen in the last decade. For Aboriginal females,
this has gone from zero for a long time to a high of 32 in 2010/201. Since 2007/2008, there has
been a total increase of Aboriginal females remanded of 80%. The numbers are relatively low as
Aboriginal females average of 15 youths per year in remand over the last 9 years for the entire
province. Yet a clear pattern is presented that is disturbing. For non-Aboriginal females, there is
a low of zero for a number of years and then a high number of 22 in 2009/2010. Since
2007/2008, there has been no change (0%) for non-Aboriginal females who have been in
remand. For the last 9 years, there is an average of 12 non-Aboriginal females per year in
remand. This speaks to the disproportionate number of Aboriginal females being represented.
As the numbers are very low, it would be unwise to rely on them. Given the fact that for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal females the reported rate was zero for a large number of years, it
could indicate faulty reporting by the provincial correctional systems or it could speak to an
dramatic increase in the numbers. Clearly further research is warranted that is beyond the scope
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of this dissertation.

BC Table 5 speaks to the number of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal males who are
remanded. Like the rates for female youth, there is a similar pattern of no data until 2007/2008
and then a sharp increase for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal male youths. For Aboriginal
males, the highest number was 65 in 2010/2011 and the lowest number was 21 in 2014/2015.
The average number of Aboriginal males youths who are remanded each year for the past 9 years
is 38. For non-Aboriginal males, there was a high of 68 youths being remanded in 2007/2008
and a low of 16 in 2012/2013. In a typical year since 2007/2008, there are 46 non-Aboriginal
males being remanded. Since 2007/2008, there has been a remand decrease for Aboriginal males
by 27% and a decrease for non-Aboriginal males by 46%.
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BC Table 6 indicates that the secure custody rates for non-Aboriginal female young
people in BC has dropped dramatically from a high of 120 in 1998/1999 to a low of 4 in
2013/2014. The average number of non-Aboriginal females in the BC youth justice system is 41
per year. There has been a 88% decline in non-Aboriginal females in secure custody over the
last 19 years. For Aboriginal females, there has been a 60% reduction in secure custody use in
BC. In 2002/2003, there was a high number of 55 Aboriginal females in secure custody and a
low number of 2 in 2007/2008. The average number of Aboriginal females in secure custody in
BC is 21 in the above time period.
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Similar to females in secure custody, we see that there has been a decline in males in
secure custody as well. For non-Aboriginal males, we see that there was a high rate of 548 in
1997/1998 to a low number of 25 in 2015/2016, a decrease of 95%. The average number of nonAboriginal males in secure custody was 158 per year. For Aboriginal males, we see a high
number of 122 youths in secure custody in 1997/1998. Note that the numbers dropped even
before the implementation of the YCJA in Canada. In 2013/2014, the lowest number of
Aboriginal males were recorded in youth secure custody which was 17. In an average year, in
the last 19 years studied, there were 60 Aboriginal males in secure custody. Overall, the number
of Aboriginal males in secure custody was reduced by 78% in BC.
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BC Table 8 demonstrates that the rates for females in open custody have also fallen, but
like secure custody rates, not as dramatic for Aboriginal females. For non-Aboriginal females,
the rates have dropped from a high of 92 in 1998/1999 and 2000/2001 to a low of 13 in
2014/2015. The average number of non-Aboriginal females in open custody was 45 per year.
The rates for non-Aboriginal females in open custody have dropped by 74% in the last 19 years.
However for Aboriginal females, the decline has only been by 35%. For Aboriginal females, we
see a high number of 55 youths in open custody in 2002/2003 and a low of 15 in 2005/2006 for
an average of 36 per year.
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BC Table 9 shows that for non-Aboriginal males, we see the highest number of youths in
open custody peak at 513 in 1998/1999 to a low point of 50 in 2015/2016. The average number
of non-Aboriginal males in open custody in BC was 187 per year. There was a 89% decline of
non-Aboriginal males in open custody in BC. Similarily, the number of Aboriginal males in
open custody fell by 77%. For the indicated era, there was an average of 96 Aboriginal males in
open custody each year. We see the highest number of 155 for Aboriginal males in the
2000/2001 fiscal year and the lowest number of 34 for 2015/2016.
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In BC Table 10 regarding Aboriginal females, we see that community sentences have
increased by 61% over 19 years but by contrast, the numbers have decreased by 52% for nonAboriginal females. The rates drop to a low of 118 Aboriginal females in 2003/2004 and a high
number of 634 Aboriginal females in 2008/2009. The average number of Aboriginal females
serving a community disposition was 350 per year for the last 19 years. By contrast, we see that
the number of non-Aboriginal female youths peaks at 841 in 2007/2008 and falls to a low of 255
in 2003/2004. The average number of non-Aboriginal females serving a community youth
sentence was 604 per year over 19 years. This area of community sentences is one area in which
we would expect to see growth, that all youth are being helped in the community with programs
and resources rather than being held in custody. When we look at the starting point in
1997/1998, there are 201 Aboriginal females and 779 non-Aboriginal females under community
supervision and Aboriginal females therefore accounted for 22% of the female population.
However, by 2015/2016, Aboriginal females made up 47% of the female population subject to a
community sentence.
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Aboriginal males, as depicted in BC Table 11, shows there has been a 39% increase,
while for non-Aboriginal males, the increase has been 53% decrease in community sentences.
We see that the low number for Aboriginal males was 323 in 2003/2004 but the low number for
non-Aboriginal males was 849 for the same year. The highest number of Aboriginal males
serving under a community order was 1,429 in 2009/2010 but for non-Aboriginal males it was
2,954 in 2007/2008. The average number of Aboriginal males serving a community youth
sentence was 784 and for non-Aboriginal males it was 1,983 per year.
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Lastly, I wish to compare the overall numbers for total corrections for Aboriginal youth
by gender. BC Table 12 shows the total number for Aboriginal males and Aboriginal females in
British Columbia in the youth correctional system. Having discussed each custodial aspect in
detail above, we see that there has been a slight overall decrease of Aboriginal males by 10% in
the BC Correctional system. Conversely for Aboriginal females the number has increased by
16%.
BC Table 13 Total Corrections by Numbers

Correctional
Status
Community
sentences
Open custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure custody
Grand Total

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

6,642
677

14,902
1,825

11,476
853

37,677
3,544

70,697
6,899

2,705
131
397
10,552

6,193
343
1,140
24,403

4,191
110
782
17,412

13,218 26,307
412
996
2,997
5,316
57,848 110,215
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BC Table 13 shows the actual number of females and males for both Aboriginal and nonAboriginal youths. This figure represents the sum of the last 19 years, so it is an aggregrate sum
of the time period from 1997/1998 to 2015/2016. We see that in the last 10 years there has been
a total of 110,215 youths for all races and genders in the BC corrections system.
BC Table 14 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column

Correctional
Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

62.95%

61.07%

65.91%

65.13%

64.14%

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

6.42%

7.48%

4.90%

6.13%

6.26%

25.63%

25.38%

24.07%

22.85%

23.87%

Remand

1.24%

1.41%

0.63%

0.71%

0.90%

Secure custody

3.76%

4.67%

4.49%

5.18%

4.82%

Grand Total

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00% 100.00%

BC Table 14 is also a sum of all the numbers for the past 19 years. This figure shows
that in BC, Aboriginal females would typically spend their time serving a community sentence
(63%) or on pre-trial detention (26%). For Aboriginal males, the rates are similar in that they
would typically be serving a community sentence (61%) or on pre-trial detention (25%). NonAboriginal females and non-Aboriginal males also spend most of their time serving a community
disposition of rates of 66% and 65% respectively.
BC Table 15 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row
Correctional
Status
Community
sentences
Open

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males
9.40%
9.81%

21.08%
26.45%

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

16.23%
12.36%

53.29%
51.37%

100.00%
100.00%
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custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure
custody

10.28%
13.15%

23.54%
34.44%

15.93%
11.04%

50.25%
41.37%

100.00%
100.00%

7.47%

21.44%

14.71%

56.38%

100.00%

Grand Total

9.57%

22.14%

15.80%

52.49% 100.00%

Like BC Tables 13 and 14, BC Table 15 represents the total number for each category
over the last 19 years. When we look at BC Table 15, it shows the percentages by row instead of
by column. The above figure shows that Aboriginal females make up 10% of the overall BC
youth justice system while non-Aboriginal females make up 16% of the overall BC youth justice
system in the last 19 years. For Aboriginal males, they make up 22% of the entire BC youth
justice system and non-Aboriginal males make up 52% of the entire system in the last 19 years.
We see that Aboriginal females are disproportionately represented but even more so at the stages
of remand and pre-trial detention. While Aboriginal males are also over represented, their
numbers are highest at the remand stages, followed by being in open custody. Non-Aboriginal
males make up over half of all the youth categories at the secure custody, community sentences,
open custody and secure custody stages. Non-Aboriginal females make up about 16% of all
community sentences and pre-trial detention and make up the lowest parts of remand stages.

Highlights from British Columbia

The overall correctional figures for non-Aboriginal youth fell by 67% yet only by 3% for
Aboriginal youth over 19 years (see BC Table 1). We also see that the total correctional rates for
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each category fell by 10% overall for Aboriginal males but increased by 16% for Aboriginal
females. These numbers are very significant in looking at the overall trends in BC (see BC Table
12).

Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

-21%

-42%

-79%

-81%

Remand

+ 80%

-27%

0%

-46%

Secure

-88%

-78%

-60%

-95%

-35%

-77%

-74%

-89%

+61%

+39%

-52%

-53%

Pre-Trial
Detention

Custody
Open
Custody
Community

BC Table 16 – Correctional Categories by Decreases

In BC Table 16, I summarize the rates of increases or decreases for each custodial
category (pre-trial detention, remand, secure custody, open custody or community) by gender
and Aboriginal identity (see BC Tables 2-11). These numbers represent the increases or
decreases for each category over a 19 year period. Aboriginal females are the most
disadvantaged as we see that their numbers are increasing for remands and community sentences.
Aboriginal females experience the lowest declines of all groups. We would expect that each
category would benefit from the same amount of reductions but this is not the case. We also see
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that Aboriginal males had their community sentence numbers increase by 39%. Overall, the
picture in BC is that Aboriginal females have suffered from increased numbers more than any
other category and had the least amount of reduced numbers per category. Moving east from
BC, I review youth data from the province of Manitoba.

Manitoba
The data from the province of Manitoba goes against the national trend of decreasing
numbers. The disturbing reality though is that this pattern speaks to something going wrong on a
provincial level for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal youth. Manitoba has a tragic pattern of
skyrocketing rates for youth under the YCJA.

MB Table 1 shows the total numbers for all aspects of the correctional categories that
will be discussed below. It depicts the numbers for both genders. We see that the third category
“identity unknown” is relatively small and therefore will be excluded from most of the analysis
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in this section, but I return to this in the cross-tabulation numbers at the very end of this section.
We see in Manitoba a gradual increase in the overall numbers for Aboriginal youth and a smaller
increase for non-Aboriginal youth. Over the last 19 years, the numbers for Aboriginal youth
have risen dramatically by 79% but for non-Aboriginal youth they have risen by 61%. This is
against the national trend of decline since the YCJA was implemented. In Manitoba, the lowest
number of Aboriginal youth was in 1998/1999 when it was at 1,642 and in the same year the
non-Aboriginal youth numbers were 671. The highest numbers for Aboriginal youth were in
2012/2013 when they reached an all time high of 4,043 and in the same year the numbers for
non-Aboriginal youth peaked at 1,430. In any given year in the last 19 years, there would be 10
youths of unknown Aboriginal identity and 1,162 non-Aboriginal youths and 2,967 Aboriginal
youths.

Turning to the first category, we see that like Table 1, the pretrial detention numbers in
Table 2 have risen dramatically for Aboriginal females and also for non-Aboriginal females.
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The rates for Aboriginal female have surged by 55% but for non-Aboriginal females the rates
ballooned up by 110% (note that the last year 2015/2016 showed a dramatic increase). The year
in which the lowest rate of 246 Aboriginal females was recorded was in 2004/2005, but for nonAboriginal females the number was 50 in 2007/2008. The highest number of Aboriginal females
occured in 2012/2013 at 617, but for non-Aboriginal females the highest number was in
2015/2016 at 185. In an average year there would be 416 Aboriginal females and 95 nonAboriginal females over the 19 year period.

Like Table 2, we see that there has been a trend of rising pre-trial detention rates for
Aboriginal males which expanded over the 19 year period by 15%. However, for nonAboriginal males the pre-trial detention rates have decreased by 37%. In 2012/2013 the
Aboriginal male numbers rose to 1,313 while for non-Aboriginal males, the highest number of
youths at 494 was recorded in 2000/2001. The lowest number of Aboriginal males was recorded
in 2003/2004 at 797, but for non-Aboriginal males the lowest number was 340 in the last year.
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There was a yearly average of 1,047 Aboriginal males in pre-trial detention but only 352 nonAboriginal males.

Turning to look at the remand rates, we see the data is only available from 2003/2004
onwards. From 2003/2004 the Aboriginal female remand rates has skyrocketed by a shocking
206%. The lowest number of Aboriginal females remanded over was 17 in 2003/2004, and the
highest number was 58 in 2012/2013 for a yearly average of 36. By contrast, the number of nonAboriginal females has remained very low, below 10 each year. Using the first number of one
for 2003/2004 and the last number of 5 for 2015/2016, the increase for non-Aboriginal females
was by 400% but again, the numbers here are so low generalizations would be dangerous. The
yearly average of non-Aboriginal females was 3 with a low of 1 for four years over the time
period and reaching a high number of 10 in 2014/2015.
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Like the female remand rates, we see in Table 5 that the non-Aboriginal male rates have
remained relatively low as compared to the Aboriginal male rates. For Aboriginal males, the
remand rate has soared to 188% and the lowest number was in 2003/2004 (57) and the highest
number was recorded in 2012/2013 (184). For non-Aboriginal males, the remand rate has
increased by 83% and the lowest number of 12 youths happened in 2003/2004 while the highest
number (34) took place in 2013/2014. In a typical year in the last 14 years there would be 91
Aboriginal males and 15 non-Aboriginal males.
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Unlike the previous tables, we see an erratic pattern of decreasing numbers for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal females, although the total secure custody numbers per year are
quite low in each category. For Aboriginal females there has been a 30% decrease over the last
19 years but for non-Aboriginal females the rate has fallen by 56%. For Aboriginal females the
largest number took place in 1997/1998 at 30 but there was a low of 3 in 2007/2008. For nonAboriginal females, the peak was 9 in 1997/1998 but a drop to zero for five years (2005/2006,
2006/2007, 2007/2008, 2009/2010 and 2013/2014). In an average year in Manitoba there would
be 2 non-Aboriginal females and 18 Aboriginal females locked up in secure custody.
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Looking at Table 7 the secure custody numbers for both Aboriginal males and nonAboriginal males have dropped, by 39% and 68% respectively. The lowest number of
Aboriginal males took place in 2003/2004 (69) and the lowest number of non-Aboriginal males
(8) took place in 2010/2011. In a typical Manitoba year there would be 112 Aboriginal males
and 26 non-Aboriginal males in secure custody facilities.
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Like Table 7, we see in Table 8 that the numbers have declined for open custody facilities
in Manitoba over the last 19 years. For Aboriginal females, the open custody rates have
decreased by 51% and for non-Aboriginal females they have gone down by 58%. The highest
number of Aboriginal females was 72 in 1998/1999 and the lowest number was 24 in 2007/2008.
Note that the figures have gradually risen since then which is contrary to the goals of the YCJA.
For non-Aboriginal females, the highest number was recorded in 2002/2003 at 16 but the
numbers declined substantially to a low of 1 in 2009/2010. In a typical year there would be 6
non-Aboriginal females and 38 Aboriginal females detained in open custody facilities.
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In Table 9, similar to the last table, we see that the overall numbers have declined but not
in a constant pattern. Overall the percentage of Aboriginal males has decreased by 56% as
compared to 80% for non-Aboriginal males held in open custody facilities in Manitoba. The
recorded high number was 268 for Aboriginal males in 1998/1999 and 122 for non-Aboriginal
males in 1997/1998. The lowest data for Aboriginal males was 85 in 2014/2015 and 17 for nonAboriginal males for two years in a row starting in 2009/2010. In a Manitoban open custody
facility there would be a yearly average of 172 Aboriginal males and 44 non-Aboriginal males.
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In Table 10, there are two big differences from the last table. The first is that there is
missing data for the first three years. The other big difference is that the rates have dramatically
increased and then slowly declined in the last three years much more so for Aboriginal females
but also for non-Aboriginal females. From 2000/2001 to the present there has been an
commmunity sentencing increase by 105% for Aboriginal females and by a mere 8% for nonAboriginal females. The all time low number for Aboriginal females was 155 in 2000/2001 and
107 in 2001/2002 for non-Aboriginal females. The peak numbers were in 2010/2011 at 499
Aboriginal females and in 2010/2011 at 267 non-Aboriginal females. In an average year in
Manitoba, there would be 353 Aboriginal females and 174 non-Aboriginal females in the
community under supervision.
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Similar to the last table, there is no data available on community sentences for 1997/98 to
1999/2000. Starting in 2000/2001 we see over the last 16 years that there has been a dramatic
increase in numbers for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal males in the community but this has
levelled off in the last 3 years. Overall there has been an increase by 63% for Aboriginal males
and a mere 14% for non-Aboriginal males. The lowest number for non-Aboriginal males was
416 in 2000/2001 as contrasted by a high of 673 in 2010/2011. By comparison, the lowest
number for Aboriginal males was 351 in 2000/2001 which skyrocketed five years later to a high
of 1,132 in 2005/2006. There were 888 Aboriginal males and 561 non-Aboriginal males subject
to a community order on average each year for the past 16 years.
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In Table 12, I contrast the total correction numbers involved in the youth criminal justice
system for Aboriginal males to Aboriginal females. We see that there has been overall increases
for both genders. However, the numbers have escalated by 66% for Aboriginal males as
compared to an even more dramatic increase of 115% for Aboriginal females. On a typical year
there would be 2,170 Aboriginal males and 796 Aboriginal females involved in the youth
criminal justice system. Note that the community data for the first three years is missing, so the
numbers may potentially be even higher.
MB Table 13 Total Corrections by Numbers

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

5,644

14,212

2,779

8,982

31,617

730

3,259

107

828

4,924

7,896

19,890

1,803

6,680

36,269

Remand

500

1,735

48

277

2,560
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Secure
custody
Grand
Total

346

2,132

45

486

3,009

15,116

41,228

4,782

17,253

78,379

In Table 13 we see that the aggregate numbers or the total sums for all youth over a 19
year period. We see there have been 78,379 youths in the criminal justice system in Manitoba.
We can see that the largest category by far is Aboriginal males. The next two tables breaks this
down into percentage points for analysis.
MB Table 14 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

37.34%

34.47%

58.11%

52.06%

40.34%

4.83%

7.90%

2.24%

4.80%

6.28%

52.24%

48.24%

37.70%

38.72%

46.27%

Remand
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

3.31%

4.21%

1.00%

1.61%

3.27%

2.29%

5.17%

0.94%

2.82%

3.84%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

In Table 14, this specifies custodial status by column so that we see for each category
where the youth spends his or her time. We see that for Aboriginal males and females, they are
most likely to spend time in pre-trial detention. By comparison, most non-Aboriginal males and
females are most likely to be in the community under supervision. Most Aboriginal females are
unlikely to spend time in secure custody (2%) which is the same but at a lower rate for nonAboriginal females (1%). Aboriginal males are least likely to be remanded (4%) and the same
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for non-Aboriginal males (2%).

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

Aboriginal Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal
Females
Males
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

17.85%

44.95%

8.79%

28.41%

100.00%

14.83%

66.19%

2.17%

16.82%

100.00%

21.77%

54.84%

4.97%

18.42%

100.00%

19.53%

67.77%

1.88%

10.82%

100.00%

11.50%

70.85%

1.50%

16.15%

100.00%

19.29%
52.60%
6.10%
22.01% 100.00%
MB Table 15 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row

In MB Table 15, the numbers are divided by percentages in a row, which illustrates in
each category which group makes up the largest number to least number. This again reflects the
total sums over a 19 year period. For example, we see that the grand total shows that Aboriginal
males comprise over half of the total numbers over time (52%), followed by non-Aboriginal
males (22%) followed closely by Aboriginal females (19%). Non-Aboriginal females in
Manitoba are the least likely (6 out of every 100 youths involved in the criminal justice system,
not out of the total population) to be subject to the YCJA. We see that for every category,
Aboriginal males make up the largest numbers, followed by non-Aboriginal males for secure and
open custody and community sentences. We see that Aboriginal females are in second place for
the largest percentages for pre-trial detention or remand rates. Lastly, non-Aboriginal females
make up the smallest percentages for each category.
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Highlights from Manitoba
In Manitoba, we see that the overall total correctional numbers for non-Aboriginal youth
have risen by 61%, but the rates for Aboriginal youth have risen by 79% over the last 19 years
(MB Table 1). This is extremely concerning. We also see that the numbers have increased by
66% for Aboriginal males over the last 19 years but for Aboriginal females they have gone up by
115% (MB Table 12). It is extremely concerning that Aboriginal youth in general are being
disadvantaged but for Aboriginal females specifically, the situation is more alarming.

MB Table 16 - Correctional Categories by Decreases/Increases
Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

+55%

+15%

+110%

-37%

Remand

+206%

+188%

+400%

+83%

Secure

-30%

-39%

-56%

-68%

-51%

-56%

-58%

-80%

+63%

+8%

+14%

Pre-Trial
Detention

Custody
Open
Custody
Community +105%

MB Table 16 synthesizes the data from MB Tables 2-11 and shows the total percentages
of increases shown in red as compared to decreases in each category over a 19 year period. We
see a number of increases, such as in pre-trial detention, remand and community sentences. For
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Aboriginal females, the secure custody and open custody rates decreased the least amount as
compared to other categories. We see that Aboriginal females and males serving a community
sentence has dramatically increased compared to their non-Aboriginal counterparts. We also see
that the remand rates are very high, but as noted, these sample numbers are very low and
therefore may not be reliable. The overall picture is that the youth correctional rates are rising
and that Aboriginal females are being impacted the most on several levels. Having concluded
my review of Manitoba, I keep moving east to look next at Ontario youth statistics.

Ontario
Ontario overall has very low rates of Aboriginal youth in corrections. The overall youth
numbers are higher for this province which makes sense on a national level as Ontario is home to
the largest populations in Canada. The percentages in this category are much more uniform than
any other area, perhaps because of the much larger numbers that are involved.
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In ON Table 1, we see the overall correctional numbers for Aboriginal and nonAboriginal youth and also for youth of unknown Aboriginal identity. As the last category is very
small and has been nil for since 2004/2005, I will not examine that category in as much detail as
the Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal differences. We see that the numbers overall have declined, for
Aboriginal youths by 77% and for non-Aboriginal youths by 76%. In Ontario, there was a high
number of Aboriginal youths in 1997/1998 of 2,498 which dropped to 577 Aboriginal youths in
2015/2016. For non-Aboriginal youths, there was a very high numbers of 27,178 youths in the
total correcional system in 2001/2002 but this dropped to a low of 6,226 in 2015/2016. It is
encouraging to see that the numbers have dropped in equal proportions for Aboriginal and nonAboriginal youths. On an average year there would be 1,673 Aboriginal youths and 18,016 nonAboriginal youths. The youths of unknown Aboriginal identity make up 12,463 youths in the
first 7 years of the data, and then as mentioned there is 0 youths in that category for a yearly
average of 1,780 youths from 1997/1998 up to 2003/2004. Due to this gap, it is unknown
whether the Aboriginal youth population for the first 7 years is higher than reported. In the next
8 tables I look at the available data for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal youth by gender. Note
that Ontario has no remand data available. It is possible that Ontario reported all “remands” as
part of the “pre-trial detention” category or simply does not track those figures.
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In Table 2, we see that in Ontario there have been some slight reductions in the number
of females detained before trial. For non-Aboriginal females, the numbers climb to 1,642 in
2006/2007 and diminish to 545 in 2015/2016. Note that there is a pattern here though of a very
pronounced and sharp increase after the YCJA was implemented and then a gradual and steady
decline after 2008/2009. For Aboriginal females, there was an expansion of numbers to 208 in
2009/2010 and the lowest point was reached in 2002/2003 of 41 youths. Overall we see that the
rates for Aboriginal females in pre-trial detention dropped by 48% but for non-Aboriginal
females the drop is a mere 9%. In a typical year in Ontario, there would be an average of 979
non-Aboriginal females and 136 Aboriginal females detained before trial.
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In Table 3, like the prior table, we see a pattern of non-Aboriginal male numbers for pretrial detention peaking and then gradually falling. We see similarily a trend of very low but
diminishing numbers for Aboriginal males detained before trial. For Aboriginal males, the rate
declined by 42% and for non-Aboriginal males there was a 36% reduction over time. On
average, there would be 406 Aboriginal males and 4,578 non-Aboriginal males detained before
trial each year in Ontario. For Aboriginal males, the highest number of youths detained was 634
in 2007/2008 and the lowest number was 187 in 2015/2016. For non-Aboriginal males, the
highest number was 6,415 in 2006/2007 and the smallest number was 2,162 also in the last
recorded year.
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When we look at the overall numbers of females in secure custody in Ontario in Table 4,
we see that there have been some dramatic reductions. In fact, the numbers fell by 94% for
Aboriginal females and by 95% for non-Aboriginal females. The average number of youths in
secure custody was 39 Aboriginal females and 171 non-Aboriginal females. The lowest number
for Aboriginal females was 5 and for non-Aboriginal females it was 24, both of which happened
in 2015/2016. The highest number of Aboriginal females was 120 in 2001/2002, but the next
year it fell by 90% to 12. The highest number of non-Aboriginal females was 483 also in
2001/2002 and the following year it also fell dramatically by 64%. These declines happened
before the YCJA were implemented.
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In Table 5, the pattern of declining numbers continues for males in secure custody in
Ontario. We see over time that the numbers for Aboriginal males in secure custody fell by 92%
and similarily by 93% for non-Aboriginal males. The highest number of Aboriginal males in
secure custody was 335 in 2015/2016 and for non-Aboriginal males it was 2,630 in the same
year. These Ontario numbers dwindled to 26 for Aboriginal males and 177 for non-Aboriginal
males for the same year in 2015/2016. In Ontario there was an average of 131 Aboriginal males
and 1,043 non-Aboriginal males locked up each year in secure custody.
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In Table 6, we see the similar pattern of dramatic reductions in numbers for females in
open custody facilities. For Aboriginal females, the numbers have plummeted by 95% and for
non-Aboriginal females the numbers have also plunged by 93%. The top number of females in
open custody were 129 Aboriginal females in 2000/2001 and 694 non-Aboriginal females in
2001/2002. The numbers dwindled for females in secure custody to 5 Aboriginal females and 43
non-Aboriginal females in the last recorded year. There was a yearly average of 45 Aboriginal
females and 243 non-Aboriginal females held in secure custody facilities in Ontario.

We see from Table 7 that the rates for males in open custody programs has also
dramatically diminished over the last 19 years in Ontario. For Aboriginal males, the numbers
have plunged by 92%, while for non-Aboriginal males the number is a similar 93%. The nonAboriginal numbers expanded to 2,813 in 2000/2001 but for Aboriginal males the peak was 325
in 1997/1998. In 2015/2016, the numbers had waned to the lowest point of 25 Aboriginal males
and 184 non-Aboriginal males. In Ontario, in an average year there would be 116 Aboriginal
males and 1,125 non-Aboriginal males detained in open custody.
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We see declines in the amount of females serving community sentences in Table 8 for
both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal females. The community rates dropped by 83% for
Aboriginal females and by 82% for non-Aboriginal females over the last 19 years. There was an
all time low of 71 Aboriginal females and 576 non-Aboriginal females in 2015/2016. The
numbers had hit a high of 421 in 1998/199 for Aboriginal females and for non-Aboriginal
females 3,241 in 2003/2004. There were 258 Aboriginal females and 2,016 non-Aboriginal
females in the community under supervision each year on average in Ontario.
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In Table 9 the community sentence data, we see declining pattern over time.
Specifically, we see that the rate for Aboriginal males plunged by 74% and the rates for nonAboriginal males also dropped dramatically by 79%. The average number of males serving
community dispositions was 542 Aboriginal males and 7,860 non-Aboriginal males in a typical
year in Ontario. The numbers reached a high of 828 Aboriginal males in 1997/1998 and a high
of 12,776 non-Aboriginal males in 2003/2004.
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In Table 10, I compare the overall correctional numbers for Aboriginal males as
compared to Aboriginal females over time. We see that there have been some dramatic
reductions over time by 75% for Aboriginal males and by 81% for Aboriginal females. For
Aboriginal males the numbers topped out at 1,813 in 1997/1998 and bottomed out at 450 in
2015/2016. For Aboriginal females, the numbers climbed to 728 in 2001/2002 but ebbed to a
low of 127 in 2015/2016. On average there would be 1,196 Aboriginal males and 478
Aboriginal females subject to the YCJA in Ontario each year for the time period above.
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ON Table 11 Total Corrections by Numbers

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

4,905

10,299

38,313

8,50

2,209

4,622

2,580

7,714

18,596

746

2,493

3,253

9,081

22,715

64,784

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

149,343 202,860
21,380

29,061

86,980 115,870
19,815

26,307

277,518 374,098

In Table 11, this provides the sum total of numbers in each custodial category over 19
years for youths by gender and identity. The numbers show that there has been 374,098 youths
in total going through the Ontario youth justice system. In the next two tables, I review the
percentages by column and row.
ON Table 12 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

54.01%

45.34%

59.14%

53.81%

54.23%

9.36%

9.72%

7.13%

7.70%

7.77%

28.41%

33.96%

28.70%

31.34%

30.97%

8.21%

10.98%

5.02%

7.14%

7.03%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

In Table 12, we see the numbers which reflect a 19 year period for each category divided
into percentages by column. Each column tells us where a youth is more likely to spend his or
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her time when involved in the youth criminal justice system. For example, the grand totals on
the right hand side tell us that all youths spend most of their time under community supervision,
followed secondly by time in pre-trial detention. Most youths spend time in open custody rather
than secure custody but by a very small margin. This is true for every category except
Aboriginal males who are slightly more likely to spend time in secure custody (10.98%) rather
than open custody (9.72%).

ON Table 13 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

2.42%

5.08%

18.89%

73.62%

100.00%

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

2.92%

7.60%

15.90%

73.57%

100.00%

2.23%

6.66%

16.05%

75.07%

100.00%

Secure custody

2.84%

9.48%

12.37%

75.32%

100.00%

Grand Total

2.43%

6.07%

17.32%

74.18%

100.00%

Table 13 shows percentages by rows, which indicates how many males or females or
Aboriginal youths or non-Aboriginal youths make up each area. For the grand total, we see that
non-Aboriginal males make up the largest category (74%) followed by non-Aboriginal females
(17%) to form 91% of the total youths involved in the justice system. Aboriginal females form
the smallest category (2%) followed by Aboriginal males (6%) and together form only 8% of the
total youth justice population.
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Highlights from Ontario

In Ontario, we see that the overall decline in total correctional numbers for nonAboriginal youth is 77% and for Aboriginal youth the rates are closely with a decline of 76%
(see ON Table 1). However, the decreases are 81% for Aboriginal females and 75% for
Aboriginal males over the 19 year span. It is encouraging that the reduction of the rates for
Aboriginal females are higher than Aboriginal males and the overall non-Aboriginal youth
reduction.

Pre-Trial

Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

-48%

-42%

-9%

-36%

-94%

-92%

-95%

-93%

-95%

-92%

-93%

-93%

-83%

-74%

-82%

-79%

Detention
Secure
Custody
Open
Custody
Community

ON Table 14 - Correctional Categories by Decreases/Increases

In ON Table 14, I summarize the data from ON Tables 2-9 by examining the decreases
over the 19 year period for each group. We see that there are significant declines ranging from
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92% to 95% for everyone in secure custody and open custody facilities. This is extremely
encouraging. We also see that Aboriginal females have the largest amount of reductions for pretrial detention and community sentences than other groups. By comparison, Aboriginal females
have fared the best in terms of overall reductions. This is very positive and contrary to the
existing literature summarized in Chapter 2. The next area that I study is Newfoundland and
Labrador.

Newfoundland and Labrador
Like the province of Ontario, the numbers of Aboriginal youth in corrections are
extremely low. There are only 20 youths remanded for the the 19 year period, so I have
eliminated the remand category as the numbers are so low.

In Table 1 we see the total corrections for youth by identity over the 19 year period. We
see that the category for unknown Aboriginal identity or unknown identity is very small at 670
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over 19 years or an average of 35 youths per year. I will primarily focus on the Aboriginal / nonAboriginal identity differences and gender differences in this discussion. We see that levels are
decreasing over time, from prior to the YCJA being implemented. For Aboriginal youth the
numbers have declined by 82% over the 19 year period and for non-Aboriginal youths, the
numbers fell by 81%. In Newfoundland and Labrador, the average number of Aboriginal youths
is 43 per year and the average number of non-Aboriginal youths is 732 each year.

In Table 2, we see that the pre-trial detention numbers of Aboriginal females is very low,
averaging less than 1 per year. For non-Aboriginal females, there is an erratic pattern but the
yearly average is 30 per year. These rates are very low overall and we see that the rates fell by
29% for non-Aboriginal females. The rates fell by 300% for Aboriginal females over the 19
years. Having said that, the numbers fell from 3 females in 1997/1998, which was the highest
number, to zero for the past 7 recorded years, so the numbers are dangerous to rely on due to the
numbers being so low. For non-Aboriginal females detained before trial, there was a high of 48
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in 1999/2000 and a low of 9 in 2009/2010.

Like the prior table, we see in Table 3 that the pre-trial detention numbers for Aboriginal
youth are extremely low and the numbers of non-Aboriginal youth have also dropped
significantly. The rate has fallen by 83% for Aboriginal males and by 62% for non-Aboriginal
males. For Aboriginal males detained before trial, the numbers are low and reached a high of 10
in 2000/2001 and a low of zero in 2009/2010. For non-Aboriginal males, the numbers peaked at
160 before plunging to 31 in 2012/2013. There was a yearly average of 4 Aboriginal males and
95 non-Aboriginal males kept in pre-trial detention in Newfoundland and Labrador in the 19 year
time span.
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We see in this table, the similar trend of extremely low Aboriginal rates for secure
custody. We see that the numbers of non-Aboriginal females has drastically fallen by 89%. The
numbers of Aboriginal females ranges from a high of 2 in 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 but most of
the years it is zero. We could say that this rate has fallen by 100% over the last 19 years, but the
extremely low rate makes it difficult to say anything as the sum of Aboriginal females is only 7
over the 19 years. The average of non-Aboriginal females per year in secure custody is 11 per
year and ranges from a high of 27 in 1997/1998 to a low of 1 in 2014/2015. As noted, the rates
of Aboriginal females are extremely low (an average of .36 over the 19 year period).
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In Table 5, we see again that the rates for Aboriginal youth are very low compared to
their non-Aboriginal counterparts. Overall, non-Aboriginal males in secure custody declined by
92% while for Aboriginal males the numbers fell by 82%. There was a yearly average of 63
non-Aboriginal males and 4 Aboriginal males being kept locked up in secure custody in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The range was from a high of 168 to a low of 11 for nonAboriginal youths. The Aboriginal male range was from 11 in 1997/1998 to zero for two years
in a row starting in 2013/2014.
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In Table 6, we see an erratic pattern for females being jailed in open custody facilities
over the 19 years. We see that the range for non-Aboriginal females is from a high of 28 to a
low of 1 in 2009/2010 and also in 2015/2016. For Aboriginal females, the numbers climbed
from a high of 10 in 1997/1998 to nil for 10 years including the last six reported years. There
was an average of 1 Aboriginal female and 11 non-Aboriginal females locked up in open custody
facilities in Newfoundland and Labrador each year. The decline for non-Aboriginal females was
95%, but for Aboriginal females it was by 280% although as reported the number was zero for
the last six years, so it would be dangerous to rely on these numbers as they are very low.
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The extremely low rate of Aboriginal female young offenders being kept in open custody
facilities has repeated ini Aboriginal young male offenders. We see again a dramatic decrease in
the numbers, by 97% for non-Aboriginal males and by 210% for Aboriginal males. However, as
the last four years reported nil for Aboriginal males, it is dangerous to generalize as the numbers
are too low. In an average year in Newfoundland and Labrador, there would be 55 nonAboriginal males and 6 Aboriginal males being held in open custody facilities. The open
custody numbers for non-Aboriginal males ranged from a low of 4 in 2015/2016 to a high of 158
in 1999/2000. For Aboriginal males, the span was from zero for five years to a peak of 21 in
1997/1998 and again in 1999/2000.
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In Table 8, we again see a pattern in Newfoundland of higher non-Aboriginal young
offender rates and lower Aboriginal young offender rates. For non-Aboriginal females, the
community sentence numbers have drastically dropped by 76% and for Aboriginal females the
rate has similarly dropped by 75%. On a typical year there would be 6 Aboriginal females and
90 non-Aboriginal females under community supervision in Newfoundland and Labrador. For
Aboriginal females, the numbers spanned from a high of 16 in 1997/1998 to a low of zero in
2011/2012. The numbers ranged from a high of 138 in 1998/1999 to a low of 33 non-Aboriginal
females serving community sentences in Newfoundland and Labrador.
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In Table 9, we see that the rates have remained steadily low and decreasing for
Aboriginal males serving a community sentence, but have been more erratic for their nonAboriginal counterparts. Aboriginal males serving a community sentence had their rates reduced
by 68% and non-Aboriginal male rates also dropped by 82%. There was an average of 21
Aboriginal males and 374 non-Aboriginal males serving community sentences each year in
Newfoundland and Labrador for the above time period. The range for non-Aboriginal males was
from a high of 662 in 1997/1998 to a low of 119 in 2015/2016. The numbers spanned from a
high of 40 in 2003/2004 to a low of 5 in 2011/2012 for Aboriginal males subject to community
orders.
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In Table 10, the total corrections numbers for Aboriginal males are contrasted with the
overall corrections numbers for Aboriginal females. We see that the numbers for Aboriginal
females are lower and follow a similar erratic pattern as Aboriginal males, but that overall there
are great declines. The numbers fell for Aboriginal males by 80% and for Aboriginal females by
87%. In a typical Newfoundland and Labrador year, there would be an average of 8 Aboriginal
females and 35 Aboriginal males in the total youth correctional system. The numbers for
Aboriginal females ranged from a low of 0 in 2011/2012 to a high of 30 in 1997/1998. For
Aboriginal males, the numbers ranged from a low of 8 in 2011/2012 and also in 2014/2015 to a
high of 75 in 1997/1998.
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NL Table 11 Total Corrections by Numbers

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

113

398

1,701

7,104

9,316

23

111

203

1,044

1,381

13

74

572

1,799

2,458

Remand
2
1
5
12
20
Secure
custody
7
79
204
1,191
1,481
Grand
Total
158
663
2,685
11,150 14,656
In Table 11, we see the total sum of the 19 years of data in each category. This tells us
that in that period there have been 14,656 youths in total for all the categories in the youth
correctional system. As mentioned the total Remand numbers were so extremely low (the sum
total was 20 for all the categories over 19 years) that I eliminated them from analysis. I next
examine these numbers by percentages by column and lastly by row.
NL Table 12 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

71.52%

60.03%

63.35%

63.71%

63.56%

14.56%

16.74%

7.56%

9.36%

9.42%

8.23%
1.27%

11.16%
0.15%

21.30%
0.19%

16.13%
0.11%

16.77%
0.14%

4.43%

11.92%

7.60%

10.68%

10.11%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00% 100.00%

Table 12 shows the numbers as percentages by column. This tells us what percentage of
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the youth in each of the five custodial categories. We see that overall in terms of percentage,
63% of all youth are under community supervision, followed by pre-trial detention. We see that
about 20% of all youth will spend time in open custody or secure custody in the youth justice
system. We also see that Aboriginal females are most likely to serve a community sentence
(71%). Aboriginal males make up a greater percentage of open custody rates (17%) or secure
custody rates (12%) than any other group. We see that non-Aboriginal females are more likely
to spend time in pre-trial detention by percentage point (21%) than any other group. Surprisingly,
non-Aboriginal females (7%) are more likely to spend time in secure custody facilities than
Aboriginal females (4%).
NL Table 13 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row
Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure custody
Grand Total

Aboriginal Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal
Females
Males
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total
100.00%
100.00%

1.21%
1.67%

4.27%
8.04%

18.26%
14.70%

76.26%
75.60%

0.53%
10.00%
0.47%
1.08%

3.01%
5.00%
5.33%
4.52%

23.27%
25.00%
13.77%
18.32%

73.19% 100.00%
60.00% 100.00%
80.42% 100.00%
76.08% 100.00%

In Table 13, we see the total sum of the 19 years of data in each category. This data is
presented by percentages by row, which compares each youth by their position within the youth
justice system. In other words, this information could be presented as a pie graph to show that
the largest group is non-Aboriginal males making up 76% of the youths in the youth criminal
justice system in Newfoundland and Labrador followed by non-Aboriginal females at 18%. We
see the smallest group is Aboriginal females (1%) followed by Aboriginal males. We see that
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non-Aboriginal males comprise the biggest portion of every category followed by nonAboriginal females. We see with the exception of the remand category, Aboriginal females
make up the smallest portion of each category which is consistent with their small numbers.

Highlights from Newfoundland and Labrador
To summarize Table 1, there were overall reductions of 82% for Aboriginal youth
followed closely by 81% reductions for non-Aboriginal youth. Significantly, the figures for
Aboriginal females fell by 87% and for Aboriginal males by 80%.

NL Table 14 - Correctional Categories by Decreases/Increases

Pre-Trial

Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

-300%

-83%

-29%

-62%

-100%

-82%

-89%

-92%

-280%

-210%

-95%

-97%

-62%

-76%

-82%

Detention
Secure
Custody
Open
Custody
Community -75%

The overall pattern in Newfoundland and Labrador is that the numbers for all youth
dropped drastically over the 19 years. The data for Aboriginal youth is promising in
Newfoundland and Labrador, but more so for Aboriginal female youth. Aboriginal females
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benefitted from this the most in every category. Moving on from Newfoundland and Labrador, I
head to the Yukon Territory.

Yukon
Unlike Newfoundland and Labrador, Yukon has a very high concentration of Aboriginal
peoples in the population and a high number of Aboriginal youth in the correctional system.

In Table 1, we see the total corrections numbers for each category over time. We see in
the last 19 years that there has been about 137 youths of unknown Aboriginal identity, although
there was a slight rise in the last eight years relatively speaking. As these numbers of unknown
identity are relatively low, I will be excluding them from my analysis. We see that the numbers
of Aboriginal youth is generally higher than non-Aboriginal youth, but that was not the case for
the first reported year. We see generally there have been declines by 12% for Aboriginal youths
and by 78% for non-Aboriginal youth in the last 19 years. On an average year there are 98
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Aboriginal youths and 41 non-Aboriginal youths in the total Yukon correctional system in the
last 19 years. For Aboriginal young offenders, the numbers ranged from 152 in 1999/2000 to 41
in 2011/2012. For non-Aboriginal young offenders, the range was from 196 in 1997/1998 to 4 in
2005/2006 and also in 2011/2012.

In Table 2, we see that the pre-trial detention rates again are extremely low for nonAboriginal females. However, while the rates for non-Aboriginal females were higher than for
Aboriginal females, that lasts only a year before reversing. The pre-trial detention rates since
then have dramatically increased by 625% for Aboriginal females but have dramatically
decreased for non-Aboriginal females by 92%. The numbers span from a high of 12 in
1997/1998 to a low of zero for 12 years for non-Aboriginal females. By comparison, the rates
for Aboriginal females range from a low of zero in 2004/2005 and have risen since the YCJA
was implemented to an all time high of 29 in 2015/2016. In a typical Yukon year there would be
an average of 10 Aboriginal females and 2 non-Aboriginal females detained before trial.
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Like the last table, we see the pattern continuing of non-Aboriginal males having a higher
initial number than their Aboriginal counterparts only for the first year and then the numbers
remain different. Over time we can see that there has been a 69% reduction in the numbers of
Aboriginal males and 85% reduction for non-Aboriginal males being detained before trial. In a
typical Yukon year, there are an average of 24 Aboriginal males and 12 non-Aboriginal males
being locked up before trial. For non-Aboriginal males, the pre-trial detention range was from
69 in 1997/1998 to 0 in 2005/2006. For Aboriginal males, their pre-trial detention numbers
spanned from a low of 7 in 2013/2014 to a high of 45 in 1997/1998.
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In Table 4, we see that the rate of non-Aboriginal female remands is quite low at nil for
most of the years and rises to a high of one in 2015/2016. By contrast, the range for Aboriginal
females was from a low of zero for a number of years to a high of 12 in 2012/2013, but remained
high for the last four years. This speaks to a disturbing trend over time. We see the total
numbers for Aboriginal females being remanded are 36 or about 2 per year.
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Like the last table, we see that Aboriginal youths were being disproportionately impacted
by remand rates in the Yukon. We see that the rates for non-Aboriginal males were extremely
low and ranged from 0 for most years to a high of 2 in 2008/2009 and in 2015/2016. The rates
were extremely low though and difficult to generalize as the total sum was 9 over 13 years for
which data is available. For Aboriginal males, the range was a high of 10 for three years in a
row starting in 2004/2005 and was a low of 1 in 2003/2004 and in 2014/2015. There was an
average of 6 Aboriginal males that were detained though remand for the last 13 reported years.
The average increase was difficult to state as the numbers were extremely low as shown in Table
5. One could say over the last 13 reported years there was a 400% remand increase for
Aboriginal males and a 100% increase for non-Aboriginal males, but again the numbers are too
low to rely upon.
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In Table 6, we see that although there were 11 non-Aboriginal females in total in secure
custody for the first three years, the number dropped to 0 for the remaining 16 years. For
Aboriginal females, there was an average of 2 youths in secure custody each year with a range
from 0 for many years to a high of 9 Aboriginal females in 2015/2016. Although you could say
the numbers have dropped by 600% for non-Aboriginal females and climbed by 800% for
Aboriginal females, the numbers were extremely low for both categories and therefore difficult
to generalize.
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Like the last table, the number of youth in secure custody was extremely low. There was
an average of 7 Aboriginal males and 5 non-Aboriginal males jailed in secure custody facilities
in the Yukon each year. The range for Aboriginal males extended from a high of 29 in
1997/1998 to a low of 0 for 4 years including the last reported year. The range for nonAboriginal males was from 34 in 1997/1998 to a low of 0 for 9 of the reported years. As the
numbers were extremely low, it is hard to generalize the decrease over the19 year period for
males in secure custody.
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Like the last two tables, the numbers here were very low for open custody rates for
females. We see that in the first 4 years there were only 7 non-Aboriginal females being kept
detained in open custody facilities and one in the last year. For the remaining 15 years there
were no non-Aboriginal females detained. There have been 3 Aboriginal females held in open
custody each year on average for the past 19 years. The range for Aboriginal females stretched
from 0 for 5 years and up to 10 in 1999/2000. As mentioned, the rates were too low to
generalize any increases or decreases in this category.
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In Table 9, we see that the open custody rates for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal males
have fallen over time. For Aboriginal males, the open custody rates decreased by 84% and by
74% for non-Aboriginal males. There was an average of 9 Aboriginal males and 3 nonAboriginal males in Yukon open custody facilities each year for the19 year period. There was an
all time high number of 20 Aboriginal youths in 1999/2000 and 19 non-Aboriginal youths in
1997/1998. The lowest open custody number of Aboriginal males was 0 in 2011/2012 and also 0
non-Aboriginal males over six different years.
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In Table 10, there was a pattern of decline in numbers for non-Aboriginal females but
when we look at Aboriginal females, there was a corresponding but higher dramatic increase. In
the 19 years, there has been an increase of 64% for Aboriginal females and a decrease by 53%
for non-Aboriginal females. The peak number was 23 Aboriginal females in 2015/2016 and 15
non-Aboriginal females in 1997/1998. The lowest number was 4 for Aboriginal females in
2011/2012 and 0 for non-Aboriginal females for four separate years. In an average year in the
Yukon, there were 12 Aboriginal females and 4 non-Aboriginal females under community
supervision.
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In Table 11, we see that the community sentence numbers were quite erratic with lots of
lows and highs but there was a trend of decreasing numbers for males. The Aboriginal male rate
dropped by 14% but for non-Aboriginal males, the rate plunged by 60%. There was a low of 8
Aboriginal males in 2012/2013 and 0 non-Aboriginal males in 2011/2012. The recorded highs
were 42 Aboriginal males in 2007/2008 and 40 non-Aboriginal males in 1997/1998. In a typical
year, there were 26 Aboriginal males and 14 non-Aboriginal males serving a community
sentence.
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In Table 12, I compare the total correctional numbers for Aboriginal females with
Aboriginal males. We see for the19 year period the numbers of Aboriginal females skyrocketed
by 305% as compared to a 64% reduction for Aboriginal males. In a typical Yukon year there
were 70 Aboriginal males and 29 Aboriginal females in the youth criminal justice system. The
numbers for Aboriginal males ranged from a high of 115 in 1997/1998 to a low of 28 in
2012/2013 and 2013/2014. For Aboriginal females, the numbers ranged from a high of 77 in
2015/2016 to a low of 10 for three years.

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

232

500

81

267

1,080

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

60

162

8

63

293

186

463

30

222

901

35

74

1

9

119

34

124

11

91

260

Remand
Secure
custody

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total
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Grand Total

547
1,323
131
YK Table 13 Total Corrections by Numbers

652

2,653

In Table 13, we see the total sum of the corrections numbers over the 19 years for each
category. For example, we see that in the 19 years there have been 2,653 youth in total involved
in the youth criminal justice system. We see that the numbers are very low for non-Aboriginal
females as evidenced by the tables above. The largest category is Aboriginal males. In the next
two tables, I examine these numbers by percentages by columns and by rows.

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open
custody
Pre-trial
detention

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

42.41%

37.79%

61.83%

40.95%

40.71%

10.97%

12.24%

6.11%

9.66%

11.04%

34.00%

35.00%

22.90%

34.05%

33.96%

Remand
Secure
custody
Grand
Total

6.40%

5.59%

0.76%

1.38%

4.49%

6.22%

9.37%

8.40%

13.96%

9.80%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
YK Table 14 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column

100.00%

In Table 14, we see the total sum of the 19 years of data summarized in percentages by
column. This table shows us where in each category most of the time is spent. We see that
Aboriginal females are most likely to be serving a community sentence (42%) followed by time
being detained before trial (34%) or in open custody (11%). We see that Aboriginal males are
most likely to be serving a community sentence (38%) followed by pre-trial detention (35%) and
then by open custody (12%). We see that non-Aboriginal females are most likely to be serving a
community sentence (62%) followed by pre-trial detention (23%). We see that non-Aboriginal
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males are most likely to serve a community sentence (41%) followed by pre-trial detention. We
see that within their category, non-Aboriginal females are more likely (62%) to be serving a
community sentence as compared to other groups and Aboriginal males have the lowest
percentage of any group to serve a community sentence (38%). We see that non-Aboriginal
males have the highest percentage for serving a secure custody sentence (14%) as compared to
any other category.
YK Table 15 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal Aboriginal
Females
Males

NonAboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

21.48%

46.30%

7.50%

24.72%

100.00%

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

20.48%

55.29%

2.73%

21.50%

100.00%

20.64%

51.39%

3.33%

24.64%

100.00%

Remand
Secure
custody

29.41%

62.18%

0.84%

7.56%

100.00%

13.08%

47.69%

4.23%

35.00%

100.00%

Grand Total

20.62%

49.87%

4.94%

24.58% 100.00%

In Table 15, we see the total sum of the numbers for each category over the 19 year time
span, changed into percentages by row. This table allows us to see that the smallest groups are
non-Aboriginal males and non-Aboriginal females who collectively make up slightly less than
30% of the total youth criminal justice population. The largest group is Aboriginal males who
make up the largest numbers for each custodial status category. We see that non-Aboriginal
males make up over one third of the secure custody rates (35%), which is a larger figure than
their grand total numbers suggest (24%). On the other hand, non-Aboriginal males make up the
smallest group of youths who are remanded in custody (7%). We see that non-Aboriginal
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females make up 7% of the community sentence category but their grand total numbers are 5%.
We see that Aboriginal males make up approximately half of the grand total numbers for each
category (50%) but make up larger percentages of being remanded in custody (62%) and open
custody (55%). And we see that Aboriginal females make up 21% of the total population but
make up a greater percentage of remands (29%).

Highlights from the Yukon

From YK Table 1, there has been reductions by 12% for Aboriginal youth as compared to
78% for non-Aboriginal youth. Overall, the correctional numbers for Aboriginal females have
skyrocketed by 305% as compared to a 64% decrease for Aboriginal males.

Pre-Trial

Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

+625%

-69%

-92%

-85%

-64%

-14%

-53%

-60%

Detention
Community

YK Table 16 - Correctional Categories by Decreases/Increases

When looking at Table 16, this is a summary of the increases or decreases from the data
obtained from Tables 2-11. As mentioned, the remand, secure custody and open custody rates
were too low to provide a number. There is only one group which experienced an increase in
numbers which were Aboriginal females at the pre-trial detention stage. Having considered
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some of the regional differences, I now examine the national picture.

National Statistics
Having considered five of the provinces and territories, I turn now to a national overview
of youth in the criminal justice system over the 19 year period. As previously mentioned, there
were significant gaps in the data but the national overview provided the most complete picture.

Canada Table 1 shows total corrections for all youth, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal in
Canada for both genders. There was a decline over time from a high of 70,542 youth in the
1997/1998 fiscal year to a low of 16,545 youths in the latest year. This was a decline of 76%
over 19 years. The average number of youth in the correctional system per year was 50,673.
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Canada Table 2 shows all Aboriginal youth in Canada for both genders from 1997/1998
to 2015/2016. We see that there has been an overall decline from a high of 12,050 Aboriginal
youth in 2007/2008 to a low of 5,642 Aboriginal youth in 2015/2016. The average per year was
9,435 Aboriginal youths in the justice system. Over the 19 years, there was an overall decline of
37% of Aboriginal youth in the correctional system.
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Canada Table 3 shows all Non-Aboriginal youth in Canada for both genders from
1997/1998 to 2015/2016. We see that there has been a decline in non-Aboriginal youth from a
high of 44,500 in 1997/1998 to a low of 10,649 in 2015/2016. This was a decline of about 76%.
In a typical year, the average number of non-Aboriginal youth was 29,885.
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Canada Table 4 reflects that there was a high number of youth in Canada who had
“Aboriginal Identity unknown” in 1997/1998, specifically 17,072. There were several provinces
that had very high numbers in this category such as for example, in Quebec and in Prince
Edward Island. The cause for the decline is not known, however it may mean that there is
greater awareness and understanding of the “Aboriginal” category or potentially more
identification by Aboriginal youth with their ancestral identity. The fact that the numbers have
dropped to a low of 254 youth for Canada in 2015/2016 is encouraging for more accurate
reporting going forward. However, these numbers are offset by the fact that provincial data for
several locations are missing for this year, so it is not a true reflection of all national data, only
the best available data. These numbers are a quite significant disrupting factor as they account
for an average of 11,353 youth per year for the 19 years. We see that only for the past 4 reported
years, from 2012/2013 to 2015/2016 that the numbers have remained low ranging from 254-320
youths of unknown Aboriginal identity.
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Canada Table 5 shows that there has been a decline in the total numbers for both
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal female youths involved in youth corrections in Canada. This
figures shows the yearly average for all five custodial categories that were explored earlier. The
highest number for Aboriginal females was 3,337 in 2008/2009 and the lowest number was
1,757 in 2015/2016. Notice that after 2003/2004 there was an increase in the number of
Aboriginal female youth in Canada which stayed high consistently for several years and then
started decling in 2012/2013. If we look at the oldest and most recent numbers, we see that from
1997/1998 to 2015/2016 there has been an overall decline of 24% across Canada for Aboriginal
females. Looking at non-Aboriginal females, we see that that the highest number of nonAboriginal youth was 8,530 in 1997/98 and the lowest number was 2,290 in 2015/2016. If we
look at the oldest and most recent figures for non-Aboriginal females, we see that there has been
an overall decline by 73%. This is a significantly different number than for Aboriginal females.
In Canada, there were 2,578 Aboriginal females per year on average as compared to 5,796 nonAboriginal females per year for the 19 years.
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Canada Table 6 shows like the previous table, that there has been an overall decline in
numbers for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal male youths in Canada. Canada Table 6, like
the previous table shows all five custodial categories that we examined before when considering
provincial data. The highest number of Aboriginal males was 8,840 in 2007/2008 and the lowest
number was 3,885 in 2015/2016. There has been a 41% reduction in Aboriginal male youths
over the time period above. For non-Aboriginal males, the highest number was 35,970 in
1997/1998 and the lowest number was 8,352 in 2015/2016. For non-Aboriginal males, there has
been a decrease by 76% over the 19 years. For this time period, there has been a yearly average
of 6,845 Aboriginal males and 23,904 non-Aboriginal males in the Canadian youth justice
system.
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We observed from the first national table, Canada Table 1, that for all youth there has
been an overall declines over the 19 years by 76%. Table 7 shows the youth declines from
Tables 5 and 6, which reflect total correctional numbers over the 19 year period. We see that
non-Aboriginal males and non-Aboriginal females have benefitted the most from this pattern as
both categories had 76% reductions in the overall numbers. However, when we compare the
percentage reductions for Aboriginal youths from Tables 5 and 6, a different pattern emerges.
Overall, Aboriginal males have had a 41% reduction in overall numbers; however nationally
Aboriginal females have experienced the least reduction in their numbers by only 24%. These
numbers, reflected in Canada Table 7, confirm the literature review findings in Chapter Two. To
explore these differences further, I will now examine the five categories of correctional status
from the Statistics Canada Table 251-0012: pretrial detention, remand, secure custody, open
custody and community sentences by gender and race.
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Canada Table 8 shows the number of female youths in Canada that are detained before
trial. For both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal females, there have been overall declines in pretrial detention rates. For Aboriginal females, there was a high of 1,152 in 2011/2012 and a low
of 741 in 2003/2004. When we compare the 926 Aboriginal females in pre-trial detention from
1997/1998 to the 786 Aboriginal females in pre-trial detention in 2015-2016, we see that the
reduction has only been quite small, comparatively speaking, of 15%. For non-Aboriginal
females, there was a high of 2,209 females in pre-trial detention in 2006/2007 and a low of 844
in 2015/2016. Overall, comparing the 1,818 non-Aboriginal females in pre-trial detention in
1997/1998 to the 913 females in pretrial detention in 2015/2016 we see that there was a 50%
reduction in the numbers. On an average year in Canada, there are 881 Aboriginal females and
1,600 non-Aboriginal females in pre-trial detention.
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Canada Table 9 shows that there have been declines in the pre-trial detention figures for
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal males over the 19 years. For Aboriginal males, there was a high
of 2,880 youths in pretrial detention in 2007/2008 as compared to a low of 1,480 youths in
2015/2016. In an average year, there were 2,345 Aboriginal youths in pre-trial detention in
Canada. For non-Aboriginal males, the numbers peaked at 8,861 in 2007/2008 and reached a
low of 2,948 in 2015/2016. There was a yearly average of 6,906 non-Aboriginal males detained
before trial in Canada in the 19 years. Pre-trial detention rates fell by 40% for Aboriginal males,
but fell by 64% for non-Aboriginal males over the 19 year span.
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Canada Table 10 shows that there were no numbers for female remands before
2003/2004. Since then the rates of remand have risen significantly. We can see that Aboriginal
female remands make up a larger number than non-Aboriginal females. It is worth mentioning
that on a national level, the numbers are extremely low as the rates for both Aboriginal females
and non-Aboriginal females are never higher than 90 per year. In fact the average is 55 for
Aboriginal females and 32 for non-Aboriginal females over 13 years and not including the first
six years of the timeline. The highest numbers for Aboriginal females was 83 in 2015/2016 and
a low of 21 in 2003/2004, the first year for which data was available. For non-Aboriginal
females, the numbers reached a low of 15 in 2003/2004 and a high of 55 in 2009/2010 but
dropped gradually since then. The rate of increase for non-Aboriginal females was 40% over 13
years but for Aboriginal females the numbers increased by 295% which is a significant increase.
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Like Canada Table 10, there were no recorded figures for male remands until the year
2003/2004. Since then there was an increase for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal males. For
Aboriginal males, there was a recorded high of 217 youths remanded in 2012/2013 and a low of
61 in 2003/2004. For non-Aboriginal males, the highest number was 180 in 2008/2009 and a
low of 73 in 2003/2004. Each year for the last 13 reported years, there was an average of 174
Aboriginal youths and 118 non-Aboriginal youths remanded in custody in Canada. The numbers
reflect an increase of 244% for Aboriginal males and an increase of 30% for non-Aboriginal
males remanded in custody.
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Canada Table 12 shows the total number of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal female youths
in secure custody over the 19 years. We see that there was a significant decrease for all females,
specifically of 93% for non-Aboriginal females and by 75% for Aboriginal females. In an
average year there were 127 Aboriginal females and 286 non-Aboriginal females in secure
custody across Canada in the last 19 years. For Aboriginal females the numbers topped at 274 in
1998/1999 and bottomed out at 32 in 2013/2014. For non-Aboriginal females, the numbers
climbed to 754 in 1997/1998 and dropped to 47 in 2013/2014.
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Similar to Canada Table 12, we see in Canada Table 13 that the overall numbers
decreased significantly for males in secure custody. Specifically for non-Aboriginal males, the
numbers dipped by 93%, but for Aboriginal males the numbers dropped by 82%. The numbers
show a high of 4,119 non-Aboriginal males in secure custody in 1997/1998 and dropped to 273
in 2015/2016. For Aboriginal males, there was a high of 1,139 youths in 1998/1999 to a low of
174 in 2015/2016. For any given year in the 19 years, there was a yearly average of 542
Aboriginal youths and 1,615 non-Aboriginal youths in secure custody across Canada.
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In Canada Table 14, we see that the amount of females in open custody facilities dropped
significantly in the 19 years. For Aboriginal females, the drop was 72% but for non-Aboriginal
females, the drop was much more significant by 91%. For Aboriginal females there was a climb
to 361 youths in open custody in 1998/1999 as compared to the decline of 74 youths in
2015/2016. For non-Aboriginal females, the numbers mushroomed to 884 in 2001/2002 and
dropped to 77 in 2013/2014 and 2014/2015. There was a yearly average of 164 Aboriginal
females compared to 355 non-Aboriginal females in open custody.
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Looking at Canada Table 15, we see similarility for males as for the females. The decline
for non-Aboriginal males over the 19 years was 93%, but for Aboriginal males it was by 82%.
We see that there was a high number of 1,241 Aboriginal males in 1999/2000 as compared to a
low of 182 Aboriginal males in 2015/2016. We see that the numbers for non-Aboriginal males
surged to 4,228 in 1997/1998 before plummeting to a low of 293 non-Aboriginal males in
2015/2016. The overall yearly average was 604 Aboriginal males and 1,750 non-Aboriginal
males in open custody in Canada.
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In Canada Table 16, we see that there has been an overall decline, although erratic, in the
community sentence rates of non-Aboriginal females. The number of Aboriginal females subject
to community orders skyrocketed to 2,097 in 2008/2009 which was more than double the
number of Aboriginal females in 1997/1998. The proportions of Aboriginal females plunged to
a low of 762 in 2015/2016 for an overall decrease of 17%. The picture for non-Aboriginal
females was drastically different as the numbers fell by 76% over the same time period. There
was a high number of non-Aboriginal females of 5,095 which diminished to a low of 1,224 in
2015/2016. On average there were 1,368 Aboriginal females and 3,533 non-Aboriginal females
per year serving a community sentence in Canada.
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Like Canada Table 16, we see in Canada Table 17 that the rates remained relatively
steady for Aboriginal males but plummeted by contrast for non-Aboriginal males. Specifically,
for non-Aboriginal males there has been a 76% reduction but for Aboriginal males it has only
been a 16% decline over the 19 year time span. For Aboriginal males there was a climb to 4,879
in 2007/2008 which was more than double the number (2,196) from 1997/1998. There was a
slight reduction to a low of 1,839 in 2015/2016. For non-Aboriginal males, by contrast the
numbers peaked at 1,9485 in 1997/1998 and have reduced over time to a low of 4,743 in
2015/2016. On a typical year from 1997/1998 to 2015/2016, there would be an average of 3,235
Aboriginal males and 13,552 non-Aboriginal males subject to a community disposition in
Canada.
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In Canada Table 18, we see the total correctional numbers for Aboriginal females and
males over the 19 years. This shows the correctional numbers for each category that were
discussed above. We see that there has been an overall 41% reduction for Aboriginal males and
a 24% reduction for Aboriginal females. I reviewed this data in a different fashion in Canada
Tables 5, 6 and 7 but not with a direct comparison of the historical patterns of Aboriginal males
directly to Aboriginal females. We see that for Aboriginal males the overall numbers are higher
but decreasing at a greater rate than for Aboriginal females. We see that reflected in the average
yearly numbers of 2,578 Aboriginal females and 6,845 Aboriginal males each year. We see that
although the portions of Aboriginal females appears to be fairly constant over time, there is
actually a 24% drop from the earliest to the latest data over 19 years. The highest number for
Aboriginal females was 3,337 in 2008/2009 and the lowest number was 1,757 in 2015/2016.
The highest number of Aboriginal males was 8,840 in 2007/2008 and the lowest number was
3,885 which was also in 2015/2016.
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Custodial Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

25,991

61,471

67,123

Non-Aboriginal
Males

Grand
Total

257,491 412,076

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

3,123

11,467

6,757

33,251

54,598

16,743

44,546

30,401

Remand

716

2,263

417

1,537

4,933

Secure custody

2,410

10,307

5,427

30,686

48,830

Grand Total

48,983

130,054

110,125

131,220 222,910

454,185 743,347

Canada Table 19 - Total Corrections by Numbers
Canada Table 19 shows the total numbers of youth for each category. The figures reflect
the sum of 19 years for each group. The Grand totals in the bottom right-hand corner shows that
in the last 19 years, there have been 743,347 youths in total in youth corrections in Canada. We
see from the Grand Totals at the bottom left-hand corner that in thelast 19 years, there have been
a total of 48,893 Aboriginal females, 130,054 Aboriginal males and 110,125 non-Aboriginal
females and the largest group by far are non-Aboriginal males which number 454,185. We see
that Aboriginal females make up the smallest numbers in this group.

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

53.06%

47.27%

60.95%

56.69%

55.44%

Open custody
Pre-trial
detention

6.38%

8.82%

6.14%

7.32%

7.34%

34.18%

34.25%

27.61%

28.89%

29.99%

Remand

1.46%

1.74%

0.38%

0.34%

0.66%

Secure custody

4.92%

7.93%

4.93%

6.76%

6.57%

Grand Total

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Grand
Total

100.00% 100.00%

Canada Table 20 – Total Correctional Percentages by Column
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Canada Table 20 shows the same information as in Canada Table 19, but this time in
percentages by column. We see that in Canada, Aboriginal females are most likely to be serving
community sentences (53%) or in pre-trial detention (34%). We see that Aboriginal females are
least likely to be in remand (1%) or in secure custody (5%). We see that Aboriginal males are
most likely to serve their time in the community (47%) or be in pre-trial detention. Aboriginal
males are least likely to be in remand (2%) or in secure custody (8%). Studying the data for nonAboriginal females we see that they form the largest group that is most likely to be under
supervision in the community (61%). Non-Aboriginal females are next found most often in pretrial detention (28%). Non-Aboriginal males are most likely to be under a community order
(57%) or being detained before trial (29%). Non-Aboriginal males and females form much
smaller categories of open custody, secure custody and remand than do their Aboriginal
counterparts.

Custodial
Status
Community
sentences
Open custody
Pre-trial
detention
Remand
Secure custody
Grand Total

Aboriginal
Females

Aboriginal
Males

Non-Aboriginal
Females

NonAboriginal
Males

6.31%
5.72%

14.92%
21.00%

16.29%
12.38%

62.49%
60.90%

100.00%
100.00%

7.51%
14.51%
4.94%
6.59%

19.98%
45.87%
21.11%
17.50%

13.64%
8.45%
11.11%
14.81%

58.87%
31.16%
62.84%
61.10%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Grand
Total

Canada Table 21 – Total Correctional Percentages by Row
In Canada Table 21, we see the same information from Canada Tables 19 and 20, but this
time the information is presented as percentages by row. At a glance, it is evidence that
Aboriginal females comprise the smallest numbers at 7%, followed by non-Aboriginal females at
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15%. We see the largest category by far is non-Aboriginal males at 61%, followed by
Aboriginal males, but the gap between them is significant. We see that the largest custodial
category for Aboriginal females is being in remand (15%), which is also true for Aboriginal
males (46%). We see that the largest category for non-Aboriginal males is serving time in the
community (62%), which is also true for non-Aboriginal females (16%).

National Highlights

We can gleen from Canada Table 1 that there has been 76% reductions in total
correctional numbers for all youth over the 19 years, but only by 37% for Aboriginal youth
(Canada Table 2). Overall, there was a national reduction for Aboriginal males by 41% and a
24% reduction for Aboriginal females (see Canada Table 18). Below is a breakdown
categorically for each group of the increases or decreases.
Canada Table 22 - Correctional Categories by Decreases/Increases
Aboriginal

Aboriginal

Non-Aboriginal Non-Aboriginal

Females

Males

Females

Males

-15%

-40%

-50%

-64%

Remand

+295%

+244%

+40%

+30%

Secure

-75%

-82%

-93%

-93%

-72%

-82%

-91%

-93%

Pre-Trial
Detention

Custody
Open
Custody
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Community -17%

-16%

-76%

-76%

From Canada Table 22, we see the total declines and increases over the 19 year span for
each category summarized from the earlier data (Tables 8-17). As can be seen, Aboriginal
females experienced the smallest declines in each category except for the remand category. In
that category, Aboriginal females experienced the most dramatic increase over time. Aboriginal
males have consistently been negatively impacted in each and every category and closely follow
Aboriginal females. The non-Aboriginal males and females appear to be very similar overall in
the amount of their reductions and increases in each category. As can be seen by the national
picture from this table, Aboriginal females have the worst outcomes in each category.

Summary of Findings
To summarize the Aboriginal youth correctional data, we see that the numbers dropped
for Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal youth. Recall from Chapter Two, that after the YCJA was
introduced in 2004-2005, Aboriginal youth made up 25% of all youth admitted into custody, but
only 5% of the population (Calverly, 2007 at 1). Eleven years later under the YCJA, Aboriginal
youth made up 35% of all admissions into custody, but only 7% of the population (Malakieh,
2017, at 5). Looking at the regional data in this chapter, the total correctional number for the 19
years skyrocketed by 79% in Manitoba for Aboriginal youth. This is contrary to the other
findings however, as the rates fell by 12% in the Yukon, by 3% for Aboriginal youth in BC, by
76% in Ontario, and by 81% in Newfoundland and Labrador. Clearly, Ontario and
Newfoundland are the statistically the best places for Aboriginal youth in corrections over the 19
year time period. Nationally, the Aboriginal youth figures declined by 37%.
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For Aboriginal males, their numbers increased by 66% in Manitoba. Overall though that
goes against the national trend of declining rates. The percentage of Aboriginal males fell by
10% in BC, by 64% in the Yukon, by 75% in Ontario and by 80% in Newfoundland and
Labrador. The best places based on the reported data, for Aboriginal males has been in Ontario
and in Newfoundland and Labrador in the 19 years. Based on the limited data in this study, the
worst place for Aboriginal males in the youth correctional system has been in Manitoba.
Nationally, the percentages of incarcerated Aboriginal males has dropped by 41% over the total
period of time.

Aboriginal females in all five categories in the youth justice system have also
experienced declines. However, the number of Aboriginal females in youth corrections rose in
three locations: BC by 16%, Manitoba by 115%, and in the Yukon by 305%. These figures are
shocking and tragic and are clearly against the principles of the YCJA. There are two locations
in Canada where Aboriginal females have seen the greatest reductions: in Ontario by 81%, and in
Newfoundland and Labrador by 87%. Clearly whatever is happening in those two regions needs
to be further researched to see what is causing these reductions and examine how can this be
replicated across the country. Nationally, Aboriginal female youth numbers have been reduced
by 24%.

As can be seen from the above data, the numbers for Aboriginal youth are generally
downward trending which is positive with a few exceptions such as Manitoba. The data
presented in this chapter demonstrates that the situation for Aboriginal females is worse than for
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Aboriginal males. This is particularly worrisome as there was a disproportionate amount of
Aboriginal female youth before the introduction of the YCJA (see Calverly, 2006 at 1). The
Aboriginal over-representation rates for females are growing at tremendous rates, in particular in
BC, Manitoba and the Yukon. These research findings in this chapter speak to the importance of
finding solutions for Aboriginal youth over-representation in the criminal justice system. This
research also makes it clear that despite the well intentioned principles of the YCJA, it is not
being applied uniformly across Canada. This research also shows that the YCJA has had very
unfortunate impacts on Aboriginal males and in particular Aboriginal females. Solutions are
required to prevent and reverse the tragedy of Aboriginal youth incarceration. In the next
chapter, I discuss research procedures and my research findings from the Witsuwit’en interviews
and focus group. It is hoped that a cultural solution, offered here in the form of Witsuwit’en
laws and traditions may offer some hope to incarcerated youth.
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Chapter Six: Qualitative Research Procedure and Research
Findings for Witsuwit’en Laws

Introduction

In this chapter, I discuss the research procedures and considerations before discussing the
focus group and interview findings. On December 1, 2017, I conducted an in person focus group
with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society at their boardroom in Moricetown, BC. Six
participants, plus myself and two coordinators from the society were present. We started off
with a meal and then reviewed the consent forms and read the story, Girl Given to Grizzly.
Using the ILRU method, we went through several questions to discern Witsuwit’en laws from
this story. I audio taped the focus group and notes were taken by myself and others. The ILRU
method allowed for flexibility in conducting the focus group and interviews. The ILRU method
in particular was consistent with the Indigenous protocols within the Witsuwit’en Language and
Culture Society and Witsuwit’en First Nations.
After the focus group was finished, in March of 2018, I conducted in person interviews
with three known and respected Witsuwit’en knowledge keepers. These interviews were over a
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period of one weekend and lasted approximately one hour each. I employed the ILRU research
method in utilizing a Witsuwit’en story, The Boy and the Salmon, to obtain my research data. I
audio taped and transcribed the interviews.
After the research from the focus group and interviews was collected, I used a software
program to help me code and analyze the interview data. Several themes emerged, such as the
Law of Teachings, the Law of Respect, and the responsibilities of the mother clan, the father clan
and of chiefs. The research design was guided by Indigenous methodological considerations.
The primary considerations were who I would invite to the focus group, the location and how the
focus group would be conducted. I employed Indigenous research methods to delimit the
population and select a sample group. The primary considerations were knowledge of
Witsuwit’en language and Witsuwit’en culture. In this chapter, I look at research aspects, such
as confidentiality, rigour and trustworthiness, ethics, research sources, research source selection,
data collection, data management, data analysis and informed consent. From there I look at the
findings from the focus group and interviews.

Confidentiality

One of the most important ethical principles is to maintain participant confidentiality. I
have protected participant’s confidentiality to the full extent “possible within the law” to quote
the Tri-Council Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans. I have coded the
focus group data and interview data so that participants are not named. Where possible I have
removed names of others so that individual participants are not identified. Additionally, I have
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the data stored securely on a computer which is encrypted and requires a password as well as an
external device (a USB key) to start the computer. Only my dissertation committee and I will
have access to the raw data that I used for my analysis. I have agreed not to disseminate the
confidential information via social media or other means. If they ask for it, I will make copies
available of the anonymized data available to the Office of Wet’suwet’en, Witset Band, and
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. I will make copies of my dissertation and the final
data within available upon request to the participants or the Office of Wet’suwet’en, Witset Band
and Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. I gave each participant a copy of the data
pertaining to him or her. In this copy of my dissertation, the participants have been identified by
a code so that their names are kept anonymous.

Rigour and Trustworthiness

Rigour and trustworthiness is composed of four subfactors, which include credibility,
transferability, dependability and confirmability (Shenton, 2004, at 64). I have already detailed
my position as a Witsuwit’en researcher. As a former lawyer, and as a current judge, I am
familiar with Canadian laws and legislation. As a former treaty negotiator for the Office of
Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs, I am familiar with Witsuwit’en laws and protocols.

i. Credibility
The focus groups and subsequent interviews and contact with the coordinators speak to
the contact that I had with the parties. Additionally, I sought permission to hold the focus groups
and interviews first with Royal Roads University, then with the Office of Wet’suwet’en and
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Witset Band, and finally with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. As noted, the
research methods that I have employed rely primarily on the University of Victoria’s Indigenous
Legal Research Unit method. Although this ILRU methodology is recent in academic circles, I
believe it is becoming well-recognized as a thorough and excellent line of research.

ii. Transferability
As this focus group worked on one particular Witsuwit’en story that reflects their own
personal views and history, the results may be transferable to other Witsuwit’en research if a
similar focus group was held with similar focus group participants using a similar Witsuwit’en
story. I also gave participants the opportunity to check the transcription.

iii. Dependability
For the focus group data, I carefully transcribed the audio recordings. Then I checked
with the participants. After that I coded the data and analyzed it on several levels using the
Atlas.ti program. I believe this data to be reliable as I have explained my research procedures so
that it can be replicated with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society, subject to their
consent.

iv. Confirmability
I have detailed the methodological framework and research procedure. My research
methods have created an “audit trail” (Shenton, 2004 at 72) which other researchers could use to
examine and replicate for future research purposes.
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Ethical Considerations of Researching Indigenous Peoples

As a Wet'suwet'en, I am acutely aware that research with Aboriginal peoples needs to be
conducted with sensitivity, equitably, respectfully and with appropriate ethics. I have complied
with the Royal Roads University Ethics Policy. I also complied with the Tri-Council Policy
Statement on “Research with Aboriginal Peoples”:
•

To respect Aboriginal culture, traditions and knowledge

•

To work with Aboriginal peoples as a partnership

•

To consult members of the group who have the relevant expertise

•

To involve the group in the design of the project

•

To examine how the research may be shaped to address the needs of the group;

•

To make the best efforts to ensure the research and the ways chosen to conduct it, respect
the viewpoints of different segments of the group

•

To provide the group with an opportunity to review and respond to the research findings
prior to the final report

•

To acknowledge in the publication of the research results the various viewpoints of the
community on the topics researched; and

•

To afford the community an opportunity to react and respond to the research findings
before the completion of the final report, in the final report or even in all relevant
publications
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A set of research ethics and principles has been developed by different organizations,
such as the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and the Draft 2009 Chapter 9 “Research
Involving Aboriginal Peoples in Canada” from the Interagency Advisory Panel on Research
Ethics. This 2009 chapter is a culmination of international work on Indigenous research ethics.
It articulates respect for Indigenous peoples, communities, lands, knowledge, and rights.
Specifically, it provides research direction for the application of the research policy for the forms
of engagement with communities and organizations, and for respecting Indigenous rights,
jurisdiction, community customs and practices. This 2009 chapter also outlines collaborative
research, privacy concerns, consent and intellectual property concerns and strengthening
Indigenous research capacity whenever possible. This is in line with Battiste’s concerns that
Indigenous peoples must be able to control their own knowledge and retain custodial ownership
of their knowledge and involving Indigenous peoples at all stages and phases of research.

Therefore, I have obtained the permission from the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture
Society in a partnership that involves respect, cooperation and shared decision-making power.
For example, I followed ILRU methods to devise appropriate interview techniques to capture the
stories and wisdom of elders. I sought the formal approval of community leaders first, which in
this case is the Office of Wet'suwet'en Hereditary Chiefs, and the Witset Band as well as the
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society followed by obtaining the individual free, prior and
informed consent of participants. Part of the Tri Council Policy Statement is that I enter into a
research agreement:
“Article 9.11 Where a community has formally engaged with a researcher or research
team through a designated representative, the terms and undertakings of both the
researcher and the community should be set out in a research agreement before
participants are recruited.”
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I have signed a research agreement between myself and the Witsuwit’en Language and
Culture Society that addresses, among other things, confidentiality, Witsuwit’en ownership and
the use of sacred Wet'suwet'en knowledge. I also reviewed the research data and conclusions
with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society prior to finalization of my results and
submission of my dissertation.

Research Sources

I could have chosen to randomly invite people from the community, however as noted,
the primary considerations were knowledge of Witsuwit’en language and Witsuwit’en culture.
In other words, I used purposive sampling; that is a sample of the Witsuwit’en population made
with a research purpose. As I am a Witset band member, my chosen community was Witset. The
clear choice was the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. It is a necessary component of
my research using Indigenous Methodology and Witsuwit’en Legal Traditions to involve
Witsuwit’en people in a respectful manner. Additionally, this group is representative of the five
Witsuwit’en Clans and also includes a Youth Representative and an Elder Representative.
Initially, a dilemma was posed as to how to fairly and neutrally choose the focus group
participants. However, by choosing to engage with this non-profit organization, the clan and
elder and youth representatives were already selected. According to their website
(https://www.niwhkinic.org/about-us.html accessed April 21, 2018), their mission is “The
Authority is an independent, non-profit, non-governmental organization that seeks to promote
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the revitalization of the Witsuwit'en language and culture to ensure the survival of our ways of
being as a distinct people for future generations.”

Focus Group Selection

Having decided upon the organization, it was easy to communicate with the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society coordinators. They requested that I sign the “Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society Protocol for Language and Culture Research Activities –
Research Protocol Agreement.” I approached the coordinators initially first by email. Then I
approached the representatives with a letter of invitation (Appendix E) and included the
proposed consent forms (Appendix F) to ensure that they understood the conditions of their
involvement and my role as a researcher. I also included a copy of some Witsuwit’en stories that
we might discuss. The coordinators kindly sent out the documents to their representatives.
Fortunately, six of the seven representatives were able to attend the focus group on December 1,
2017. The location for the focus group was offered by them, which was their boardroom in
Moricetown, BC. The boardroom, being a small place, and holding six participants and myself
and the two coordinators for the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society, was a bit cramped
but very serviceable. Part of my own learning experience was that the focus group translation
was extremely difficult: first, because of the Witsuwit’en language and I am not a Witsuwit’en
language speaker and second, because when people spoke, I failed to request them to say their
name first and I failed to repeat their name after their comment.

And finally, there were several

times when there were multiple speakers that caused difficulties in the translation process.
However, I was happy to use the ILRU method which was a new method for me to look at a
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story from my nation, the Witsuwit’en First Nations.

Interview Participant Selection

During the December 1, 2017 focus group, the focus group participants asked me to
conduct a second focus group. Regrettably, owing to the many funerals in the community, and
the restraints on my time and distance from the Witset community, three other dates for a second
focus group were not possible. A mutual decision was made then to conduct individual
interviews using the same ILRU method and the story of The Boy and the Salmon. The focus
group in December of 2017 had felt that this was an important Witsuwit’en story that they
wished to explore with me and that it was an important contribution to Witsuwit’en laws.

Subsequent to the mutual decision with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society to
conduct individual interviews, three names were suggested with one of them being a focus group
participant member. Dates were scheduled and confirmed in advance of the interview times with
three interview participants. Again, owing to funeral obligations, two of the three participants
had to unexpectedly bow out of the interviews. However, I was able to secure the consents of
other participants to conduct individual interviews. I was fortunate enough to conduct three
interviews with three respected community members who have knowledge of Witsuwit’en
language and culture. One was an acknowledged elder who is very active in the language and
culture and is often called on to participate in community events. The second one was a
respected Chief who was also a Witsuwit’en interpreter during the R v. Delgamuukw-Gisdaywa
court case. The third respected elder is my aunt on my fathers’ side (in other words, my fathers’
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clan). Although she is directly related to me, in terms of the interview purposes, she is regularly
called upon and employed in Witsuwit’en language and culture situations. For example, she
regularly teaches in the school and regularly teaches adults Witsuwit’en language. She has been
featured in some of the Witsuwit’en publications on our language. Like the other interview
participants, she is a person of immense Witsuwit’en knowledge. All three interview
participants were fluent Witsuwit’en language speakers although that is not a question that I
posed during the interview process. All three Witsuwit’en interview participants are regularly
called on as experts in the Witsuwit’en language and respected in the community.

Focus Group Data Collection

Using the IM of storytelling, and more specifically, the Indigenous Legal Research Unit
(“ILRU”) method of data collection, a focus group was held on December 1, 2017. As
mentioned, six of the representatives were able to attend in person. It was scheduled to start at
lunchtime with a lunch being provided, however owing to busy schedules, representatives came
in as they were able to attend. Materials were distributed in advance. I am not sure how many
were able to review the materials in advance owing to the busy schedules of the representatives.
An agenda was passed out, and the Consent forms were distributed, verbally reviewed and
signed by all focus group participants. An additional video consent form provided by the
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society was also distributed and signed. In the end, I did not
utilize the videotaping as an aid to the transcription process. In addition to the videotaping, two
audio recorders were set up with microphones on the board table.
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A Witsuwit’en story, Girl Given to Grizzly, was read out and was the focus of the data
collection. During the focus group, there were pens and writing materials as well as poster paper
on the walls and notes were taken throughout the focus group. These notes also were transcribed
from the participants and from the wall posters with the audio recordings. The questions were
open ended questions and allowed the participants to become co-creators of the knowledge
(Kovich, 2009 at 100 and 111). My role in the focus group was to guide the process with the
help of the participants, first by reviewing the written consent materials, then by reading out the
Witsuwit’en story and asking questions throughout the process and writing up points of
discussion on large poster paper along with others. The focus group lasted for almost three hours
once it commenced at 1:09 pm. We did take a half hour afternoon break from 2:40 pm to 3:10
pm. The focus group continued for another hour and ten minutes until 4:20 pm. As part of
appreciation and the Witsuwit’en context, I thanked everyone for their contribution with a thank
you card and also an honorarium.

Interview Data Collection

Using the Indigenous method (“IM”) of storytelling, and more specifically, the
Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”) method of data collection, interviews were held on
March 24 and 25, 2018. All three participants agreed that I could share my research results with
the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. The interviews were conducted in person. One
interview was held in the participant’s home in Moricetown, BC and the second one was held in
the participant’s home in Smithers, BC. The third interview was held in a restaurant in Quesnel,
BC, which was a noisy location but after changing tables it worked. Materials were not
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distributed in advance due to the distance between my home location and the interview
participants’ residence and the last-minute change of interview participants. Therefore, I
provided each participant with a letter of invitation (Appendix G) so that they could have an
overview of the interview process and background of my research and contact information. I
read the proposed consent forms (Appendix H) to ensure that they understood the conditions of
their involvement and my role as a researcher. All three participants signed the consent forms.
During the interviews, I took no written notes. One audio recorder was set up with an attached
microphone. As mentioned, the Witsuwit’en story was The Boy and the Salmon and it was the
focus of the data collection. The questions were open ended questions and allowed the
participants to become co-creators of the knowledge (Kovich, 2009 at 100 and 111). My role in
the interview process was to review the written materials, read out the story and invite answers to
the discussion questions. As part of appreciation and the Witsuwit’en context, I thanked
everyone for their contribution with a thank you card and also an honorarium.

Focus Group Data Management

I electronically audio-taped the focus group using two Sony audio recorders, both placed
at opposite ends of the boardroom. I also took notes on large posters throughout the focus group.
Additionally, some board members took notes on paper and shared it with me when they left. I
typed up all of these notes. I did not transcribe the review of the letter of introduction, the
consent form review and the consent form signing and the reading of the story. I also made a
decision to eliminate repeated words and ums and errs.
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Once the focus group notes were transcribed, I sent them by email to the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society coordinator. She explained that the transcription was printed up
and distributed to the members of the society. I requested that they send me any edits or changes
by April 25, 2018, at which time I began to summarize my data analysis. Once my doctoral
program has ended, I will be providing all original copies of the consent forms, hand-written
notes and a copy of the audio recordings to the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. I
will also keep a copy for my records for a period of five years before destroying my copy. Part
of the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Research Protocols is that they will retain all
ownership rights and the documents and audio recordings from my research.

Interview Data Management

I electronically audio-taped the interviews using one Sony audio recorder placed with an
attached microphone near the speaker. Once I transcribed the interview notes, I sent them by
mail to the participants. I requested that they send me any edits or changes by April 25, 2018, at
which time I began to summarize my data analysis. I followed up with phone calls and text
messages to the participants to see if they had any feedback for me. Once my doctoral program
has ended, I will keep a copy for my records for a period of five years before destroying my
copy.

Data Analysis
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I used a software program called Atlas.ti to help code the data and discover the hidden
texture from the data by linking points and finally by visualizing my data. I coded the data by
creating specific codes for the text such as “Respect” or “Teachings.” This was a form of
inductive coding, or generating codes as you read the data. I also used features of the program to
create quotations that I thought were relevant to my research. From there I ran some different
types of analysis in the Atlas.ti program such as creating a word cloud, a word list and some
features of the Atlas.ti program such as Codes Co-occurrence Explorer which explored
relationships between data and a Codes Co-occurrence Table which tells you how many times
two codes co-occur. Ultimately, I found most useful the Code Reports which generated a report
showing all the text that I had coded and the Quotation Report which listed all the quotations that
I had highlighted from the data. From there I engaged in a thematic analysis, looking for
common themes and patterns in the data.

Informed Consent

With respect to the focus group, I had sent out the informed consent forms in advance of
the focus group and I also reviewed it in person with each focus group participant. Each
participant was willing to sign it. Participants were aware that it was their choice to participate
in the focus group or not, and that they could withdraw their consent at any time. Participants
were told about their right to withdraw in the letter of invitation and in the consent form and also
verbally. I also included some other provisions such as the name of the Program Head for the
Doctor of Social Sciences program.
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Regarding the interviews, although I was not able to send out the documents in advance, I
reviewed the informed consent forms in person with each interview participant. Each participant
was willing to sign it. Participants were aware that it was their choice to participate in the
interview or not, and that they could withdraw their consent at any time. Participants were told
about their right to withdraw in the letter of invitation and in the consent form and also verbally.
I also included some other standard information such as the contact information for the Program
Head for the Doctor of Social Sciences program.

Research Findings Summarized in ILRU Case Briefs

First, regarding the December 1, 2017 focus groups, I analyzed the focus group in terms
of the coding and the data and the response to the research questions. From the focus group,
there were approximately two hours and forty minutes of audio recording and twenty one pages
of text (single sided) which produced a forty-three page report on the coding from the Atlas.ti
program.
Second, with respect to the interview data, I analyzed the interviews in terms of the
coding and the data and the response to the research questions. The interviews lasted for (a) one
hour and 8 minutes and (b) one hour and 7 minutes and (c) 58 minutes for a combined total of
three hours and 13 minutes. In total there were 18 pages of text (single spaced). For both the
focus group and interviews, I did not transcribe the review of the letter of introduction, the
consent form review and signing and the reading of the story. I also made a decision to eliminate
repeated words and ums and errs. The interview data produced a forty-eight page report on
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coding from the Atlas.ti program. Several themes emerged over the process from the focus
group and interviews that I will discuss in detail below, and both the interviews and focus group
had similar themes. Before discussing the themes, I will first give an overview of the findings as
prepared in the case briefing ILRU method. The first table deals with the Girl Given to Grizzly
which was discussed at the focus group. The second table deals with The Boy and the Salmon
which was the focus of the interviews. The following are case briefs using the ILRU method.

Table 3 Girl Given to Grizzly

Case Brief: Witsuwit’en Law Perspective
Story
Girl Given to Grizzly
Source
Naziel, B. (1978). Girl Given to Grizzly. In Naziel, C. & Naziel, R.
(Eds.). Stories of the Moricetown Carrier Indians of Northwestern B.C.
Moricetown: Moricetown Indian Band Council at 14
Issues
1. One of the issues in the story was that the young girl was making fun of the animals
2. The other issue was how to choose a husband for the daughter
Facts
Story:
o The girl from Moricetown did not want to pick berries and made fun of the bear’s waste
and walked home with an empty bucket
o Later she met a handsome man who wanted to go with her so she did
o The handsome man was really a bear who had turned himself into a man
o When she got home, her father, the chief, made her take her gold bracelet and go put it on
the waste. She obeyed and went back to the woods and dug a hole, put her waste in it and
covered it up. Later the bears came and dug it up and laughed at her
o Years later, the animals and father decided it was time for her to choose a husband
o The animals turned themselves into men for her
o Her father rejected the mouse who would steal and might get killed
o The father rejected the martin who might get caught in a trap
o The father rejected the weasel who would steal food and might get killed
o The father chose the old man who was making moccasins and who would be a good
hunter and a good provider for his daughter
o This old man was really the bear who the girl had met earlier
o They married and they went to live in the cave in the mountains
o The girl ran ahead of her husband when she saw a beautiful green blanket spread out and
she jumped into it. It was made of spruce boughs like needles and she yelled in pain.
o They had three children together and they always had all the food they wanted
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o Other animals were starving and would follow them and they would give them food
Resolution/Decisions
-

There was a decision by the father that the girl had to make amends with the bears
Decisions are made by the mother, and the grandmothers and aunties on the mother’s side
(so the mother clan). In the story it is the father but that is not what happens
- The father did not want a husband that stole food or would be killed for his daughter
Reasons
-

The Law of Respect (Wiggus) is that we treat all others including the animals and
ourselves with respect. That means that we do not make fun of the animals.
- Making amends and to pay back with interest. These are Witsuwit’en laws. Not only
does a person have to pay someone back and make it right, they have to pay back with
interest.
Bracket
-

Does she have the right to choose her husband or is the decision forced on her? Note that
in the story, the weasel was not chosen and the woman cried
Why a gold bracelet? Did we have gold bracelets traditionally or was this written with
some of the changes that came after contact?
There was discussion about whether spanking was a form of discipline before contact.
What is left unsaid is gender dynamics and the impact of colonization on this story and
subsequent narration in 1978.
Another point of discussion was that the spruce bough bed was really a metaphor for not
jumping into marriage too quickly – some marriage partners look great from the outside
but really they are not good partners

Table 4The Boy and the Salmon

Case Brief: Witsuwit’en Law Perspective
Story
The Boy and the Salmon
Source
Michell, E. (1979). The Boy and the Salmon. In Alfred, P., Mitchell, R.,
& Michell, B. (Eds.). More Stories of the Moricetown Carrier Indians of
Northwestern B.C. Moricetown: Moricetown Indian Band Council at 22
Issues
One of the problems or issues was that the boy was not listening to the elder in the story. The
second issue was the boy was breaking the law by making fun of the salmon.
Facts
Story:
A boy was making fun of the salmon bones and playing with them. An old man comes along
and questions the boy about what he is doing. The young boy keeps playing with the salmon.
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The salmon all leave the community, even the dried salmon in the smokehouses. The boy is
starving. He starts running and finds an old woman beside a campfire. She tells him she will
feed him if he throws his goatskin belt into the fire. He obeys and the old woman draws out long
lines of goatskin for her bed. She then feeds the young boy and tells him he is in Salmon
Village. Later he is on a Spring Salmon’s boat rowing fast. The chief’s son catches a strange
salmon with the body of a fish and the head of a human. The chief’s son goes to the village to
tell everyone. People return with him and bring the fish on a sack to the chief. At the chief’s
house, the medicine men start singing and return him to his human body. The little boy stood up
and explained everything to the people. The people in the village accepted him. Every fall time,
the boy would wave goodbye to the salmon. He knew where they were going.
Resolution/Decisions
The boy was making decisions not to obey his elder or follow Witsuwit’en laws of respect. The
salmon made a decision to leave Moricetown (now called Witset). The boy made a decision to
follow the old lady’s advice when he arrived in Salmon Village. The chief’s son made a decision
to bring the strange salmon/boy to the chief’s house. The chief made the decision to bring in the
medicine men/healers to help the boy.
Reasons
The boy was not listening to his elders, which is a Witsuwit’en law, not just a protocol. The boy
was also not following Witsuwit’en law of Respect (Wiggus). Therefore, there was no actual
discipline or punishment by a human being towards the boy. Witsuwit’en forms of discipline
were teachings. Disobedience of not listening to or following the teachings leads to natural
consequences as a form of discipline, i.e. the boy starved. This natural consequence was to teach
him a lesson. There was a turning point in the story when the boy started listening to the old
lady in the Salmon Village and started obeying her. That was a pivotal point which ultimately
leads to his healing and acceptance in society. What is unsaid is that members who do not
follow Witsuwit’en laws are excluded, or harms befall them such as starvation or worse. What is
unsaid here is territorial laws governing the entering of other nations territories when the boy
enters Salmon Village.
Bracket
Was physical punishment used pre-contact? In the story, it is noted that no one spanked or used
physical discipline with the boy. One of the participants stated that spanking and physical
discipline was not part of our culture. Another participant stated that teachings were the form of
discipline. In this story, the boy’s parents and grandparents did not play a role – were they
missing? And what clan was this boy from? No clan seems to have stepped forward. An
important issue in this story is that the word “witch doctor” was used which had a very negative
connotation – the participants all stated that this was a reference to medicine men or healers.
Another issue is that the four smokehouses were listed in four different places in the story – but
this should have correctly been identified as four different clan smokehouses.

Teachings from the Stories
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In this section, I look at the similar and differing themes from the focus group and interviews.
Specifically, there were six common themes that came up in the focus group and in the
interviews:
-

Teachings

-

The law of Respect

-

Mother clan responsibilities

-

Father clan responsibilities

-

Spiritual transformation

-

People who see the future

-

Healers and Medicine people

Other themes that emerged from the focus group were the upbringing of boys, the upbringing
of girls, and marriage laws. Finally, the themes of belonging and acceptance and also chief
responsibilities emerged from the interviews. I will discuss each concept in detail below.

i.

The Importance of Teachings
The teachings were seen as fundamental to the knowledge and passing on of laws.

Teachings are the transmission of the language, the laws, and the culture. It was viewed as a
duty and as a law. Equally as important as listening was the ability to remember what was being
said. In the words of one elder:
In my life, I remember all the talking from the elderly people. After my father passed
away, my mom always went back to Moricetown to spend time with _____, who was my
dad’s brother and there too we slept on the floor. We would sit up in bed and they’re
talking and talking and we would listen. Then we would fall asleep. We would wake up
in the morning and they were sitting in the same way. I would ask my mom, did they stay
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up all night? She said no, they slept. They got up early and they talk and it’s your duty to
listen and to remember what they say. (P2).
Without that, the focus group felt that our children are lost. As one of the participants
stated:
I think what’s happened with our children today, why they’re so much in trouble with
the law, is that all of this processes were not carried out with them. They did not go
through this process when they were growing up. And I think that’s an important part of
what you’re going to do with, culturally, what did they miss? And when you look at all
of this[teachings], each one of them is to teach them how to become a man or a woman.
And they learn the right from wrong and they learn the skills to live. Okay, this is what
this is all about. And when our young people don’t experience that, they get lost out
there. That’s how I see it. (P1).
Repetition of the teachings was key. As one participant (P1) put it: “they were always
talking to us, they always talk, talk, talk. Say it 100 times, we’d hear all the time.” Listening to
elders was seen as more than a duty, it was part of our law. When the law of listening to an elder
was broken, the natural consequence is some type of harm, or even death (P1). What was not
clearly stated in The Boy and the Salmon was the causal relationship between the act of not
listening and some type of harm. As one participant reflects:
....the law that he broke was not listening to the elderly people about not playing with the
animals and he broke that law and that is how he got himself into trouble...
Our laws from way back when we were kids and when they were children every child
that is being raised had to listen to their grandparents and the ones that didn’t listen didn’t
live a long life. The ones that listen lives a long life. One that doesn’t listen passes away
early. That listening is very important. One that listens to their grandparents or anyone
that is older than themselves they live a long life if they listen and the ones that don’t
listen they don’t live long. (P1).
Clearly, teachings were more than just conversation and a form of education in
Witsuwit’en society; they were part of the law. Further, teachings were a very important form of
discipline. As the interview participant P3 related:
I think a lot of these legends, they’re called stories, we heard them over and over. When
we do something we’re not supposed to do, I was never told “that’s bad, you’re bad.” We
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don’t do that. It always came down to stories like this. I learned I was bad when I went to
St. Joseph’s school, a catholic school. That’s when I heard the word bad. I never heard
that from my parents or grandparents or aunts or uncles. I heard it from my dad who went
to residential school and I heard it from my aunty who went to residential school.
Teachings were more than just discipline or educating people about law. The elders
would not tell people that they were doing things wrong. Also, they would use the stories to
encourage, support and inspire young people. As one of the participants stated:
There’s always two stories. When I was prepping for my second name that I hold now, I
knew some stuff about the feast, this is what I want to do I was telling the elders. They
didn’t say “No, no, no, that’s wrong, you don’t do it that way” none of that. They told me
stories and what the outcome of the story was. When they did, they always threw in one
word that put me up. They didn’t all do it at once, different times. So by the time I came
up to the feast, where I was taking the name ___, I felt like I was 7 foot 5 tall, just by the
words that they gave me. (P3).
One important part of the teachings was Mï which was to teach children about
prohibitions, taboos and rituals. Residential schools greatly impacted the passing of teachings on
from one generation to the next.

ii. The Law of Respect (Wiggus)
One of our laws is the Law of Respect (Wiggus) is that we treat all others including the
animals with respect. This was a major part of the focus group and interviews. Part of Wiggus is
not only respect for others and animals but to display respect for yourself. Another part of
Wiggus is that we do not make fun of the animals, or even the plants. One participant (F1)
stated: “....a little bit about salmon, when you work on salmon, you don’t throw waste just
anywhere. You talk to it and you put it back in the river and ‘you become lots and you come
back again next year,’ that is what they say to it.” Respect for animals is a major cornerstone of
Witsuwit’en law as is the belief that animals control the territories. Therefore, there is a direct
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causal link between the respect shown for animals and resource management and planning for
the future. The interview comments from the participants focused primarily on human to salmon
relationships, which given the story in the Boy and the Salmon is not unexpected. Here are some
additional comments from the interview participants:
When I was young, what I was always told is that we don’t play with any type of food
from animals. We don’t waste. Whatever we don’t use, in my case my great uncle,
always looked after it...(P3).
For that reason this law, we were told as kids to never leave the bone to rot on the
ground, put it on a little plate when you have an open fire and put it in the fire. It goes
back to the salmon. That’s why the guts and everything you throw it back in the river.
Our community is doing the same right to this day. They don’t let the salmon guts or
anything rot on the ground. When you’re doing your salmon prep, you keep your salmon
prep area clean. Anything like the cutting place, you scrub it down when you’re done,
that’s our law. So this is almost the same (taps the copy of The Boy and the Salmon), this
is the law of not playing with salmon and that you burn the bones and put it back in the
fire. (P1).

iii. Mother Clan Responsibilities
Witsuwit’en society is matrilineal, so the responsibilities of the mother clan are more than
just duties or obligations. The mother clan has more responsibilities than the father clan about
making decisions about youth. That is because they are making political decisions about a
possible future chief. The implications of such decisions can be far reaching when grooming and
bringing up future leaders. The mother clan has more responsibilities than the father clan in
raising the children. The mother clan also makes the choice about when to consult with the
father clan. The mother clan has to be ready to step in to assist relatives or take in children:
...if our parent or parents are not able, or are away.... we were looked after by our
aunties, our aunties stepped in. And it was always our aunties on our mom’s side and
my granny of course. We are matrilineal, so it was always our mom’s side that took
us in. (P3).
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The mother clan chooses a husband for her daughter. It is the mother and mother clan
who make all the decisions. An aunt or grandmother will be responsible for the girl during
seclusion and teach her everything that she needs to know in order to be married.

iv. Father Clan Responsibilities
The father clan provides support to the mother clan when needed. They are there for
support and consultation. The mother clan consults with the father clan because the father clan is
also responsible for the upbringing of the children. This is seen as more than a duty to one’s
relatives but as part of Witsuwit’en law.
The father clan are responsible and the [mother] clan members are with these parents and
grandparents, they decide if the father clan is going to be called in. Father clans are
responsible to help - help make things better. They are there to help. It’s like that today,
too. The same law still stands today as what they had long time ago. (P1).

v. Spiritual Transformation
One of the common themes in the focus group and in the interviews was the aspect of
spiritual transformation of animals into human beings and human beings into animals. As noted,
all animals are treated with respect. Otters are common in Witsuwit’en stories and otter
transformations into men was a topic raised in the focus group. In the Girl Given to Grizzly, it is
not just the grizzly bear who transforms himself; it is also the mouse, marten and weasel. All of
these animals got together and made a decision to transform themselves.
In the interviews, there were several comments about the story which revolved around the
boy turning into a salmon and then returning to his human body. One of the interviews
participants also gave an example of a spiritual transformation of an otter turning himself into a
man.
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vi. People Who See The Future
During the focus group there was an example of a person who could see the future. In
the interviews, the topic of a seer, or one who could see the future came up. This topic of future
predictions is one that comes up in several Witsuwit’en publications (see Mills, 1994 at 168-170
and Morin, 2011 at 203-206). For example, one of the interview participants talked about an
elder that she knew:
.... he would predict what was going to happen in the future. He said there was going to
be different people, lots of them are going to come and they would take over the land.
And then he predicted there was going to be fire and there’s going to be floods. That’s
what’s happening, like last summer, that big forest fire that was happening, that reminded
me of the talks he used to have. (P2).
...And they talked, they talked about everything, even about what is going to happen in
the future. That is what scared me sometimes like last summer that fire went on and on.
That is what they said is going to happen, there is going to be fire and there is going to be
floods. Different things are going to start happening. (P2).

vii. Healers and Medicine People
In the focus group and in the interviews, healers and medicine men were talked about but
it was brought out in greater detail in the interviews. This makes sense as one of the topics in
The Boy and the Salmon was the reference to witch doctors who changed the strange salmon
with a human head into a young boy again. All the interview participants were in agreement that
the term “witch doctors” was not correct, either a result of colonization or stereotypes or an
accidental and mistaken language translation problem. Medicine people are born with the
knowledge and it is passed on from one generation to the next. However, there are fewer and
fewer medicine people still practising in Witsuwit’en society today. Here are what the interview
participants had to say:
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...they know the boy can’t go back to the village they way he was, therefore they started
singing and drumming, they don’t have drumming on here (taps the written story), but the
medicine men did carry their own drums and sang, and that’s part of the healing, they
went and danced around that person before that person is healed. They take that evil spirit
out of the person and they get healed that way. They’re still doing that today. But we’re
running out of medicine people because they’re all dying off. They’re not here no longer.
But the powers are all passed on from one person to another. They’re born with it. How
they deal with it is they have knowledge to work with it. (P1).
There’s not as many. Right now I can’t think of one that I can go to nearby, where as
before, I’m 65 now, in my thirties and forties, I knew of a couple. And after they left,
there is only one that I knew was in [Stellat’en First Nations] who was related to my
great-great-grandfather. My great-great grandfather was father clan back in the day. So
when she passed on, I had to do some work there as the father clan. She is the last one
that I know of. (P3).
...when the healers were singing, I think that’s a significant part of the story. That is one
area when during the [Delgamuukw-Gisdaywa] court case, when the provincial and
federal lawyers asked our elders never said much. They said they are our healers, we
don’t talk about that. They asked the elders, is there a reason? They said we just don’t
talk about it. (P3).

viii.

Upbringing of Girls

There were many comments during the focus group about the upbringing of girls which
makes sense based on the storyline. One point of discussion was that traditionally, when a girl is
born, there is an ear piercing ritual. The father clan will provide for this and the parents will pay
the father clan back in the feast hall. When a child is born, the parents might put the girl in a raw
freshly skinned beaver skin and dip her into the river wrapped in the beaver skin so that the girl
will work really hard like a man when she is a woman. This is one example of Hiboots’at which
is a ritual for good luck or protection.
There was a lot of discussion in the focus group that when a girl had her first monthly
period, she would go into seclusion for one year. During that time there were many taboo things
she was not permitted to do, such as hold a baby or go to a hunting or fishing site. When she
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emerged after that one year period, there would be a ceremony for her (Tenïnye) at the feast hall
to celebrate her becoming a woman.

ix. Upbringing of Boys
There were many points of discussion in the focus group about this. An example of
another Hiboots’at is that a young baby boy, if his palms are rubbed with a heated gun, that
means he will become a good hunter. The grandfathers or uncles would take the boys out to
learn to hunt. In my nation, when a boy makes his first large kill, he becomes a man. The meat
from his first kill is distributed at a ceremony in the feast hall.

x. Marriage Laws
From the focus group, one predominant theme regarded marriage laws. One of the
Witsuwit’en laws is that a person does not marry someone who is in the same clan. When it is
time to choose a husband, one of the considerations is the protection of future children so the
preference was that it be someone from the father clan to protect the territories. It was also a
political decision. It is important that the husband and wife are both hard workers and have
rough hands. Soft palms indicate a lazy person (F6)! A good husband must be a good provider.
Marriages were not only important to the spouses, but important in terms of contribution to the
family, the clan and the community (F3). Women have the right not just to have a husband, but
to a husband who is a good provider (F3).

xi. Belonging and Acceptance
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In the interviews during the discussion of The Boy and the Salmon, there were comments
that the boy appears to be lost as no parents, grandparents or clan has been identified or
associated with the boy. Accordingly, there were several comments about belonging and
acceptance. One of the central aspects about membership in a clan in Witsuwit’en society is that
everyone belongs somewhere. Clans provide the societal structure so that members know where
they fit in society. Clans provide a connection to each other and to the larger community. Clans
also provide a sense of belonging – the feeling that this boy has a place and will be accepted.
...they accepted him after he returned after the salmon disappeared because his own hands
and his legs appeared again. They accepted him back after he got better. There’s a reason
why they took him back because he belonged to the people in the village. He belongs
somewhere. He probably belongs to one of the clan members, so he was accepted back.
And it is their responsibility to look after each clan member where you are from. It’s your
responsibility to take care of each clan member. (P1). (emphasis added).
Other interview participants commented on the sense of connection and identity that is
achieved through the Witsuwit’en language and teachings. One of the most formal processes
this occurs in is the feast system. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is at the feasts that important
aspects of history are witnessed and recorded. This applies to many life ceremonies but also to
important ceremonies for making amends. Here is one story from a participant how a member
realized the caring and support for him through the clan system:
One young fellow in our house went back through [Wet’suwet’en Unlocking Aboriginal
Justice], 15 years ago or maybe 20. He was charged with assault and both parties agreed
to go through our system. So the elder and myself met with him. There were some things
that he had to do in the feast hall. He and his family didn’t participate much in the feast
hall. It wasn’t a specific feast for him, there was some other business was taking place.
The elders agreed that we could deal with his business as well at that feast. He was asked
to apologize publicly, not only to the victim, but to the family, and to the chiefs. He had
to present them with gifts. If they accept the gifts, then they accept his apology. So he and
his family got together and got some gifts. Of course in our world, we all bring something
as well. And he did. Then we had a little collection for that, one specific pot for that. And
he was sitting there and he couldn’t believe how many people in our clan, the ones that
are not blood related, there are three houses (Wet’suwet’en), all same clan, contributed,
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and he was just beside himself. Right there, he was sitting there and after that he said he
couldn’t believe this many people helped. I said, this many people care. So before then,
he was a getting a bit wild, you know, he did some things that he wouldn’t do otherwise,
nothing serious but after that, a few years later, he got a college degree. So, not so much
punishment, that is the western style and it doesn’t work. (P3). (emphasis added).
One permanent form of acceptance is adoption. Many Witsuwit’en families will adopt
other children if they find themselves without parents. One elder explained:
....yes, yes, even around my time, people in Moricetown, especially ____ used to live in
Telkwa, they raise other people’s children. They accept them as their own. The boy
would live with them and be their child. I know that happened, accepting the young boy,
he had no place to go, no place to live. They just take him in and raise them as their own.
That happened in our time too.(P2).

xii. Chief Responsibilities
Chief’s responsibilities also came up as a theme in the interview data. Specifically, the
chief is responsible for everything, including all the territory and the animals and the clans. A
chief must make important decisions. These decisions are not made in isolation. They are group
deliberations. Witsuwit’en refer to the business or important business taking place at the feast
hall, or in the feast. That important business is the important part of governance and what EuroCanadians would know as legislation. One of the aspects of accountability is that it would be
made in public with independent witnesses to the ceremony. As one participant summarized the
process:
The decisions are made at the chief’s house and by the elders. That’s the reason for
bringing that fish with the human face to the chief’s house. They deliberate and it
becomes a group decision. It goes back to, in our feast hall today, the most important part
of the feast is at the end, when the chiefs from the other clans, invited as witnesses,
witness the business and they speak to the business at hand. So it’s not one chief’s
decision. (P3).
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Conclusion
A focus group was held with Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society in Moricetown
on December 1, 2017 which focused on the story Girl Given to Grizzly. Several themes emerged
from the focus group data. The theme of Teachings and the Law of Respect were seen as
important and central to Witsuwit’en laws. One of the interesting impacts for me that I learned
the Witsuwit’en Law of Respect for animals directly impacts the territory and resource
management. In other words, there is a direct causal link between the laws and resource
management in having the animals return to the territory. Also discussed at the focus group was
the upbringing of girls and the upbringing of boys, and marriage laws. One interesting effect of
the marriage laws was the political and territorial implications of choosing a marriage partner.
The mother clan, father clan and chief responsibilities were all referenced. Also spiritual or
supernatural transformation, the ability to see the future and medicine people/healers were points
of discussion. This was the first time I had used the ILRU method and it proved here to be a
very good tool to discern Witsuwit’en laws through examination and analysis of a story. From
the focus group, several important Witsuwit’en laws were distilled. Many of those themes reappeared in the interview research.

In March of 2018, there were three interviews that were held discussing The Boy and the
Salmon. Like in the focus group there were several similar themes in the interviews; for example
the importance of teachings, the Law of Respect, and the mother clan and father clan
responsibilities. This overlap surprised me. Teachings were one of the most frequently
commented aspects of my interview data. It has more than just one purpose, it not only educates
and passes on knowledge and laws, it is a form of discipline but can also be used to inspire.
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During the interviews, there were several discussions that arose regarding spiritual
transformation and healers and psychic abilities. One of the interview themes that surprised me
was the theme of acceptance and belonging that directly stems from the clan and feast system.
Another interesting aspect of the interviews was the causal link between disobeying the laws and
a harm or even death occurring to the wrong-doer. Although I was seeking to research
Witsuwit’en laws with respect to youth, I now understand from the focus group and interview
responses that the holistic Witsuwit’en legal system does not allow for the separation of
Witsuwit’en youth laws as being separate and distinct from other laws, for example Witsuwit’en
adult laws or laws regarding assault. I enjoyed spending some time with my elders and aunty
and I was very grateful to them for sharing their time and wisdom with me. From these stories,
several important Witsuwit’en laws were distilled. In the next chapter I will examine the
implications of the focus group and interview in further detail by analyzing these findings
through a ILRU Research Framework.
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Chapter Seven: Witsuwit’en Legal Summary
Introduction
In Chapter Six, I examined the research procedures and the research data. In this chapter,
I employ the ILRU method to analyze and synthesize the data from the focus group and
interviews to create a Witsuwit’en Legal Summary (see Figure 2 below). Specifically in this
chapter, I will be using the ILRU Research Framework mentioned in Chapter 3 to bring the data
together and analyze the legal principles.

Figure 2 ILRU Research Framework for Witsuwit'en Legal Analysis
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I am also using a Code Report that was generated by the Atlas.ti software program that
merged the coding and quotations from both the focus group and interview into a ninety-one
page report. In this chapter I explore the reflections and deeper analysis on the themes that have
been raised. I will examine the laws in three major headings, first, Witsuwit’en Legal Processes,
and second, Witsuwit’en Relationships, Responsibilities and Rights, and finally Witsuwit’en
Consequences, Enforcement and Teachings. I should note from the outset the limitation of this
chapter is that it is not intended to be a treatise or full encyclopedia on the Witsuwit’en law, but
merely pulling together of themes and concepts from the last chapter.

Witsuwit’en Legal Processes

1) Law of Respect (Wiggus)
One of our laws is the Law of Respect (Wiggus). Wiggus requires that we treat all others
with respect, including all animals. It is important to respect others and elders, but it is also
important to respect yourself. As the Office of Wet’suwet’en (2003) states: “Every Witsuwit’en
member has a responsibility to conduct themselves with Wiggus, so as not to negatively impact
their respective clan and nation.” An example of Wiggus is that the salmon was disposed of
properly by throwing it into the fire or into the river and back to the salmon.
Respect is Wiggus. That is very important to respect, but he should have been taught to
respect the animals, not only the fish, but other animals, that goes for big game and small
fur bearing animals. They had a way of disposing of the small animals, the fur bearing,
they don’t throw it any old place, they take it back and use it for bait. They had their
laws. (P2).
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2) Territories (Yintah)
Yintah is a Witsuwit’en word that means more than just ‘territories’ or lands. The
Wet’suwet’en refer to the holistic and spiritual connection with their territory as “Yintahk”
which means “everything is connected to the land” (Gauthreau, 2007 at 10). Harvesting
practises and territorial protocols were not a focus of the stories that I used with respect to
exploring discipline of Witsuwit’en youth in the focus group and interviews. However, related
to the Law of Respect is territorial management. Part of Wiggus is to respect the animals as they
control the territories. Displaying and maintaining respect for animals therefore is also central to
resource management and planning for the future. For each house within a clan, a house chief
would be responsible for that territory. Each clan has separate territories and separate fish
houses. As Chief Wigetimscthochol explains Yintah:
Each time we go out and take anything from that land, because we are part of it, there is
no way that we take anything for granted. When we take anything from that land, we put
something back. It is something like when you thank someone. You don’t reward
someone with gifts. You say thank you (in Cassidy, 1992 at 62).

3) Legal Decision Making Authority
With respect to the legal decision making authority over raising children, it would be the
mother clan who makes the decisions and has the final say. As one participant explained:
It would be the leaders of the mother clan. They make the final decision about their future
possible chief. They have more say than the father clan. If need be, the father clan would step
in and consult. They would consult with the father clan of course because they are
responsible for looking after him or her. (P3).
The chiefs also have authority and this explains when a chief might get involved with the
clan decisions:
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....even back then the parents are responsible for bringing up the child, even back then and
the grandparents’s responsibility too and not the clan. But if there is any kind of danger to
life or death, that is when the chiefs get involved in decision making... (P1).

4) Legal Decision Making Procedures
The preferred decision making for Witsuwit’en people is consensus decision making.
Consensus is alhk’ikh, or coming together (F1). As explained earlier, the mother clan makes
decisions and will call on the father clan for consultation as required. Sometimes there are
problems that are not resolved or that are larger. The procedure then is that:
...the clans will bring the message to the chiefs and then the chiefs decide what to do. The
clan should know if it’s right or wrong. If it’s wrong, they will bring it to the chiefs. And
the house chiefs have a meeting and then they decide what happens....The same with
them back then, they don’t just jump in and make their own decision, they have to talk it
over between themselves and then they decide the right thing to do... They deliberate and
it becomes a group decision. It goes back to, in our feast hall today, the most important
part of the feast is at the end, when the chiefs from the other clans, invited as witnesses,
witness the business and they speak to the business at hand. So it’s not one chief’s
decision. (P3).
One example of the chief’s deliberations at the feast hall was provided by a participant:
How are the decisions made? Like I said, it’s discussed. They deliberate. They go back
and forth. It goes back to Kweese’s evidence. Tsayu Chief. She was an elder. Her name is
Kweese. She said that when she took her name, it happened to be when she was giving
that commission evidence, my second oldest daughter was born the day before. So when
she came into the backroom where the commission evidence took place, she was meeting
baby ___ is when [Kweese] gave this evidence. She took the name Kweese, she said that
I emptied my house. I brought everything to the feast hall as did my family, my siblings,
my children, my brothers and my cousins, and my clan. And we went through all the
business and gave everything out, and had nothing left. At the end, one chief spoke up
and he gave his reasons why she should not be Kweese. She said when that happened
there was nothing I could do or say or my family or my clan. Nothing we could do or say.
She said it would take another chief. One other chief got up and spoke and supported __,
Kweese, to take the name Kweese. They went back and forth and they finally convinced
him that yes but if he didn’t agree, she said I would have walked out of that feast hall as
___. She said it only takes one chief to say no. But it took another couple of chiefs to
convince him. That to me illustrates what I said earlier that one chief does not make
decisions. (P3).
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Witsuwit’en Relationships, Responsibilities and Rights
i.

Responsibilities for the Upbringing of Children

Parents or grandparents are responsible to bring up their children, but there are clan
responsibilities as well. When a child is born, a grandmother may put ants under the baby’s feet
to ensure that he or she is a fast runner when they grow up. This is only one example of
Hiboots’at which was explained as a ritual for good luck or protection during the focus group,
although Mills (1994, at p. 139) refers to it as a spirit power from animals. When a girl had her
first monthly period, she would go into seclusion for one year and during that time there were
many things like eating fresh salmon that she was prohibited from doing. After that one year
period, there would be a ceremony for her (Tenïnye) at the feast hall to celebrate her becoming a
woman. Then, the father clan “would do ‘lulïlh’ two people walked in with the girl and spoke of
her accomplishments in the past year. The family would serve food, and gifts to the father clan.”
(F2). With respect to boys, the grandfathers or uncles would take the boys out to learn to hunt
(F2 and F1). When a boy makes his first large kill, he becomes a man (F2). The meat from his
first kill is distributed at a ceremony in the feast hall (F5).

ii.

Responsibilities of Children

As mentioned, one of the important aspects of teaching was a responsibility of the
children to listen and be able to repeat the teaching at a later point. Children had responsibilities
too:
...everybody even small children had work to do around the house, help the parents and
the grandparents with wood and water, and with preserving food for the winter. When it’s
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berry picking time, that’s when we used to be very busy, pick all the time those tiny little
blueberries, they take forever to fill a cup (laughs). (P2).

iii.

Rights of Children

In the two stories provided, there were several rights that emerged. Children have the
right to assistance, such as when the boy was healed by the medicine people. Children also have
the right to speak, or freedom of expression, as demonstrated by the young boy standing up and
talking to the village. Children also have the right to belong, and to be accepted and to an
identity, which is part of the clan structure. The boy also had the right to return to his family and
his village. As on participant observed:
...he has the right to live among his people. He has the right to fish and forage for food,
just as the others are. I think in this case, it sounds like he was in another territory and
that they gave him that right when they accepted him. (P3).
In the Office of Wet’suwet’en (2018) Draft Constitution, they state that “Every
Witsuwit’en Member has a right to clean and free drinking water, clean air, and the sustainable
viability of flora and fauna required to satisfy their spiritual, sustenance and ceremonial rights
requirements provided from the Yintah.”

iv.

Marriage Rights and Responsibilities

One of our laws is that a person does not marry someone who is in the same clan
(P1). When it is time to choose a husband, one of the considerations is the protection of
future children so the preference was that it be someone from your father clan to protect the
territories (F2). It was also a political decision (F2). It is important that the husband and
wife are both hard workers (F1). It was part of Witsuwit’en law that men be good providers
before they were able to get permission to marry (F2 and F3). Permission to get married
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would need to be sought from the mother clan who would make the decision (F2). Marriages
were an important contribution to the family, the clan and the community (F3). The husband
and wife would have an obligation to contribute to their family and clan (F3). Marriages
outside Wet’suwet’en nation extended the trading, hunting and fishing opportunities (Brown,
2002 at 28). Although the Witsuwit’en practised arranged marriages, this description by M.
Alfred seems to suggest that the woman has some choice in her marriage partner:
It is a law that if a man has picked out a girl he would like to marry, the boy has to bring
gifts to the girl. If the presents are not returned, the man knows the girl has accepted him.
Then the boy’s uncle and grandfather invite the girls to their house and talk. The talk
goes on for a long time. When the uncle and grandfather agree to the marriage a potlatch
is held (Alfred M. In Moricetown Indian Band Council, 1979 at 7).

v.

Mother Clan Responsibilities

Witsuwit’en society is matrilineal so it is the mother clan that makes all the decisions for
youth (P3). The mother clan has more responsibilities than the father clan because they are
making political decisions about a possible future chief (P3). The upbringing of youth and
therefore the future leadership of the clan becomes vitally important, including the political
decision of which husband to choose for a daughter.

vi.

Father Clan Responsibilities

The father clan provides support and consultation to the mother clan when requested
(P3). Although the mother clan is responsible for the upbringing of youth, the father clan also
shares responsibility for the upbringing of youth (P3). The father clan is there to help when there
is a dispute. By using the father clan, then discipline is shared among all clans (Adam et al.,
2003 at 3). “In this sense there is no independent police force but rather a governance structure
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where accountability is maintained by all members involved in the governing structure” (Adam
et al., 2003 at 3).

vii.

Grandmothers Responsibilities

Grandmothers were an important topic during the focus group and interviews.
Grandmothers, and to some degree grandfathers, traditionally help raise children whenever the
parents were unable to parent, but in the focus groups and interviews, it was primarily the
grandmother who was identified. From these comments, I understand that grandmothers play a
central and unique role in Witsuwit’en society. Grandmothers also have a duty to raise their
grandchildren and teach them work ethics:
Back then, the parents go trapping and they live away from home and it was up to the
grandmother, the grandparents to take care of the children and train them. (P2).

viii.

The Right of Belonging and Acceptance – Clan (Dii’taghni) Structure

One aspect about Witsuwit’en society is acceptance, that everyone belongs somewhere.
Clans, Dii’taghni, provide the structure so that members know where they belong. Clans provide
a connection within the clan and with other clans. Clans also provide a sense of belonging and
acceptance. In the last chapter, I discussed a story in which clan membership provided identity
and a community of caring for a troubled youth who eventually turned his life around. Mills
(1994) noted at p. 107 that:
Witsuwit’en commonly say of the people in other houses in the clan, ‘We are all brothers
and sisters’ or ‘we are all one company’ but the link between the houses is usually
genealogically untraceable.
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Part of the clan system and belonging is adoption of members. Adoption of children, and
even of a grandparent, were topics raised in the focus groups and interviews. Within a clan, each
clan member has a responsibility to look after one another.

ix.

The Responsibilities of Chiefs

The chief is responsible for everything, including all the territory and the animals and the
clans (dii’taghni). Mills (1994) at p. 101 quoted Chief Wah Tah Keg’ht [Henry Alfred] in May
of 1986 as saying:
....When you inherit a chief’s name the traditional territories goes with the name you
inherit. A hereditary chief is groomed from a very young age. Not just anyone is given a
chief’s name. The person is usually someone who leads a good life, is respected by the
people, helpful to other people, and, most of all, respects the position and responsibilities
that go along with being a hereditary chief.... Things are done according to our own
Witsuwit’en laws.
In one of the interviews, a participant relayed that each of the chiefs had a healing power
and that power was passed on from one generation to the next (P1). Mills (1994) found at p. 134
that:
Inside and outside the feast hall the chiefs decide disputes and help people through their
crises. They perform their duties with an aid of spirit power [kun or ha bo tsat] which
also makes them healers (diiyinii). Having a high chief’s name is a great responsibility,
requiring the holder to act correctly and with decorum.
Mills (1994) at page 139, found that:
The chiefs are trained from the time they are children to harness ha bo tsat (spirit power)
from animals. This training takes place particularly in the outlying territories, where the
children meet and hunt the animals and are guided by elders in how to harness ha bo tsat.
A chief must make important decisions but will not act on his own or her own. A chief
will deliberate with other chiefs at a meeting and arrive at a group decision (P3). Witsuwit’en
refer to the business or important business taking place at the feast hall, or in the feast (Bah'lats),
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which is an important Witsuwit’en legislative and government structure (Office of
Wet’suwet’en, 2018). In the feast hall, all the laws and important life occasions would be
recorded. In Mills (1994) at p. 38 she relates:
The Witsuwit’en say the feast has forged their law. ‘Eagle down is our law,’ they say, for
when eagle down is distributed the peace is binding and retaliation is stopped. Eagle
down is used, they explain, because the eagle is ‘the king of animals.’ The expression is
important, because in it is contained the thought that truly peaceful relations must exist
not only among people but between people and the animals, the birds, and the fish. The
chiefs are responsible for seeing that the relations between all these beings are in balance.
One of the aspects of accountability is that it would be made in public with independent
witnesses to the ceremony. As one participant summarized the process:
The decisions are made at the chief’s house and by the elders. That’s the reason for
bringing that fish with the human face to the chief’s house. They deliberate and it
becomes a group decision. It goes back to, in our feast hall today, the most important part
of the feast is at the end, when the chiefs from the other clans, invited as witnesses,
witness the business and they speak to the business at hand. So it’s not one chief’s
decision.(P3).

x.

Respect and Spiritual Transformation

One of the common themes was the aspect of spiritual transformation of animals into
human beings and human beings into animals. All animals are treated with respect. The idea of
the boy turning into a salmon and then returning to his human body is reflected in the Boy and
the Salmon. In Girl Given to Grizzly, the bear could turn himself into a man at will and this is a
common theme in many Witsuwit’en stories. In both the focus group and one of the interviews,
two participants separately gave an example of a spiritual transformation of an otter turning
himself into a man. Spiritual transformation was acknowledged and accepted, as was talking to
the animals. One participant stated this:
....a little bit about salmon, when you work on salmon, you don’t throw waste just
anywhere. You talk to it and you put it back in the river and ‘you become lots and you
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come back again next year,’ that is what they say to it (F1).
You don’t make fun of little things like that, whether it is otter or others. She
[participant’s mother] was baby talking to them [the otters], she was really baby talking
to them and they continued playing around on the ice and we parked by the road (F1).
In The Boy and the Salmon, the story ends with the boy paying respects to the salmon by
waving to them “Every fall time the boy would sit by the river and wave goodbye to the fish. He
knew where they were going.” In the Girl Given to Grizzly, the story ends with the girl marrying
a bear and having three children with him. As Mills (1994, at 156) found,
The Witsuwit’en know that they must treat the animals correctly if they are to continue to
enjoy their bounty. If they do not treat them correctly, the animals will either not come to
them or will harm them; if they treat them well they can also attain special or spirit
powers from them. All these ways are continued today.

xi.

Future Predictions

During both the focus group and interviews, there were separate examples of a person
who could see the future. This was a common theme in the data collection. As one participant
stated:
Not only this, he would predict what was going to happen in the future. He said there was
going to be different people, lots of them are going to come and they would take over the
land. And then he predicted there was going to be fire and there’s going to be floods.
That’s what’s happening, like last summer, that big forest fire that was happening, that
reminded me of the talks he used to have (P2).

xii.

Right to be Healed and to Assistance

Medicine people or healers, diiyinii, are born with the knowledge and it is passed on from
one generation to the next. However, there are fewer and fewer medicine people still practising
in Witsuwit’en society today. This was a frequent topic in the focus group and also in the
interviews. One participant gave an example of a healing:
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I seen them in action where they heal people. One lady in particular she was from Fort
Babine. They brought her to my dad’s farm, this side of Houston at Johnson Lake. They
had her laying on a blanket. People were holding at the edges of the blanket as they
packed her into the house... They worked on her, like we weren’t supposed to watch, we
were supposed to sit upstairs and keep really quiet. If we made noise, we would turn into
one of the doctors. We were scared of that and so we kept really quiet. Sometimes we
would sneak halfways down the stairs and look at them for a little bit. They have her
laying down on the floor and they were use water and some of them had bearskin. And
they drummed, not like drumming on a drum, but on the floor with pieces of a stick and
some of the ladies were tapping it. The doctors were singing. They used that water. They
put their hands in it and they go over her body, just like people do nowadays, I can’t
remember, but anyways people nowadays help heal people and that is what they were
doing. I think it took about two months of every evening, usually about 7 o’clock and
they start and they do it for a couple of hours. About two months later, all of a sudden she
got up and started walking. She told my mom, I’m going to go for a walk. Great big field
from the house to a fence way over there. Her son went with her and she walked all the
way back. After that, not too long after that she went home because they healed her. To
me, that is what these doctors did to help that boy to bring him back. (P2).

Witsuwit’en Consequences, Enforcement and Teachings
(a) Teachings
In the earlier chapters, I discussed the fact that in Witsuwit’en society, teachings are part
of the law and they are fundamentally important. Listening to and obeying elders were viewed
as a duty and as a law. Equally as important as listening was the ability to remember what was
being said. As Mills (1994, at 74) writes: “Children are expected to listen to the kungax [oral
history, song or spirit power or trail of song] with deep attention so that they can retell them
accurately; they are carefully trained to remember every detail of the recital.” Repetition of the
teachings was part of growing up. Analyzing the comments, it becomes evident that teachings
could be very subtle - the person was supposed to reflect on the teachings and the words that
were said. One participant learned he was noisy during hunting from reflection on the words of
his elders and by being placed on an island.
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...So we spent the whole afternoon on the island by ourselves. I think that we weren’t
told this is because you two were noisy back there, we weren’t told that, but later on
that we learned it ourselves. See, they were subtle back then. If they told us, we
probably would have forgotten it. We learned from that. The second time it happened,
we were left overnight. But it was good for us. Me, I didn’t mind it. We were very
young...(P3).
And later on the participant stated:
It is not so much punishment. I would call it more of a discipline. I think that, you
know, when ____ and I were left on those islands, it was safe. They wouldn’t have
left us there if it wasn’t. Back then, I didn’t see it as a punishment. It gave me time to
think about later on, hey, that was because we were noisy. It goes back to this little
boy remembering back... (P3).
It took [the young boy] a while to realize later on that old lady he remembered
playing with the bones when he wasn’t supposed to. He wasn’t told. It’s just the
events that happened that led him to remember that (P3).

(b) Discipline
Several participants indicated in both the focus group and interview that part of
Witsuwit’en discipline would be talking to a child who disobeyed or who did not understand the
laws. The focus was on correcting behaviour rather than punishment. As two participants
explained:
I am not familiar with punishing. Like, we were never punished. We would be talked to
(laughter). It is your duty to listen to what your elder is telling you. That is what I talked
about Friday, we were out at Moricetown for the Language meeting. I see some of them
in feast hall, they run, and they are not supposed to run and they are supposed to walk. I
talk to them about that, especially when the elderly people are eating, they are not
supposed to go behind them. We talked to them about coming to the feast and the older
teens. We always used to say come to the feasts and if you got no money, come anyways
and use your hands to help out with your hands and when the food is to be given away.
You help out with your hands even if you have nothing to bring to help out that way and
that is how they learn the system. We talked to them about that. That’s what I think, it
means a lot (P2). (emphasis added)
It is not so much punishment. I would call it more of a discipline (P3).
During the focus group and interviews, this theme of talking to and teachings were
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repeated in different ways. For example:
I’m trying to think back, I think that if someone committed something wrong in the
community, that the family and the father clan would get involved and talk to the person
and they would decide what the punishment would be (F2).

During the focus group, the issue of spanking came up. One of the participants indicated
that this was not part of Witsuwit’en culture and history (F1). Two participants disagreed and
thought that corporal punishment was practised in pre-contact Witsuwit’en society (F2 and F3).
Two of the interview participants had differing views:
No, I think the spanking came from the missionaries. This (story) is a good example of
that, there was no spanking, nobody spanked this boy (P3).
That was before mom and their time, they didn’t do anything like that. They didn’t get
spanked or anything like that (P2).
However, I note that Morin (2011, at 128) refers to the discipline of children like this:
Children who misbehaved during the day were not punished then and there. In the
evening, the Elder of the house told a story that related to what the child had done. After
the story, the Elder talked with the child to see if he or she understood what was expected
in the future.
This literature reference seems to reinforce the fact that physical punishment was not
practised pre-contact. Note that Jenness made historical observations and indicates that physical
punishment might be used on children: “For children or youth who misbehaved, they might get
a thrashing, usually from the mother’s brother....However, shaming someone was considered a
more effective punishment” (Jenness, 1929, at 25).

(c) Reparations and Acknowledging Responsibility
There were several comments on making amends or reparations. Specifically, when a
wrong is done in the community, that member has the responsibility to make amends with the
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harmed person. A person or his or her clan can remedy harms by paying that person
compensation or restitution directly to that person or that person’s clan. As Mills (1994 at 161)
stated, “The first step in settling a wrong is that it be publicly acknowledged.” Making amends
does not mean merely paying that person back, but paying back with interest. In The Boy and
the Salmon, we see the little boy entering another person’s territory when he enters Salmon
Village. He therefore has to make a contribution or gift for entering that other person’s territory.
In the story, he provides his goat belt skin to the old lady and puts it into the fire as she
requested. Then she pulls out long lines of goatskin from the fire to make her bed. So the idea is
that he not just gave her gift or paid her, he was offering something additional in return for
permission to be on her territory. Likewise, we see in Girl Given to Grizzly, when the girl makes
fun of the bears and refuses to pick berries, she has to make amends by paying back with interest
when she is told by her father to give away her gold bracelet.
A special form of paying back with interest was the compensation feast. A compensation
feast was only held when a murder had occurred (Morin, 2011, at 29). The compensation feast
necessarily involved a very high price for the person holding the feast as it was a blood price, or
for the value of the person who passed (Morin, 2011, at 29). One of the participants talked about
a compensation feast:
Thinking about the story that _____ told me, this was murder. This was a case where a
man murdered a man because he was fooling around with his wife. And he killed a man.
Then he took off into the wilderness. He stayed out there and left his family and clan to
deal with the fallout. In time he had to come back. So first of all, he had to meet with his
father and mother clan members and they didn’t say, this is what will happen if you don’t
come back and make amends, but they pretty well had to hold a feast and they had to
show the offended family what they were prepared to do to pay for this man killing,
murdering his wife’s lover. And they pretty well had to give everything away that they
owned that was of any value – compensation feast.....And she said that if the family that
was offended didn’t think that the stuff was enough that they were given, they could say
so. And they would have to hold another feast. So I asked, would they have to keep doing
it until they got everything? And she said pretty well (F2).
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Although in the comments above, the reference is to material things of value, according
to Morin (2011, at 30) the compensation feast might include chiefly names, titles and songs and
rarely tracts of land. Reparation may include a person from the murderer’s clan marrying a
sibling of the victim in order to ensure peace but also to compensate for the victim who would
have contributed to the community (Morin, 2011, at 30).

(d) Individual Causation for Getting into Trouble - Disconnect with Teachings
One common thread throughout the focus group and interviews was the fact that
individuals who are getting into trouble have a disconnect with teachings and also their
Witsuwit’en culture, language and identity. Specifically, it was the training that was felt was a
major contributing factor. This was repeated in several ways such as:
If the young people don’t listen to the training, they are the ones that have too much time
on their hands and they get into trouble. It always goes back to the training, from
babyhood to their growing up time (P2).
I think that’s what’s missing nowadays, the young people they don’t live with the
grandparents and that is the only thing that I can think of. They have too much time. They
have nothing to do. They go downtown and get into trouble. I don’t know how we can
remedy that, I really don’t know (P2).
Another contributing factor noted by two participants for the lack of teachings and
subsequent causation for youth in trouble was the current child protection system. One
participant felt that being in foster homes displaces children from their culture and teachings and
is the reason for loss of identity and teachings:
When the foster home takes them away, to be looked after, that is where all the damages
are done. If they live within their own community and learn about their feast and clan
system, where they belong, genealogy is also where you’re from, who your house chief
is, and who your mom and dad are, who your cousins are. This is not being taught (P1).
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Some of these children have parents who are gone and no one to look after them. They’ve
been through foster homes and that’s no big help, they are raised in a foster home. They
lose their language and culture and language and culture is the only one they need to get
through their problems. And the feast and clan system also helps because you have a
sense of belonging when you come back and you have a house chief. And that’s what the
children need because they’re lost. They lost their language and they want to come back
and they want to be part of someone and someone. And their language, feast and clan
system is missing and that’s why they turn to alcohol and drugs because there is no one
there to discipline them (P1).
It was noted by one participant that when the young people are getting into trouble, and
turning to alcohol and drugs, that death may result (P1). This is reminiscent of the earlier
teaching from Chapters Four and Five (also see below) that there is a natural consequence that
comes with disobedience and not listening to the teachings – that harm or even death can befall a
person.
They were strict back then, but now they’re getting away with everything because the
law, the feast and clan system, the territory, that is lost. That’s why these young children
are lost and turning to alcohol and drugs because of their loss. They don’t have this, that’s
why they are turning to alcohol and drugs and they get killed because of it is what I see
(P1).

(e) Community Causation for Getting into Trouble
One thing that was evident from the comments made by participants is that they saw
young people getting into trouble as not only as an individual problem, but there were several
comments that this was seen as a failure of the family, clan or community. It came up several
times that there was a failure of teachings to the boy. And therefore everyone (the grandparents
or the clan or the community) was responsible. This thinking is a fundamental shift from
traditional Euro-Canadian thinking which blames the youth for getting into trouble. Some of the
comments made about the Boy and the Salmon focused on the lack of training or guidance for
the boy:
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It comes back to the grandparents. I think maybe that little boy should have been talked
to more (P2).
...He didn’t listen. One part he didn’t listen to anyone, he was playing with it. I think he
never had any advice from an elder...(P1).
He was making fun of the food and that’s what happened, that the fish went back into the
water and he had nothing to eat. When he came back to his grandparents, I think he
believed something that was taught to him in the past. But I think he needed more
training before he played with the fish. He needed more direction, yeah, that’s what I
think (P2).
One participant stated that a chief would bring in the parents and grandparents and talk to
them about a boy who is getting into trouble. This shifts the focus from the boy to the extended
family to help and at the same time supports the caregivers in bringing up the boy:
...the housechief would then bring the parents and grandparents in and talk to them and
what they are not doing and why he [boy] is not listening (P1).
And one participant remarked that his upbringing reminded him of that quote, ‘it takes a
community to raise a child’ when he was growing up:
Also, it takes a community to raise a child. I seen that later on in years and when I was a
kid, I remember when you’re kids, you don’t know everyone. From my maternal
grandparents’ place to my parent’s place where we lived, and I was on my way back and
it’s getting dark, an adult I don’t know would ask, it’s getting late, how come you’re out
so late? That’s what I think about when I hear that term, it takes a community to raise a
child (P3).

(f) The Laws were Stricter Back Then

There were some comments made that before contact, not very many of our people would
break the law. That is because the laws were stricter. For example, here are some comments
about disobedience before contact:
Our people back then, the laws were very stringent before contact. Back then not very
many broke any laws because of that. I think that the boy learning what he learned what
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happened I think was a lesson in itself for a young person. It’s a lot for a young person
(P3).
It was noted that the Witsuwit’en practised capital punishment, or killings for certain
offences. The laws were mostly obeyed as there were severe consequences if a person
violated a law (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). If someone committed a serious offence like
trespass or sexual assault, they would be given a warning and if it happened again, the person
would be killed (Office of Wet’suwet’en, 2011). One of the participants relayed that:
When my great uncle told a story, when he was giving evidence [in the DelgamuukwGisdaywa court case], one was assault and he said that the first offence there is a huge
snake pit around Bulkley Canyon, they hang them there upside down over the snake pit.
First offence. Second offence, they snip. So that’s why I say, back then, not many broke
the law (P3).

(g) Deterrence - Natural Consequences
When the law of listening to an elder was broken, the natural consequence is some type
of harm, or even death. In The Boy and the Salmon, the boy disobeyed the Witsuwit’en law of
listening to an elder and Wiggus, as he made fun of the salmon and as a consequence, he starved.
What was not clearly stated in The Boy and the Salmon was the causal relationship between the
act of not listening and some type of harm. As one participant reflects:
....the law that he broke was not listening to the elderly people about not playing with
the animals and he broke that law and that is how he got himself into trouble...(P2).
Our laws from way back when we were kids and when they were children every child
that is being raised had to listen to their grandparents and the ones that didn’t listen
didn’t live a long life. The ones that listen lives a long life. One that doesn’t listen
passes away early. That listening is very important. One that listens to their
grandparents or anyone that is older than themselves they live a long life if they listen
and the ones that don’t listen they don’t live long (P1).
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Summary – Reflections on Witsuwit’en Laws
Although I had wanted to focus on Witsuwit’en youth in my research, the answers made
it clear that there is no separation of Witsuwit’en youth laws and Witsuwit’en adult laws. Those
kinds of division did not occur as the Witsuwit’en legal system encompasses a holistic world
view. One example of this is the word Yintah meaning much more than the territory but
involving all the land, air, water, plants and medicines, animals and humans on the land and their
interconnected and sacred relationships. One participant’s comment makes it clear that
everything is interconnected:
They (youth) get worse because they don’t have all these teachings available to them. The
Witsuwit’en laws and teachings are not available to them and they lose it. Once they find
it, they find their own identity. Because the language, the territory and the feast and clan
system are all connected. They are all connected, you cannot have one without the other.
The language, the territory, the clan system, they are all connected as one. You cannot
work without the other (P1).

The figure below depicts how I summarize the Witsuwit’en Legal System from the
comments of the focus group and interviews. It shows how the Language, Teachings,
Dii’taghni (Clans), Bah'lats (Witsuwit’en Feast System) and Yintah (Sacred Relationship
with all things on the Territories) are all one.
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Figure 3 Witsuwit'en Legal System

From this synthesis of the focus group and interview data using the ILRU Research
Framework, I rephrased and restated the teachings that I have learned. As mentioned, several
themes have become clear and this chapter was an opportunity to analyze and reflect upon the
implications. I note that the Rights of the Children summarized above have parallels to the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Children, for example, survival rights, freedom of
expression, the right to live among one’s people. Surprising to me was that the act of raising
children and marriage had serious political implications. Upon reflection, the political aspects do
flow from those actions, so perhaps not an unexpected finding to others. Throughout the
research are references to supernational or spirit powers which appear to be an accepted and
recognized part of life. Additionally, I had never thought about how the clan structure provides
acceptance and a sense of belonging and identity to clan members. I summarized in the last
chapter that teachings were not just the law, but they had many purposes, to educate, to
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discipline and inspire Wit’suwit’en. In this chapter, one of the new themes explored was that
teachings were meant to be reflective and introspective – that the individual should think deeply
about and analyze the teachings from his or her elders. From the research data from the focus
groups and interviews, it becomes apparant that when a youth gets into trouble, it is seen as a
disconnect with teachings and that that failure is viewed not as in individuals problem per se but
as a family, clan or community problem. This of course has implications for the Youth Criminal
Justice Act as I discuss in Chapter 9. The Witsuwit’en Legal Summary from the research is:
Table 5 Witsuwit'en Legal Summary

Witsuwit’en Legal Summary
1. Every Wit’suwit’en member has a responsibility to follow the laws of respect
(Wiggus) which includes respect for yourself, others and all animals
2. Yintah includes the sacred relationship we have with our ancestors and the land, air,
water, plants and medicines, animals and human beings. All Witsuwit’en have a
sacred responsibility to protect the Yintah.
3. Everyone has the Right to Belong and the Right to Acceptance, which is provided
through the clan structure.
4. Children have the Right to live in a Family. Belonging in a clan means that if
parents or grandparents are missing or passed away or unable to parent, members
will be adopted or taken into another family.
5. The Mother Clan has the responsibilities to make all decisions.
6. The Father Clan has the responsibilities to help, support and consult with the
mother clan when requested.
7. Everyone has the responsibility to use consensus decision making (Alh’ikh which
means coming together)
8. The Chiefs are responsible for everything on the territories, including the water, air,
land, wildlife, plants, animals and the clans
9. The Chiefs have a responsibility to deliberate and arrive at a group decision, and
work as one.
10. Witsuwit’en laws are recognized and enforced in the feast system (Bah’lats)
11. The most important part of the Bah’lats is the accountability at the conclusion of the
feast ceremony when the Chiefs from other clans, invited as witnesses, witness the
transactions and speak to it.
12. Everyone, even the children, have the responsibility to help and contribute to their
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family and clan
13. Children have the Right to Assistance and the Right to Food
14. Children have the Right to Speak and Be Heard
15. Children have the Right to Live Among their People
16. Clan members have the responsibility to marry outside of their Clan
17. Men have the responsibilities to be good providers before they can have permission
to marry
18. Women have the responsibilities to work hard and to contribute to the marriage,
family and community
19. Grandparents, and in particular Grandmothers, play a central and unique role in
society and have important responsibilties to teach their grandchildren
20. Animals are respected and an acknowledged and accepted part of life, including the
ability to interact, transform, speak with and marry Witsuwit’en. This is part of
Wiggus, and the holistic worldview that animals and human beings are codependent upon each other.
21. Everyone has a Responsiblity to listen to their elder
22. Discipline involves a talking to, or verbal teaching
23. Reparations are more than making amends, to make things right the wrong doer or
giver must repay more than what was taken or exchanged, it means to pay back
with interest
24. Individuals who break the law must pay the natural consequences of their actions,
which may involve harm or even death
25. Individuals who have broken the law are disconnected from the teachings, identity
and language
26. It is a family and/or clan failure of passing on teachings when there is a clan
member who has broken the law
27. Everyone is responsible for members in their clan
28. In the old days, the laws were stricter and not very many people broke the laws as a
serious harm or even death might be imposed
29. The Witsuwit’en Legal System is all connected. The Yintah, language, teachings,
Dii’taghni (Clans), and Balhats (Feast Sytem) are all one and make up the
Witsuwit’en Legal System.
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Chapter Eight: Discussion
Our society must make it right and possible for old people not to fear the young or be
deserted by them, for the test of a civilization is the way that it cares for its helpless
members.(Pearl Buck, 1954)

The disproportionate rates of Aboriginal youth incarceration should be the most pressing
issue for Canada today. Aboriginal youth, and in particular Aboriginal female teenagers, are
arguably the most vulnerable group in Canada today, not just by youth criminal justice terms but
on a number of scales. There is a need to prioritize the decarceration of Aboriginal youth for
many reasons. This is of national importance and ought to be a societal concern and not a
concern limited to professionals working in the criminal justice system or to Aboriginal
communities. In this chapter, I discuss the strengths or successes uncovered in my research, I
look at weaknesses or challenges, and I discuss the limitations of this research. I talk about
common themes and then I talk about strategies and recommendations.

Successes
When looking at the successes uncovered in this research, two regions in particular stood
out. Ontario and Newfoundland and Labrador all had favorable treatment of Aboriginal female
youth if we only measure the overall reductions in the 19 years. As indicated, further research
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needs to occur as to what these regions are doing well and why there have been overall
reductions in these areas.

Another area of success was in employing the ILRU method when examining
Witsuwit’en legal tradition. This was a new method for me. The overlapping themes from the
focus group and interviews reinforced each area. My personal observation was that the
overlapping themes and commonalities reinforced each other as well as the basic principles of
the Witsuwit’en laws. I was not expecting the overlapping themes because of the different
stories. The participants from my observation also seemed to enjoy engaging with the ILRU
method and providing their input and wisdom. I hope to work further with the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society with further research ideas. One idea that I had, given the number
of Witsuwit’en youth and university students, is to put a handbook or guidebook on researching,
revitalizing and reclaiming Witsuwit’en laws through the ILRU method on the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society website (with their permission of course). This would encourage
university students at any level to undertake this important work and replicate my work.
Hopefully, my work could inspire future generations of Witsuwit’en leaders.

Another area which could be considered a strength or success was the new and emerging
research of looking at statistics through an Indigenous lens. Hopefully there will be more
research, agreements and partnerships around Statistics as Sovereignty, Data Sovereignty and
Statistical Frameworks. Hopefully the future will show that statistics can be a venue for
reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and Canadian governments.
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Challenges
There were several challenges in this work. One was the gaps in the data as discussed
below. Although I reached out by e-mail to every province and territory, most of them referred
me back to Statistics Canada. The Statistics Canada approach does not appear to be consistent
with Indigenous statistics or data sovereignty that was detailed in Chapter 4. It would be ideal to
see Statistics Canada working in partnership with Indigenous communities. Also, there appears
to me to be a general lack of knowledge in society or societal denial about the problems that I
have researched here, the over-incarceration of Aboriginal youth. That troubles me. It may be
unintentional or neglect, but it is part of the problem that these numbers are hidden or not
reported or worked on a national level. Another challenge is the extremely troubling statistics
from Manitoba and the Yukon. Also, it is puzzling and disheartening why there is such a
significant disparity for Aboriginal females in Manitoba and the Yukon.

When conducting the interviews and focus groups, there were several dates that
understandably had to be rescheduled due to funerals in the community. The distance that I was
living away from the research location posed logistical problems that were overcome. I would
have liked to conduct further interviews using more Witsuwit’en stories.

Limitations of the Research
I noted in Chapter 5 that there were significant gaps in the statistics that made the
provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Quebec, Nova Scotia, PEI, the Northwest Territories and
Nunavut unsuitable for further research. That meant that a complete national study was not
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possible. I noted in Chapter Two earlier because of the way Statistics Canada has decided to
publish its data, the data by gender and Aboriginal identity are not reported in a published format
or are missing. I was also limited by my own statistical knowledge in developing the research.
There is a wide number of variable datasets available online. I chose to look historically by
Aboriginal identity and by gender at the five custodial categories. Within the community
sentencing category, there were further sub-categories in that area that I chose not to explore due
to time constraints. Another limitation is that I did not explore the causation for the overincarceration rates directly, only through secondary sources in my literature review in Chapter 2.

Research Contribution
This dissertation adds to the existing literature regarding the seriousness of Aboriginal
youth over-incarceration rates. It also furthers the advancement of Indigenous methodology and
in particular the Indigenous Legal Research Unit Method. This research also adds to the body of
knowledge of Witsuwit’en laws.

Connections between YCJA and Witsuwit’en Law
Within the YCJA, there are several provisions to allow for alternative measures to the
YCJA. The Importance of Witsuwit’en Teachings discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 has parallels to
the importance of Warnings in Section 7 of the YCJA and Cautions in Section 8 of the YCJA.
The use of Extra-Judicial Measures in Section 10 of the YCJA refers to out of court sanctions.
This is consistent with the Witsuwit’en laws of stepping up things from teachings and involving
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the father clan to send a message to youth. Other forms of Extra-Judicial Measures in the YCJA
could be Reparations and the Importance of Acknowledging Responsibility in Witsuwit’en law
and discipline. There are other forms of Witsuwit’en laws that would be a good alternative to the
YCJA and fit within Extra-Judicial Measures, such as the use of a shame feast for example when
a person would make amends and take responsibility in front of the community at a feast.
Another example of an Extra-Judicial Measure is the Wet’suwet’en Unlocking Aboriginal
Justice. There are some areas in which the YCJA and Witsuwit’en laws could parallel or overlap
with each other. One of the more interesting provincial pilot projects that looks at ways of
dealing within and outside of the YCJA is New Brunswick.

Strategies for going forward: New Brunswick
One area in which there has been success in reducing youth incarceration rates is the
province of New Brunswick. They have implemented several initiatives specifically to reduce
youth incarceration rates. They were encouraged to look at setting up youth justice committees,
employing more judicial conferences and also reviewing pre-charging practises under the YCJA
(Bosse, 2017 at 13). New Brunswick established a provincial round table on crime prevention
looking at youth criminal justice and also did a systemic review regarding the YCJA in New
Brunswick (Bosse, 2017 at 13). From there, a report was issued by the Child and Youth
Advocate’s Office entitled More Care, Less Court (Bosse, 2015). There have been 77%
reductions for all youth in the past five years (Bosse, 2017 at 16). There have been more
alternative measures put into place and the government has introduced a new Youth Diversion
model (Bosse, 2017 at 13-14). New Brunswick has also started a Child Rights Summer Course
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(Bossee, 2017 at 14). New Brunswick cites the success in reducing Indigenous youth
incarceration rates due to legal education, the Aboriginal Healing to Wellness Court, the
development of specialized John Howard Societies and increased youth mental health resources
within Aboriginal communities (Bosse, 2017, at 20). The measures taken by New Brunswick
could certainly be studied and replicated in other areas such as Manitoba, the Yukon and British
Columbia.

Recommendations
There are calls from the MacDonald-Laurier Institute to report annually on the Aboriginal
Adult incarceration rates (2018 at 42). They argue that this allows for performance monitoring
and accountability (2018 at 42). I would echo that for Aboriginal youth. Having consistent and
accurate data for all provinces allows for measures of accountability and transparency. It allows
Indigenous communities to become aware of the numbers and can allow for attention to be
drawn not only to the areas that have shortcomings but also to examine regions where the
numbers of Aboriginal youth incarceration rates are dropping.

Other recommendations have to do with fixing the system in a fundamental ways to
reduce Aboriginal youth incarceration rates. Philpott also makes a recommendation that
Aboriginal youth have culturally appropriate diversion programs (2017 at 20). She states that
diversion programs ought to be mandated to decrease police discretion (2017 at 24). Philpott
argues that this is critical as it is important to focus on alternatives to the YCJA, rather than
trying to fix the problems after the youth have entered the criminal justice system (2017 at 23).
Recalling from Chapter Two that Aboriginal youth may be dealing with high levels of trauma,
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Clark suggests that a Trauma-Informed justice system would help reduce the numbers of
Aboriginal youth in the correctional system (2015 at 3). A Trauma-Informed justice system
would provide a holistic approach to identify trauma responses in clients, and identify trauma
programs and services that builds on safety, trustworthiness, choice, collaboration, and
empowerment (Clark, 2015 at 33). I understand the goal is not only to support the client but to
reduce incidents with the criminal justice system (Clark, 2015 at 7). This is facilitated by a
number of things, such as the awareness and education that traumatized individuals often come
into contact with the criminal justice system and part of this trauma exhibit itself in a number of
ways such as substance abuse, mental illness and domestic violence (Clark, 2015 at 37). Legal
education with judges, lawyers and service providers plays a key part (Clark, 2015 at 35). The
United States and Australia are leaders in initiating Trauma-Informed youth justice programs
(Clark, 2015 at 39-40), including the development of a “Trauma-Informed Judge” Bench Card
(Clark, 2015 at 39), a number of resources such as videos and fact sheets, web resources and
published government guidelines for trauma-informed care (Clark, 2015 at 40).

One common recommendation has been that in order to reduce the over-incarceration
rates of Aboriginal Youth, there needs to be a cultural connection. This is reflected in Nova
Scotia, where in 2013 they launched a program to connect incarcerated Aboriginal youth with
their culture (Canadian Press, 2013). In Manitoba, a new justice system based on Indigenous
practises of healing and restorative justice is being proposed to reduce Adult over-incarceration
rates (Glowacki, 2017 at 1). Although this Manitoba idea is aimed at reducing Adult rates, the
same idea for reducing youth rates may also be effective. Maynaro suggests that the Winnipeg
CP-1870 youth program which started in 1998 using First Nations concepts of healing and
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restorative justice has been successful in reducing incarceration rates (2011 at 25-27). The BC
Child and Youth Officer also echoed the importance of connecting Aboriginal youth with
culturally appropriate counselling and support services (2006 at 3). The BC Child and Youth
Officer specifically noted that Aboriginal communities can provide culturally appropriate
support and provide a sense of belonging to Aboriginal youth (2006 at 3). This echoes the
Witsuwit’en teachings that the clans provide not only a place in society and societal structure but
a sense of belonging. Wickham (2009) posits that there are opportunities for Aboriginal
communities to provide cultural transmissions to young people who are in youth correctional
facilities (at 57). Wickham suggest that a framework to reduce Aboriginal youth incarceration
rates would be based on an Indigenous framework that reflects relationship building, land,
spirituality, and families (2009 at 62-64). Note that these recommendations were reflected in
the comments from the focus group and interviews (Chapters 6 and 7). Specifically, the focus
group felt that when young people found themselves in trouble, it was because the young were
not listening to their elders, or they were not being taught properly. In other words, there was a
disconnect with their culture and teachings. Having stressed the importance of culture and
teachings, I want to conclude this chapter with the following quote:
My vision of peace looks like this: incarcerated youth have purpose in their lives, pride
shines from their smiling faces and they never return to prison; their children do not
know the colonial child welfare system, they only know their community, their songs,
and their traditions. (Molly Wickham, 2009 at 58)
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Chapter Nine: Conclusion
The degree of civilization in a society can be judged by entering its prisons.
-Fyodor Dostoevsky, from the House of the Dead

In conclusion, I have focussed on Aboriginal youth incarceration rates across Canada. I
examined the data by Aboriginal identity from the 19 year time period. I also examined the rates
by gender. I also conducted a focus group and 3 interviews using the ILRU method. The
statistics concern Aboriginal youth incarceration under the YCJA and the treatment of youth
under the YCJA. By contrast, the Witsuwit’en legal system deals with youth from a completely
different and holistic perspective. This dissertation has examined how troubled youth are dealt
with under the YCJA as well as under Witsuwit’en laws. To review this dissertation, in Chapter
1, I reviewed my research approach, research question and my role as a researcher. I reviewed
key terms and definitions. In Chapter 2, I conducted a literature review of the documents
pertaining first to the incarceration rates for Aboriginal adults, and then second at Aboriginal
youths and finally looking at secondary sources for the causation of over-incarceration rates for
Aboriginal youth. In Chapter 3, I reviewed Witsuwit’en Society, Chiefs and the feast system. In
Chapter 4, I reviewed Indigenous Methodology and the Indigenous Legal Research Method and I
examined the reasons why statistics are Indigenous. In Chapter 5, I looked at the statistics for
Aboriginal youth incarcerations rates for British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, Newfoundland
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and Labrador, and the Yukon. Then I looked at the statistics nationally. I reviewed the data that
shows that there have been reductions in the data for all youth, including Aboriginal youth. I
explained through the data that the reductions are less for Aboriginal youth as compared to nonAboriginal youth. I showed with statistics that the decreases are less for Aboriginal females in
contrast to the decreases for Aboriginal males. In Chapter 6, I reviewed the research procedures
and research findings for the focus group and interviews using the ILRU method. In Chapter 7, I
used the ILRU Research Framework to analyse the research findings into a Witsuwit’en legal
summary. In Chapter 8, I reviewed the successes, challenges, and limitations of my research. I
also reviewed the New Brunswick project to reduce youth incarceration and reviewed
recommendations. I also reviewed how the YCJA and Witsuwit’en laws overlap. The two
systems can work together to find solutions to the problem of troubled youth. I will now look at
future research needs as well as some unanswered questions from the research.

Further Research Directions

Aboriginal Youth Incarceration Rates
We see that there is a high rate of 53% of over-incarceration rates of Aboriginal girls
when Aboriginal youth made up only 7% of the population (Juristat, 2014 at 4). There is a
noticeable absence of academic research and national attention to the incarceration rates of
Aboriginal female youth. Research needs to be focussed on finding specifically why Aboriginal
girls are so dramatically disproportionately represented and on findings solutions to decarcerate
Aboriginal girls. There needs to be further research done on the most recent two years to find
reasons why there has been a substantial decrease from 53% in 2013-2014 (Juristat, 2014 at 4)
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to 43% in 2015-2016 (Malakieh, 2017 at 5). Even in 2015-2016, the rates are still grossly
disproportionate to the proportion of Aboriginal females in the population (7%) (Malakieh, 2017
at 5). Further gender specific research from an Indigenous lens is required on how to reduce the
over-incarceration rates specifically of Aboriginal girls. Additionally, in Chapter 2, I set out
reasons why there may be increased growth in the future. Therefore, research needs to be
prioritized on how to immediately reverse the growing disproportionate rates.

YCJA Research
There is a need for quality, accurate and contemporary research on which youths are
being transferred to Adult criminal court by gender and racial identity. Comparing Aboriginal
adults to Aboriginal youths, we see a lot of attention to s. 718.2(e) but not to the corresponding
section under the YCJA 38(2) (d). The question is why not? Further research needs to be
completed on a different approach to detaining and sentencing Aboriginal youth under the YCJA
like section 4(a) that allow for out of court solutions.

Further research needs to track Aboriginal youth in the criminal justice system who are
being charged as an adult, by Aboriginal identity and by gender. We need a national Youth
Correctional Investigator Officer like the Correctional Investigation Office that offers
accountability on Adult offenders. We need to develop a means to ensure accountability to
Indigenous families and communities within the YCJA.
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Statistical Research
Further research is required on expanding Indigenous statistics, and specifically on
education and expansion of Indigenous statistical frameworks like the Maori have already
implemented. We need to build on the idea of statistics as reconciliation to see how that could
help further Indigenous sovereignty, partnerships and collaborations. Statistics Canada and
Corrections Canada ought to involve Aboriginal peoples in the development, collection and
ownership and access to the data. FNIGC could help design a survey with Indigenous youth and
communities and hire them to carry it out with their peers. There is a need to create Indigenous
statistical frameworks and Indigenous statistical charters that reflect our Indigenous data
sovereignty.

Indigenous Centered Research
We need more work generally across Canada and other territories using the ILRU method
which was successful with this dissertation. I believe that further research is warranted using
the ILRU method and Witsuwit’en stories. A lot of the research so far is problem based and
viewing the Aboriginal youth incarceration rates as a problem or Aboriginal issue – this is the
problem. When causation for high Aboriginal youth incarceration rates are attributed generally
to society, then societal apathy and neglect occurs. And consequently, no one is taking
responsibility for the problem. This leads to increasing rates of over-incarceration.
Where are the Aboriginal youth in this research? Where are the elders and Aboriginal
communities in this research of over incarceration of youth? Where are the grandparents and
aunties and uncles of the youth? There is a huge disconnect of youth from the communities
where youth are gone and no one knows how to help. We need solution based research that looks
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at locations that have increasing rates of Aboriginal youth incarceration and asks why? What
can we do better? How can we help? We need ways of having Aboriginal communities
involved as well as non-Aboriginal communities. We also need to look at this from an
Indigenous lens. What happens when that teenager is released back into the community? We
need to examine role models and successful projects, not only in Canada but around the world.
We also need to hear from successful, proud and strong Indigenous teenagers. What is going
well for them and how can this success be replicated with other teenagers?
To borrow from Witsuwit’en laws and teaching, we need more space for talk and
discussions. We need everyone to come together and be educated and genuinely and carefully
listen to others and think about the issues on a serious level. Witsuwit’en people say the elders
would repeat things over and over and these teachings were for silent contemplation and
reflection. We need to bring that extremely serious consideration and reflection on this issue on
a societal wide level in an inclusive manner. This is not about blaming Indigenous peoples for
‘their problem’ but about all Canadians taking responsibility for this problem. We need
leadership and responsibility to go back to the Witsuwit’en teachings. We need to ensure that
Indigenous knowledge is valued at all levels.

We saw that Feir and Hancock proposed that the key to advancing reconciliation is
through statistics by creating real, practical and concrete statistical research agreements. Clearly,
here, Indigenous peoples should determine their own membership and identity, as the very high
number of youths of “Aboriginal unknown identity” has been discussed in this dissertation. A
partnership in which Indigenous peoples are trained and employed by Statistics Canada to
monitor the effectiveness of government policies such as incarceration rates would support
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reconciliation. It is time for Canada to acknowledge that we need to build on Indigenous
capabilities and knowledge. This is in line with the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action. It
is also consistent with the four step process suggested earlier:
We must
(a) consult and involve the people whom our work regards;
(b) acknowledge the uniqueness of the Indigenous experience in our work and frame
the work as contributing to an understanding of Indigenous circumstances;
(c) account for the fact that the choices we make in words and measurements have
implications for the way our work is received and the policies people believe it
implies; and
(d) be self-aware and respect and acknowledge the traditions and values of
Indigenous peoples (Smith and Weir, 2016 at 361)

Research Questions
I do not have a lot of answers but I have a lot of questions going forward for youth corrections:
-

What Indigenous indicators of well being would be identified by Indigenous peoples as
true partners in the development, collection and ownership of youth correctional data?

-

What is important to youth to help them from a youth perspective?

-

What are the needs and wants of youth?

-

What would a youth secure facility or open custody facility look like if it was Indigenous
developed, owned and governed?

-

What kinds of supports do the youth believe they need in the community to succeed?

-

To what degree does my dissertation add to the negative stereotypes that Walter (2016 at
82) argues that the government creates about Indigenous peoples? And to what degree
does a dissertation focused on over-incarceration rates create a reality for Aboriginal
males and females and to what extent does it portray a neglected and often overlooked
important demographic?
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-

We need to know not only the rights of Indigenous youth, but who is talking about what
responsibilities they should have in making things better

-

If everyone in Canada displayed Wiggus, then how would things be different under the
YCJA and how might it improve?

-

What are the important relationships involved between youth and their guardians, their
grandparents and their clans, and their community?

-

What important relationship is taking place between society and Aboriginal youth that
has led to the situation of over-incarceration?

-

What would youth corrections be like if everyone in Canada thought that if one
Aboriginal teenager was in custody, that they personally had failed that child, that it was
seen as failure of society and a failure of Canada?

I have a lot more questions than answers of course. Many of these questions are difficult
to answer, however, I keep circling back to the acceptance and sense of belonging that
Witsuwit’en clan structures offer. What would happen if every Aboriginal teenager felt accepted
and truly felt that he or she belonged somewhere? Of all the statistics mentioned with respect to
sovereignty, the number of human lives involved here are the most critical and important. Our
youth are our future. The best way to advance Indigenous sovereignty then is to take ownership
and control over the tragic statistics regarding the over-incarceration of Aboriginal youth. These
numbers need to be reversed. Every Aboriginal teenager matters, whether male or female. We
need to ensure that Indigenous teenagers know that they belong, that they know that they are
accepted and that they truly count.
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Every One Counts
In this dissertation, I have reviewed many data, figures and numbers. The numbers here
depict real people who are sons and daughters, brothers and sister, granddaughters and
grandsons, and cousins. Potentially some of them are aunts or uncles or they may have children
themselves. They belong somewhere. They have a family that may or may not be waiting for
them depending on the tragedy of their circumstances. Every one of these numbers means
something. Every one of these numbers counts for some one.
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Appendix A - Witsuwit’en Terminology

Alhk’ikh

Consensus (coming together)

Auxtaten’e

common people

Bah’lats

feast or potlatch

Denii Biits

the act of people witnessing a feast

Denii ne’aas

Feast, or people coming together

Didikh, didikhni, dii’taghni

clan

Dini

man, person

Dini ni’as

feast hall

Dini nildes be yikh

courthouse or building for judging people

Dini ze

Male hereditary chief

Diiyinii

Healers or medicine men

Elne

slaves

Dini ze co

high chief

Ett ouniil iy’

boundary – that is sort of the limit

Ett wets’un

boundary – as far as that place

Gilseyu

Big Frog Clan

Gitdumden

Bear/Wolf Clan

Haba ts’el tset

father clan

Hiboots’at

a ritual for good luck or protection

Inuk Nu’at’en

Our laws
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K’ayee nee tatl’iil

a special feast when a chief compensates
someone who helped him or her when the
chief was injured or in need

Kyah Wiget

Ancient village, Moricetown

Kun biit k’aayh

Acting out your personal crest or displaying
your Kungax

Kun

Spirit or Spirit Power

Kungax

Trail of Song, or own spirit song or personal
crest

Laksamshu

Fireweed Clan

Laksilyu

Small Frog Clan

Lulïlh

two people from the father clan would walk
in with the girl at her ceremony for
becoming a woman and speak of her
accomplishments in the past year

Lye

children

Mï

to teach children about prohibitions, taboos
and rituals

Niwhts’ide’ni

ancestors

Nu’yiin

our land

Skak

child

Skiy ze

chief’s son or daughter

Tenïnye

a ceremony held for a young woman one
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year after her first period
Ts’ake

woman

Ts ake ze

female hereditary chief

Tsayu

Beaver Clan

Tse Kay

“base of the rock” The Gathering Place, (in
Gitxsan, Hagwilget, meaning place of the
quiet people)

Udiggi

God, creator

Utakke

Sky God

Wet’suwet’en (witsuwit’en, hwotsotenne, hotsoten) people of the lower river valley
Widzin Kwikh (a.k.a. Wa Dzun Kwuh or Wedzen Kwa)

Bulkley River

Wiggus

the Law of Respect

Yihk

House

Yihk widini ze

house chief

Yinkadinii’ ha baa ten

the ways of the people on earth

Yintah

Spiritual, social, economic and physical
connections to traditional house territories
“everything is connected”
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Appendix B – Wet’suwet’en Territories
Wet’suwet’en Territories by clan, as downloaded from the Office of the Wet’suwet’en website
on April 21, 2018 from http://www.wetsuweten.com/territory/
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Appendix C - Wet’suwet’en Clans

Five Witsuwit’en Clans
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Appendix D – Sample Wet’suwet’en Bah’lats Seating Chart

Note that in this example, the Host in the middle is Laksilyu, but this would rotate
depending on who is hosting. Each of the other four clans would be seated in three or more
rows, with the highest chiefs in the middle of the back row, near the wall. The chiefs would be
flanked by their wing chiefs and sub-chiefs. The commoners without names would be in the
front row or sitting on the floor in the front row. The host clan has some chairs around a table in
the middle, however, their clan would not be fully seated. As hosts, they would be preparing or
serving food and other gifts to distribute.
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Appendix E – Focus Group Letter of Invitation
Karen L. Whonnock,
[address]
Board of Directors,
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society,
[address]
Date
Dear Board of Directors,
I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting. This project is
part of the requirement for a Doctor of Social Sciences in the Interdisciplinary Studies Program
at Royal Roads University. My name is Karen Whonnock and my credentials with Royal Roads
University can be established by calling Dr. Siomonn Pulla, Associate Professor and Program
Head, Doctor of Social Sciences, College of Interdisciplinary Studies, Royal Roads University at
250-391-2600 ext. 4392.
The objective of my research project is an examination of the Over representation of Aboriginal
Youth Using Witsuwit’en Legal Tradition. It is titled “To Critically Examine the
Overrepresentation of Aboriginal Youth in the Canadian Criminal Justice System: a Statistical
Review and Study Using Witsuwit’en Legal Tradition.” As a contrast to the Canadian system of
prisons, I would like to look at Witsuwit’en laws regarding youth discipline and corrective
behaviour. There will be two parts, first to examine Witsuwit’en legal tradition through a focus
group and secondly to review the statistics for Aboriginal youth across Canada, province by
province and also by gender.
One main research question is “What are Witsuwit’en Indigenous Legal Traditions with respect
to the punishment, discipline and treatment of Aboriginal youth?” I will be submitting my final
report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a Doctor of Social Sciences degree.
My research project will consist of a focus group and is foreseen to last three to four hours. This
focus group will use the University of Victoria’s Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”)
methodology. This methodology uses traditional stories to bring forth Indigenous laws and
traditions. The ILRU methodology examines traditional Indigenous stories and examines each
one with respect to:
- Issues – these are the human problems that are raised in the story.
- Facts – what are the key facts or central facts upon which the story turns or decisions are
made
- Resolutions/Decisions – these are the decisions that answer the problems in the story
- Reasons – determining why decisions are made is key to the legal analysis
- Bracket – these are questions that may be left unanswered or side notes that are not
central or key to the issues
The Witsuwit’en stories that may be discussed are attached (and depending on time) which are
(a) “The Girl Who Became a Frog” as told by Emma Michell
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(b) “Girl Given to Grizzly” by Bernadette Naziel
(c) “The Boy and the Salmon” told by Emma Michell
(d) “The Milky Way” told by Andy Dennis.
The foreseen questions will include but are not limited to:
(a) What are the issues in each Witsuwit’en story?
(b) What are the key facts or central facts upon which story turns or decisions are made?
(c) What are the decisions that answer the problems in each story?
(d) How are the decisions made?
(e) Are there any questions that are left unanswered that are not central to the issues?
(f) What are the Witsuwit’en laws that are involved?
(g) What rights does this youth have?
(h) Who is responsible for the upbringing of this Witsuwit’en youth?
(i) What are the Witsuwit’en legal principles regarding the discipline or punishment of
youth?
(j) What are the legitimate procedures for Witsuwit’en collective decision making regarding
the discipline or punishment of youth?
(k) Who has responsibilities for the teachings of Witsuwit’en youth?
(l) Who has the final say or decision making power when it comes to the discipline of
Witsuwit’en youth?
Your name was chosen as a prospective participant because of your connection to Witsuwit’en
culture as a Board Member of the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society as a cultural
safekeeper and knowledge holder.
Information will be recorded in hand-written format and audio recording and with your
permission, videotaped format and, where appropriate summarized, in anonymous format, in the
body of the final report. At no time will any specific comments be attributed to any individual
unless your specific agreement has been obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept
strictly confidential as per the Research Agreement which your organization has asked me to
sign and as per Royal Roads Research Ethics Board policies and procedures.
A copy of the final report will be published. A copy will be housed at Royal Roads University,
available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly
accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted.
Please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding the
project and its outcomes. I can share my results with you if you wish at a debriefing session to be
scheduled in the Spring of 2018. I can do this by providing you with the final research report in
person or in writing. I will also be providing you with a copy of my final dissertation paper.
As far as I am aware, I have no conflicts of interest with the Board of Directors or with the
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society. As you are aware, I am a member of the
Witsuwit’en First Nations, Gitdumden Clan and House of Kaiyaxwinits.
You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you
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are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in
this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence.
If you would like to participate in my research project, please contact me at:
Name: Karen Whonnock
Email:
Telephone:
Sincerely,
Karen L. Whonnock
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Appendix F- Focus Group Consent Form
RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
My name is Karen Whonnock, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Doctor of
Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads University
can be established by telephoning Dr. Siomonn Pulla, Associate Professor and Program Head,
Doctor of Social Sciences, College of Interdisciplinary Studies, Royal Roads University at 250391-2600 ext. 4392.
This document constitutes an agreement to participate in my research project, the objective of
which is an examination of the Over representation of Aboriginal Youth Using Witsuwit’en
Legal Tradition. It is titled “To Critically Examine the Overrepresentation of Aboriginal Youth
in the Canadian Criminal Justice System: a Statistical Review and Study Using Witsuwit’en
Legal Tradition.” As a contrast to the Canadian system of prisons, I would like to look at
Witsuwit’en laws regarding youth discipline and corrective behaviour. There will be two parts,
first to examine Witsuwit’en legal tradition through a focus group and secondly to review the
statistics for Aboriginal youth across Canada, province by province and also by gender.
The research will consist of a focus group that follows Indigenous methodology and in particular
the Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”) Method developed at the University of Victoria
and is foreseen to last approximately three hours. The foreseen questions will refer to
Witsuwit’en legends and stories. Please see the attached ‘Focus Group Guide’ for examples of
questions. In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in partial
fulfillment for a Doctor of Social Sciences degree, I will only publish journal articles or books
and share on any way the information only in accordance with the written permission of the
Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society and in accordance with the Witsuwit’en Language
and Culture Society Research Protocols Agreement.
Information will be recorded in hand-written format and audio taped and video recorded with
your permission and, where appropriate, summarized, in anonymous format, in the body of the
final report. At no time will any specific comments be attributed to any individual unless specific
agreement has been obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept strictly confidential.
A copy of the final report will be published. A copy will be housed at Royal Roads University,
available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly
accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted.* As far as I am aware, I have no
conflicts of interest with the Board of Directors or with the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture
Society. As you are aware, I am a member of the Witsuwit’en First Nations, Gitdumden Clan
and House of Kaiyaxwinits.
You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you
are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in
this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence. Once the focus
group research data is included in the data report, it may not be possible to withdraw your
consent at that time. Should you disclose a child protection issue I am bound by law to report the
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information to the appropriate authorities. I, Karen Whonnock, will abide by the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society’s decision with respect to archiving or destroying the data that
comes from this focus group after my dissertation is completed.
You will have an opportunity to review and correct the research findings in person or in writing
after the research findings are drafted. As part of the focus group, certain quotes may be used
but you will still maintain participant confidentiality.
By signing this letter, you give free and informed consent to participate in this project.
Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________
Signed: _____________________________________________________________
Date:

December 1, 2017
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Appendix G – Interview Letter of Invitation
Karen L. Whonnock,
[address]
[Name],
March 21, 2018
Dear [Name],
I would like to invite you to be part of a research project that I am conducting. This project is
part of the requirement for a Doctor of Social Sciences in the Interdisciplinary Studies Program
at Royal Roads University. My name is Karen Whonnock and my credentials with Royal Roads
University can be established by calling Dr. Siomonn Pulla, Associate Professor and Program
Head, Doctor of Social Sciences, College of Interdisciplinary Studies, Royal Roads University at
250-391-2600 ext. 4392.
The objective of my research project is an examination of the Over representation of Aboriginal
Youth Using Witsuwit’en Legal Tradition. It is titled “To Critically Examine the
Overrepresentation of Aboriginal Youth in the Canadian Criminal Justice System: a Statistical
Review and Study Using Witsuwit’en Legal Tradition.” As a contrast to the Canadian system of
prisons, I would like to look at Witsuwit’en laws regarding youth discipline and corrective
behaviour. There will be two parts, first to examine Witsuwit’en legal tradition through a focus
group and secondly to review the statistics for Aboriginal youth across Canada, province by
province and also by gender.
One main research question is “What are Witsuwit’en Indigenous Legal Traditions with respect
to the punishment, discipline and treatment of Aboriginal youth?” I will be submitting my final
report to Royal Roads University in partial fulfillment for a Doctor of Social Sciences degree.
My research project with you will consist of an individual interview and will be approximately
one hour. This interview will use the University of Victoria’s Indigenous Legal Research Unit
(“ILRU”) methodology. This methodology uses traditional stories to bring forth Indigenous
laws and traditions. The ILRU methodology examines traditional Indigenous stories and
examines each one with respect to:
- Issues – these are the human problems that are raised in the story.
- Facts – what are the key facts or central facts upon which the story turns or decisions are
made
- Resolutions/Decisions – these are the decisions that answer the problems in the story
- Reasons – determining why decisions are made is key to the legal analysis
- Bracket – these are questions that may be left unanswered or side notes that are not
central or key to the issues
The Witsuwit’en story is “The Boy and the Salmon” told by Emma Michell. The foreseen
questions will include but are not limited to:
(m) What are the issues in this Witsuwit’en story?
(n) What are the key facts or central facts upon which story turns or decisions are made?
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(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)
(t)
(u)

What are the decisions that answer the problems in this story?
How are the decisions made?
Are there any questions that are left unanswered that are not central to the issues?
What are the Witsuwit’en laws that are involved?
What rights does this youth have?
Who is responsible for the upbringing of this Witsuwit’en youth?
What are the Witsuwit’en legal principles regarding the discipline or punishment of
youth?
(v) What are the legitimate procedures for Witsuwit’en collective decision making regarding
the discipline or punishment of youth?
(w) Who has responsibilities for the teachings of Witsuwit’en youth?
(x) Who has the final say or decision making power when it comes to the discipline of
Witsuwit’en youth?

Your name was chosen as a prospective participant because of your connection to Witsuwit’en
culture as a cultural safekeeper and knowledge holder. Information will be recorded in handwritten format and audio recording and with your permission, videotaped format and, where
appropriate summarized, in anonymous format, in the body of the final report. At no time will
any specific comments be attributed to any individual unless your specific agreement has been
obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept strictly confidential as per Royal Roads
Research Ethics Board policies and procedures.
A copy of the final report will be published. A copy will be housed at Royal Roads University,
available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly
accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted.
Please feel free to contact me at any time should you have additional questions regarding the
project and its outcomes. I can share my results with you if you wish at a debriefing session to be
scheduled in the Spring of 2018. I can do this by providing you with the final research report in
person or in writing. I will also be providing you with a copy of my final dissertation paper.
As far as I am aware, I have no conflicts of interest with you. As you are aware, I am a member
of the Witsuwit’en First Nations, Gitdumden Clan and House of Kaiyaxwinits.
You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you
are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in
this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence.
If you would like to participate in my research project, please contact me at:
Name: Karen Whonnock
Email:
Telephone:
Sincerely,
Karen L. Whonnock
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Appendix H – Interview Consent Form
RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
My name is Karen Whonnock, and this research project is part of the requirement for a Doctor of
Social Sciences degree at Royal Roads University. My credentials with Royal Roads University
can be established by telephoning Dr. Siomonn Pulla, Associate Professor and Program Head,
Doctor of Social Sciences, College of Interdisciplinary Studies, Royal Roads University at 250391-2600 ext. 4392.
This document constitutes an agreement to participate in my research project, the objective of
which is an examination of the Over representation of Aboriginal Youth Using Witsuwit’en
Legal Tradition. It is titled “To Critically Examine the Overrepresentation of Aboriginal Youth
in the Canadian Criminal Justice System: a Statistical Review and Study Using Witsuwit’en
Legal Tradition.” As a contrast to the Canadian system of prisons, I would like to look at
Witsuwit’en laws regarding youth discipline and corrective behaviour. There will be two parts,
first to examine Witsuwit’en legal tradition through a focus group and secondly to review the
statistics for Aboriginal youth across Canada, province by province and also by gender.
The research will consist of an interview that follows Indigenous methodology and in particular
the Indigenous Legal Research Unit (“ILRU”) Method developed at the University of Victoria
and is foreseen to last approximately one hour. The foreseen questions will refer to Witsuwit’en
legends and stories. In addition to submitting my final report to Royal Roads University in
partial fulfillment for a Doctor of Social Sciences degree, I will only publish journal articles or
books and share on any way the information only in accordance with the written permission of
the Witsuwit’en Language and Culture Society and in accordance with the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society Research Protocols Agreement.
Information will be recorded in hand-written format and audio taped and video recorded with
your permission and, where appropriate, summarized, in anonymous format, in the body of the
final report. At no time will any specific comments be attributed to any individual unless specific
agreement has been obtained beforehand. All documentation will be kept strictly confidential.
A copy of the final report will be published. A copy will be housed at Royal Roads University,
available online through UMI/Proquest and the Theses Canada portal and will be publicly
accessible. Access and distribution will be unrestricted. * As far as I am aware, I have no
conflicts of interest with you. As you are aware, I am a member of the Witsuwit’en First
Nations, Gitdumden Clan and House of Kaiyaxwinits.
You are not compelled to participate in this research project. If you do choose to participate, you
are free to withdraw at any time without prejudice. Similarly, if you choose not to participate in
this research project, this information will also be maintained in confidence. Once the interview
research data is included in the data report, it may not be possible to withdraw your consent at
that time. Should you disclose a child protection issue I am bound by law to report the
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information to the appropriate authorities. I, Karen Whonnock, will abide by the Witsuwit’en
Language and Culture Society’s decision with respect to archiving or destroying the data that
comes from this research after my dissertation is completed.
You will have an opportunity to review and correct the research findings in person or in writing
after the research findings are drafted. As part of the interview, certain quotes may be used but
you will still maintain participant confidentiality.
By signing this letter, you give free and informed consent to participate in this project.
Name: (Please Print): __________________________________________________
Signed: _____________________________________________________________
Date:

March 25, 2018

